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SUMMARY

A ircrew  a re  fanilMar with distortion in the apparent duration of 
elapsed intervals of tim e, and they a re  aware of factors which 
may accentuate this distortion. It is  apparent that the content 
of the interval and the attitude of the individual towards it a re  of 
paramount importance in determining punctuality.

Three separate laboratory experim ents on Man constitute 'the 
basis of tills research . Their objective was to investigate a few 
of the factors thought to be relevant to an understanding of some 
of the mechanisms which underly the accurate assessm ent of the 
duration of an elapsed interval.

In the f irs t  laboratory experiment it  was shown that the apparent 
duration of a ten-minute interval was decreased by the perform ance 
of a  tracking tesk  and increased by exposure of the subject to 
irre levan t alteration in the environment. By obtaining a quanti
tative subjective assessm ent of a lertness and a m easure of skin 
resistance change, it was dem onstrated that the subjects' level of 
arousal was increased by both perform ance of the task  and 
exposure to the emdronmental distraction. No significant 
relationship between arousal and apparent duration could be elicited.
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In tlie second experiment it  was dem onstrated tlnat a  1 kc/ b tone 
increased tlie apparent duration of a ten-second interval as 
determined by the method of se ria l reproduction, but only when 
it was presented in the judgment interval. No consistent 
distortion was obtained when tlie resistance to resp iration  was 
increased.

In tlie last experiment, evidence was obtained which suggests 
that the relative duration of a one-minute interval is  related to 
the attitude of the individual towards its  content - the stronger the 
view expressed, be it preference in its  favour or aversion against 
it, tlie longer the apparent duration of tlie interval.

It is  concluded that any composite theory of the mechanism of the 
perception of tim e must include an understanding of cognitive and 
affective p rocesses. To aircrew , as eontrol-system  operators, 
tim e  perception is  a m atter of practicality; in order to reduce 
tlie incidence of human e r ro r , it is  advised that they rely  im plicitly 
on accurate chronom eters to a sse ss  the duration of an elapsed 
interval and achieve punctuality.
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SECTION I

I N T R O D U C T I O N



Despite the fact that a ircrew  are  perform ing tasks of increasing 
complexity, the dangers involved in flying, a re  decreasing.
Records of accidents in the B.oyal A ir Force have been kept since 
1922, when there were 5.62 fatal accidents per 10,000 hours 
flown. Since then the ra te  has fallen to a  minimum of 0. 26 in 
1960 (D irectorate of Flight Safety, 1922 « 1961), This im prove
ment can be attributed to more efficient a irc ra ft and to a better 
knowledge of the causes of accidents which has led to the 
introduction of new training metliods and technical aids.

In recent yeaxs a record  has been kept of the number of accidents 
that were attributed by a Board of Enquiry, in whole or in part to 
pilot e r ro r . M 1956, 54 per cent, of fatal accidents were due 
to tills cause, and this proportion has fallen progressively to 
33 per cent, in 1961, The fact tliat pilot e r ro r  plays such a 
large part in the causation of accidents provides the incentive to 
investigate tlie reasons for the failure of individuals to perform  
their task adequately.

The c lassical problem s of aerospace medicine a re  associated 
with acceleration, altitude and tem perature, and the physiological 
lim its for the specific s tre s se s  of conventional and ex tra
te rre s tr ia l flight a re  now well defined. This understanding and
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tlie resulting technical developments have contributed much 
to the improvement in flight safety. However, little  is  known 
of the less tangible effects of tlie neurogenic s tre ss  of these 
factors on the behaviour of an individual and on the quality of 
his perform ance (Stewart, 1959). There a re  at pi'esent 
specific problem s in th is context in wMch in te rest is  paramount 
in the Royal A ir Force, and the research  constituting this thesis 
is  directed a t one of tliem.

A ircrew  have to perform  certain  duties at specific tim es during 
flight, and they have access to accurate chronom eters in order 
tiiat they may do so without e r ro r . However, m istakes can s till 
be made due to the crew 's failure to appreciate the co rrec t 
duration of an elapsed interval. Since 1961, there have been at 
least two m ajor accidents in the Royal A ir Force, in which a 
failure of tlie a ircrew  to rea lise  that the a irc ra ft had been a ir 
borne for longer than usual was considered as  a contributing 
cause. The following accounts serve to illu stra te  that accidents 
happen which might have been avoided if the aircrew  had had a 
better appreciation of elapsed tim e and a g rea ter realisation  of 
tlie relevance of distortion in tim e perception.

(i) The crew of five of a  bomber were briefed to carry  
out a  training sortie  of six  hours, twenty minutes, in 
the la st hour of which they were to be in tlie vicinity 
of tlie base airfield . After this interval had elapsed 
they continued to ca rry  out the detailed exercise; it 
was not until six  hours, forty minutes had passed 
that they noticed tliat tlie a irc ra ft was short of fuel.



They had not fully appreciated that they had been 
airborne longer than is  usual and the a irc ra ft ran  
out of fuel on its  final approach to landing after six 
hours, fifty m inutes. it sustained damage beyond 
rep a ir, though the crew were milnjured 
(classified reference).

(il) After 40 minutes airborne on a test-flying sortie , a 
single-seat fighter returned to overhead its  base 
airfield . The pilot noted that he had excess fuel and 
elected to continue the sortie . Nineteen minutes la ter 
the a irc ra ft ran  out of fuel on its  final approach to 
landing, though the fuel contents gauge reg istered  
that sufficient fuel to land safely was available. The 
pilot was uninjured, but tlie a irc ra ft sustained damage 
beyond rep a ir. The pilot stated afterw ards that he 
had not realised  that he had been airborne so long. 
(Director General of Flying, 1961).

It is  of in terest that the mean duration of the previous 
24 sorties of this a irc ra ft was 89 minutes with a 
standard deviation of eight minutes. Thus the 
duration of this particu lar sortie  exceeded two 
standard deviations from the mean.

There is  a wide range in tlie duties of aircrew  during flight and, 
of necessity, very different degrees of attention a re  appropriate. 
In some flights, intense concentration is  demanded and the pilot 
is  subjected to considerable physical stimulation, such as during
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low-level aerobatics; in other flights, such as long range 
reconnaissance over üie sea, there is  alm ost inordinate 
boredom. The duration of Intervals to be assessed  also varies 
greatly; during accurate instrum ent flying, scanning of certain  
instrum ents must be repeated every few seconds, tliough otlier 
tasiss need not be perform ed for much longer intervals*
Distortion of tim e perception may well upset the frequency of 
carrying out tliese tasks, and tlie factors affecting apparent 
duration may have wide im plications. D istortion of time 
perception reduce# tlie efficiency of aircrew  as  control-system  
operators, jeopardising the ir safety and placing others in danger.

In the understandixig of tim e and the perception of duration, 
pMlosoplidc and physical concepts a re  involved that require 
appreciation of the relativ ity  of existence. Jam es (1890) wrote : 
"But whetlier our feeling of the time which immediately past 
events have filled foe of something long or of sometliing short, 
it  is  not what it is  because those events a re  past, but because 
they have left behind them processes which a re  present. "
Wallace and Rabin (1960), in an important review, distinguished 
clearly  between tim e perspective - the past, the present and 
the future « and tim e perception - the appreciation of duration, 
It is  to tlie la tte r, a  sm all portion of the tem poral continuum of 
tl&e form er and the p rocesses re fe rred  to by Jam es, tliat the 
research  constituting th is thesis is  directed.

The difficulty of a  fundamental definition of tim e was recognised 
foy Gilliland, Hof eld and Eckstrand (1946) who could only 
re ite ra te  after cogent argument that it Is one of the two character-
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Istics 01 movement, the oüier of which is  space. The 
appreciation of duration tlius a r ise s  with change and can only 
foe attained by comparison with previous tem poral experience. 
Mach (1900) in a philosophical review considered that "we feel 
tlie work of attention as tim e", though Jam es (1890) in a 
sim ilar context considered that boredom could be defined as a  
state when one is aware of tim e passing. Woodrow (1951) in 
a standard reference work, wrote tliat tim e perception is  a 
variable process and the judgment is dependent on the nature of 
the experience. Thus, assessm ent of the duration of an interval 
is  nicely to be influenced by change in tlie environment as 
reflected, in the cereb ra l sensory inflow and by its  relevance to 
the individual.

Whiteside (1960) in a personal communication suggested to the 
author to investigate the relationship between apparent duration 
and degree of wakefulness - arousal; this request pervades the 
experiments reported in the following studies and determined 
much of the author's attitude towards the research .

No report in the lite ra tu re  could foe found which examined directly  
the bearing of tim e perception to aviation. In order to obtain 
a better understanding of this problem in flight, a form al 
interview study of aircrew  was carried  out. As a resu lt of th is, 
a  questionnaire was prepared wMeh was completed foy a large 
number of pilots. These studies were associated with the 
collection of information on otlier aspects of flight safety. On 
the basis of the evidence obtained an experiment was carried
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out aimed to a sse ss  in the laboratory the reprodueability of 
tlie distortions reported , ll ie  relevance of the level of arousal 
to the apparent duration of in tervals, of coïnparable duration to 
those commonly judged in flight, was e^mmined in detail to 
investigate W hiteside's hypothesis as a  possible mechanism 
inducing distortion.

Woodrow (1930) drew attention to tlie relevance of individual 
attitude in the appreciation of duration. This prompted examina
tion of the use of apparent duration to assess  attitude towards 
environmental conditions p resent in aviation* This was investi
gated in two further studies; the f irs t, a prelim inary e:q^eriment, 
was done prim arily  to es^plore this as a possible means to detect 
flaws in oxygen-system regulators; the second, as an associated 
investigation in an experiment done prim arily  to select the least 
distracting frequency of flashing light to recommend for use in 
a irc ra ft as an anti-collision visual aid.

C o m m e n t  An understanding of many problem s in clinical
research  presupposes that it is  possible to 
communicate tîie desired information from tiie 

subject to the observer, and so m easure it. As m easurem ent, 
in its  broadest sense, is  "the assignment of num erals to things 
so as to rep resen t facts and conventions about them " (Stevens, 
1946), the amount of subjective information, such as on a,rousal, 
that can be tran sfe rred  is  lim ited by the language of common 
discourse. Though individuals may appreciate their state on a 
continuum, words, being designed for the communication of less
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specialised parts  of e3q)erience, may fail to describe adequately 
in a quantitative way more than the broadest indications of the 
subjective e^qperience,

Tims, for accurate m easurem ent of psychophysiologlcal 
phenomena, it is  essential to establish unique modes of communi
cation* III these experim ents, simple visual analogues - 
continuous scales with boundaries clearly  defined - were used; 
the subjects or Judges were instructed in tlie ru les in unambiguous 
term s in tlie language of common discourse* For example, in 
order to a sse ss  degree of subjective a lertness, the subject was 
presented with a  100 mm. line; he was instructed to regard  
this as  representing the possible degrees of a lertness, ranging 
from a state of sleep at the extrem e left, tlirough a region 
signifying moderate walsefiilness in the middle, to a panic- 
stricken state at the right end. He was asked to m ark tlie line 
to indicate Ms assessm ent of his a le rtness  during a preceding 
interval (Gedye, Âitken and F e rre s , 1961).

The interpretation of m arks on conüniious scales is  governed 
by the ru les under which they are  made and necessarily  involves 
the assumption tliat tlie ru les a re  obeyed. Then, in furtlier 
discussion, as  long as position of m arks a re  re fe rred  to, one 
can use statem ents appropriate to position of m arks. Î ’or 
example, if an individual is  instructed to m ark lines to indicate 
Ms level of a lertness on two occasions, one is  entitled to infer 
that a difference in scores betv/een them indicates a difference 
in a lertness. However, it does not necessarily  follow that a 
m ark twice the distance from  one end means that the subject was
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twice as alert* Sim ilarly, if two subjects m ark points that 
give the sam e alertness score, it cannot be assum ed that they 
wished to convey a state of a lertness that is  identical, and tlds 
interpretation may be invalid unless oüierwise substantiated*
One can, however, draw attention to v/hat is  the mean score 
for the two subjects in different situations.

Thus m arks on continuous scales do not perm it liberal comparison 
between subjects or judges, as each individual xnay consider the 
scale differently; but comparison between conditions or data 
can be made wi.tîi g rea te r sensitivity and more understanding of 
degree timn with sem antic phrases* This lim itation is  no more 
than that holding in common discourse, which contains an 
apparent assumption that the same language, up to a point, is 
being iSpdsen in order to communicate the information*

It is indeed logical to use a continuous scale with its  boundaries 
clearly  defined for a subjective continuum requiring m easurem ent, 
such as a le rtness , resistance to resp iration  or apparent duration, 
as it is  also, of course, logical to use categories for a  graded 
param eter. However, in many e3q)eriments in clinical research  
the special language is  often constructed with artific ia l 
categories in  order to simplify and standardise üie communica
tion of a continuous variable* Grading has the disadvantage 
that much of the available information may be lost, and &e 
meaning of the categories may be open to m isinterpretation 
outwith the control of the e^cperimenter. Also the differences 
between two adjoining categories may not be tlie sam e, and so 
the resu lts  not foe amenable to certain  sensitive sta tistical 
procedures*
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In 1947, M etiesseî proposed the technique of portioning a fixed 
quantity of a unit between a se t of possible alternatives.
¥iandler, Mandler and Uviller (1988) used the method to m easure 
the aw areness of autonomic acüvity; they asked subjects to 
divide a 145 mm. line into two portions, indicating the proportion 
of tim e tlmt the specific modality was in conscious üiought. In 
an experiment here recorded, tills method is  proved ideal to 
determ ine the attitude expressed by subjects towards conditions 
and their re la tive  durations»

With tills technique of graphic rating more information is  
communicated as the number of categories is  selected only by 
the power of resolution available in measurem ent. The method 
avoids tlie im portant defects inherent in the use of categories 
and pro'iddes quantitative m easures which a re  amenable to 
standard statis tica l analyses for continuous variables, such as 
analysis of variance. Graphic rating provides a teciinique whose 
usefulness is  advocated to a ll who require assessm ent of 
phenomena on v/hich Man has a  vi,ew to express on his subjective 
involvement; e\ddence will bo presented to support tiiis sta te
ment.



SECTION n

H I S T O R I C A L  REVI EW



The early experiments on tim e perception were undertaken 
mostly to verify V ierordt’s observation (1868) that tliere is  a 
tendency to overestim ate the duration of short in tervals and to 
underestim ate tiie duration of long intervals. This statement 
ca rr ie s  the implication that there is  an indifferent interval 'wMch 
is  accurately estim ated, Woodrow (1951) in reviewing the 
evidence for th is concluded tlmt its  duration is  dependent on tlie 
attitude of the individual towards üie experience and the charac ter
is tics  that define it; usually it is  acknowledged to be less than a 
second. These early  esq^eriments were also  concerned with the 
accuracy of discrim ination and reproduction of in tervals of very 
short duration, but in aviation, as in every-day life, tem poral 
judgments a re  more commonly required of longer in tervals.

As mentioned in the Introduction, no reference could be found in 
the lite ra tu re  on the d irec t connection between tim e perception 
and flying. However, there a re  many studies on tlie effect of 
occupation on the e ^ e r ie n c e  of tim e, some witli apparently 
conflicting resu lts . The following are  examples of conclusions, 
the evidence for which seemed to the author to have been obtained 
with particu lar care,

IWach (1900) observed that when an individual has exerted a severe 
mental effort, the duration of the elapsed interval appears to 
have been prolonged. Loehlin (1959) in a factor analysis on the



influence of different activities on the apparent duration of 
intervals coxÆrmed that interest/boredorn is  the major factor; 
yet he reported that the more attention demanded by the situation 
the shorter it appears to be. This has been verified experi
mentally; Swift and McGeoch (1925) showed that a ten-minute 
interval was estim ated to be less when subjects were actively 
copying scrip t than when they were listening to a story.
Similarly GiilHksen (1927) reported that the estim ates of a 200- 
second interval were less  when subjects were mentally working 
than when sitting passively v^aiting', FraiAenhauser (1959), in 
a complex se ries  of experim ents, also showed that if awareness 
of tim e is  favoured, the estim ate of the duration of an interval 
is  increased; while if retention is not favoured, such as by the 
presence of a competing task , the estim ate is reduced.

The direction and degree of motivation to desire  an interval to 
end is also considered to play an important role in determining 
apparent duration. F ile r and Meals (1949) reported an experiment 
where estim ates of the duration of a 277-second interval were 
longer when students were motivated strongly to desire the interval 
to end, so that tb.ey could leave class early, dchonfoach (1959) 
reported a sim ilar resu lt on tixe duration of a 13-.minute interval; 
the estim ates were longer when subjects were in a situation of 
high need (hunger) compared witli neutrality. '.&alk and Bindra 
(1954) dem onstrated that an anxiety-provoldng situation (adminis
tration of an e lectric  shock at the end of the interval) led to longer 
production of a requested 15-second interval compared with 
neutral circum stances. In contrast to this Langer, vvapner and



W erner (1963) showed that the awareness of impending danger 
(subjects moving on a tro lley  at a constant velocity towards a 
precipitous edge) Induced shorter production of a requested five- 
second interval compared with when subjects were moving away 
from the danger.

These apparently contradictory findings may have resulted from 
contrasting motivation for the in tervals to end. In Falk and 
Bindra’s experiment, subjects knew that the in tervals would 
term inate witli pain, so they may have felt that it was to tlieir 
advantage to postpone its  adm inistration; while in Langer, VVapner 
and W erner's experiment, subjects knew that the ir axmety would 
be relieved at tiio end of the interval, and it was to tlieir benefit 
to term inate its  duration early . Irwin (1961) in a review concluded 
that there is  evidence to support the hypothesis that üne more an 
individual d esires  an interval to pass rapidly, the longer it will 
appear to be.

Degree of task difficulty, ansdety, attitude, motivation and 
physical alerting influences a re  all common to flying and may 
influence aircrew  in the ir co rrec t tem poral orientation. F redericson 
(1951) suggested tlmt tim e is  experienced as longer because of an 
increase in neurophysiological activity. If this hypothesis of a 
relationship between apparent duration and cereb ra l cortical 
activity, or level of arousal, could be substantiated, its  applieaüon 
would provide a common mechanism which might resolve some 
of the diversity  of opinions of previous w orkers on distortion in 
tim e perception.
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Woodrow (1930, 1933) m esqîeriments on the reproduction of 
in tervals, drew attention to the m de differences between su b jec ts , 
and indeed in an individual subject on different occasions. In 
recent years, research  has increased In an attempt to establish 
the relationship between personality and tem poral perceptual 
ability. Eysenck (1959), for example, dem onstrated that extro- 
v erts , as selected by the Maiidsley Personality Inventory, 
estim ated five- axid ten-second intervals to be shorter than did 
in troverts. LeAvis (1932) re itera ted  the clinical obserx?atlon of 
Browne (1874) that disorientation in time is  common in mental 
illness, noting that tliis is  especially so with depersonaMsation. 
Schilder (1936) considered the psychopathology of tMs observa
tion and more recently the psychodynamics have been revl.ewed 
by Du Bois (1954), who concluded that a norm al sense of time 
aide in successful psychological adjustment.

Boardman, Goldstone and Lhamon (1957) dem onstrated with the 
method of com parison an increase in the variability of apparent 
duration of one-second in tervals after the adm inistration of 
lysergic acid dietliylamide, a drug which produces schisophrenic- 
l&e behaviour; the ir resu lts  did not reveal distortion in time 
perception such as- they had dem onstrated previously in schiso
phrenic patients by tlie same esqperimentaJ method, (IJiamon and 
Goldstone, 1956). Cohen and Mezey (1961a and 1961b) were 
unable to dem onstrate any differences in tim e perception between 
normal and aim ous or depressed patients, tliougii depressed 
patients say that subjectively time appears to pass slowly. 
Consideration of tlie available evidence perm its the conclusion
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that tim e experience is  itse lf a phenomenon dependent on 
affective life (Fredericson, 1951), and tine maimer in which a 
person handles tim e is  very closely linked to the structure  of 
his character tra its  (Schneider, 1948). Differences between 
individuals a re  thus of g reat relevance, but unfortunately it was 
not found possible to make ttiese differences a d irec t object of 
study in tliis research .

The relationship between tim e perception and physiological 
processes has in terested  research w orkers for many years. 
Francois (1928) observed that the rythm of tapping increased j  ju  
when die body tem perature was raised  by diathermy. Hoagiand 
(1933) reported  an experiment on three subjects in which the 
ra te  of counting at a requested uniform ra te  was faster when 
they were pyrexial; he suggested the hypothesis tliat time 
perception is  under the control of a cereb ra l clock-3ilce mechanism, 
dependent on the ra te  of metabolism. Hoagiand and Perkins 
(1935) produced further evidence in  support of th is, when üiey 
dem onstrated that the logarithm of the speed of counting at a 
requested one-per-second was directly proportional to the body 
tem perature when it Avas ra ised  by diathermy. Gardner (1935) 
in a very simple experim ent could not dem onstrate a difference 
in tim e perception between hypo- and hypertliyroid patients. 
Schaefer and Gilliland (1938) confirmed many previous e3q)eri- 
ments, when they w ere unable to show any relationship between 
tlie accuracy of the estim ation of the duration of short in tervals 
(4-2*7 sec.) and physiological p rocesses, as m easured by blood 
p ressu re , pulse or resp ira to ry  ra tes.
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ïn reviewing tiie lite ra tu re  of tim e perception, one is  immediately 
im pressed by tlie confusion in terminology and apparent contra
dictions that surround the phenomenon of e:q)erience of tim e. It 
is  only in relatively recent years that the conceptual conhision lias 
been clarified (Clausen, 1950; Bindra and Waîssberg, 1956).
These authors define tlie experimental methods available, and the 
subsequent interpretation of resu lts  in relation to tlie concept of 
ra te  of a cereb ra l clock. Woodrow (1951) in h is authoritative 
deliberation on the subject concluded from Ms understanding of 
the previous work that individual performance in assessing  appai^ent 
duration appears to be sensitive to the exmet obserAmtions that are  
used to elicit the Information. It is  thus essential to lis t the 
available methods, and record  definitions of those used in this 
research .

Intervals whose durations are  to be assessed  may be either Tilled’ 
or ’empty’; that is  to say tlmt the signal denoting the interval may 
either occupy it or not (Swift and McGeoch, 1925). A pait from 
th is, there  a re  available four basic methods :

(i) E s t i m a t i o n  The exqxerimenter exposes the subject to 
an interval and requests an assessm ent of its  duration. Thi 
may be given either verbally in te rm s of tem poral units 
or spatially in te rm s of symbols already defined, such as 
with the use of a clock-face or linear scale.

(ii) P r o d u c t i o n  The experim enter requests the subject to 
respond after the lapse of a  stated interval from a given 
reference moment.



(m) R e p r o d u c t i o n  The experim enter exposes tine subject 
to an interval (standard) and requests him to respond 
after tine lapse of a subsequent interval (Judgment), He 
may be instructed either tlmt üiis should be of equal 
duration or a  requested proportion of tlie standard, such 
as half (method of fractionation; Gregg, 1951),

Idewellyn- Thomas (1959) modified tlie method of equal 
reproduction in order to amplify any induced consistent 
distortion. He presented the subject with a. se ries  of 
standard in tervals of which the duration of the second and 
subsequent ones were the same as his ’judgment’ of tlie 
preceding ’standard’. In a sequence of tr ia ls , any 
consistent e rro r  will then tend to magnify distortion.
This method of se ria l reproduction has sometliing in 
common witli the use of positive feedback to increase the 
gain of an electronic amplifier.

(iv) C o m p a r i s o n  The exqxerimenter exq)oses tlie subject 
to two in tervals and requests him to compare their 
duration. The information may be eiüier dichotornous, 
the subject only indicating which is  the longer (e.g. 
Whitely and Anderson, 1930), or by apportioning quantity 
of how much longer, indicating relative duration , This 
method is  an elaboration of the method of estimation; 
information obtained in tliis way can be modified easily to 
resem ble that from tlie method of estimation if the subject 
is  requested to indicate subsequently tlie duration in 
tem poral units of one of the two intervals.



It can be seen that the methods of estimation and production 
must utilise the concept of clock-tim e as the instructions and 
resu lts  must be communicated between tlie subject and experi
menter in a language of common discourse. This is  not required 
with the methods of reproduction and comparison. It will be 
appreciated that the method of reproduction is  a combination of 
the methods of estim ation and production as fundamentally tliese 
a re  what the subject is  requested to do.

There is  a fundamental conceptual difference between the methods 
of estimation and production. With the meüiod of estimation the 
subject is  assessing  the apparent duration of an interval whose 
actual duration is  controlled by a reference system; while with 
the method of production, tlie subject is  controlling th e  duration 
of the interval, which is  only assessed  by tïie reference system , 
Bindra and W'alcsberg (1956) clarified this further when &ey 
differentiated clearly  for the different methods between objective 
(clock) tim e and the subjective sensation of tim e passing. They 
pointed out tiiat if the analogy of a cerebral clock is  used and a 
specific situation is  reputed to make it go fast, an interval will 
be underestimated by the method of production and overestim ated 
by the metliod of estimation; no distortion will foe disceraible by 
the reproduction or comparison methods, if the distortion is  
present and equal in both in tervals. Clearly i t  is  im perative tliat 
te rm s such as ’underestim ate’ and ’overestim ate’ are  avoided in 
discussion of eiqxeriments, unless great care  is  exercised to 
define tlie meüiod under consideration.
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Woodrow (1951) considers tliat the capacity to estim ate or produce 
specific units of tim e is  a Judgmental process; this is  based on 
the consciousness of events which a re  tlien related to previous 
experience in conventional units of tim e, Ex^amination of 
association between tliis Judgmental process and the factors 
inducing distortion constitute tlie basis of tliis work; however, 
like most judgmental p rocesses, tlie appreciation of duration 
may become im paired under a variety of conditions; it is  clear 
tliat the relevance of üiis to aircrew  may require a full under
standing of all the cognitive and affective processes of Man,
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A. INVESTIGATION BY INTERVIEW *

As the appreciation of the duration of an elapsed interval is  a 
subjective experience, it was thought that information on any 
distortion in apparent duration could best be obtained by 
establishing the views of the pilots tliem selves. Casual conversa
tions with aircrew  by the autîior and his colleagues had suggested 
tlmt a ircrew  a re  aware of many factors which influence their 
ability to estim ate tim e accurately and a re  of relevance to their 
flying proficiency. This account is  a sm all part of an investiga
tion to verify formally tiiese im pressions and to assess  some 
relationships between possible other relevant features. The 
investigation was directed at a ll factors thought to influence the 
incidence of accidents due to pilot e rro r; tlie detailed resu lts  
of little d irect bearing on tim e perception a re  omitted from this 
account.

MCethod Twelve Javelin, four Ligiitmng and four Hunter 
pilots w ere interviewed. These a re  all high 

perform ance fighter aircraft,' currently in serv ice in the Royal 
A ir Force. The pilots were selected informally; the author 
presented Mmself in routine operational crew -room s and asked

Aitken, 1962
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for volunteers willing to discuss problems which might influence 
their flight safety. Each pilot had an interview with the author 
for about an hour. P articu lar care was talcen to see that the 
conversations w ere as unstructured as possible. However, in 
order to a sse ss  certain  aspects that might be relevant, and to 
keep tlie conversations flowing smoothly so that information was 
released, the following topics were raised  -

(i) Time perception
(ii) Incidents of spatial disorientation (Jones, 1957)

with particu lar reference to precipitating 
factors

(ill) Awareness of physiological processes such 
as palpitation, dyspnoea or muscle cram p

(iv) Mistakes that could be attributed to
’unaw areness’ (Working Party , 1961) with 
particu lar reference to associated factors

(v) Specific c ritic ism s of the a irc ra ft workspace, 
the p ilo ts’ control by Air Traffic Control, 
and their discipline

R e s u l t s  Many features v^ere revealed in the interviews
under each heading and tlie following are  üie resu lts  

relating to tim e perception -

The majority of tlie pilots made the common observation tliat 
while flying, as elsewhere, boredom makes tim e seem to drag 
and in terest makes it appear to pass faster. This change with 
in terest seemed to be dependent on the nature of the task. It 
appears to be very true for in-flight refuelling, a manoeuvre
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requiring very steady and accurate control, when time seems 
to pass very fast. However, pilots reported that when 
performing formation aerobatics, another very demanding 
situation providing great in terest, a short interval often appears 
to be of very much longer duration, certainly in retrospect. 
These alterations in ’feeling’ did not seem to be proportional 
to the duration of tlie interval. One pilot, for ex:ample, stated 
that often ten minutes felt liîœ 15 and yet ten seconds felt like 60; 
conversely, ten minutes felt like tlmee, but ten seconds only 
felt like seven. One pilot observed that tim e appears to pass 
slowly on so rties in wliich he could describe tixe nature of the 
duties as particularly  exciting or boring. A number of pilots 
stated tlmt tim e seem s to pass more slowly when night-flying 
than when flying during the day on sim ilar duties, and one pilot 
noticed that when flying over sea, an interval seem s to take 
longer to pass tlmn he would iiave excpected if he had been flying 
over land. Another pilot noticed that when he is  sufiering from 
physical discom fort, such as from p ressu re  on the buttocks, 
time appears to pass slowly. Another pilot observed that when 
he is  anxdous, he does not ’feel’ time passing concurrently, but 
only appreciates that an in terval has elapsed in retrospect.
Pilots on standby at immediate readiness a re  entertained v/ith 
imioeuous music over the telebrief, and most of the pilots 
considered that the tim e would drag even more than it does if 
they w ere not exposed to the music.

To assess  the appropriate duration of a  soxTie, the pilots appear 
to rely  more on the information from the fuel contents gauge
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than on the elapsed tim e airborne. They do this despite knowing 
that tlie reliability  of the fuel contents gauge is  poor, and 
notoriously inaccurate a t low fuel sta tes, and its  serviceability 
worse than the ir serv ice watches. They consider, and rightly 
so, that the information of fuel contents is  m ore relevant to 
them than the duration of the elapsed flight-tim e, but when the 
la tte r is  unduly prolonged, it appears that they hardly ever 
suspect a fault in the fuel contents gauge. An exmmple that 
came to light illu s tra tes  tMs -

A pilot of a Lightning flew a sortie  without a watch.
As the flight was very gentle, the a irc ra ft used very 
little  fuel; it landed safely after 80 minutes, when 
tlie fuel contents gauge reg istered  the appropriate 
amount. The pilot considered lie had been airborne 
only 85 .minutes; he had relied im plicitly on the 
fuel contents gauge, but he agreed tlmt if it had only 
been slightly inaccurate, the incidence would have 
had a more trag ic  ending.

In summairy, pilots reported that in terest, even if only attained 
by music, makes tim e appear to pass fast and increased s tre s s , 
such as flying over sea, flying a t night, perform ing aerobatics 
or suffering from buttock discom fort, makes tim e appear to pass 
m ore slowly. The evidence obtained suggested that apparent 
duration might be dependent on the demand of the task during an 
in te rra l and on tlie amount and relevance of the physical stim u
lation to which the pilot is  exposed by nature of undertaidng the 
task.
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A s s e s B in e n t In an attem pt to make the resu lts  of tlie intex'- 
o f e a u I t  & as quantitative as possible an account of

each was transcribed  under tlie five topics to typescript from the 
original notes. Four judges, a ll of whom were medical officers, 
then read each separately in random order; they did not know to 
which pilot any data re fe rred  and they rated the various factors 
quite independently.

The judges maxiced finite, continuous scales (100 mm. lines) to 
convey the ir assessm ent of the degree of liability or relevance of 
that factor for each pilot. They had been instructed tliat a ina.rk 
a t the extrem e left end would indicate that the ir assessm ent of 
liability to disorder in that factor was minimal and that a m ark at 
the extrem e right end would denote a maximal score; a m ark a t 
the centre of the scale would rep resen t tlie Judges’ own assessm ent 
of norm ality, and at interm ediate positions, the relative strength 
of their judgments. The m arks were m easured to the nearest 
m illim etre from the left end and the values are  given in Table I; 
they were then ranked for each factor, the f irs t having tlie highest 
score.

Kendall’s coefficient of concox’dance, W, (Siegel, 1956) was 
calculated from the ranis order of the scores obtained from the 
judges for each factor. Table ÎÎ shows the values of W xvitli their 
significaiiee. It can be seen that there is  good agreem ent between 
judges on all factors. Thus, sta tistical examination on the final 
agreed x’ank order of the subjects with correlations between factors 
a re  perm issible. The coefficient of concordance is , however,
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Table I

w

^'aetor Judge
Javelin Pilots

1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Time 1 59 50 50 39 82 58 36 58 46 54 46 60
- t -  A  A  A 4

perception
distortion

2 32 41 27 26 28 32 34 39 39 23 31 35
3 32 44 32 53 40 36 39 47 67 33 54 56
4 ¥ i 48 47 51 48 44 48 48 55 43 46 58

Spatial
disorienta
tion

1 13 10 17 17 3 4 18 10 22 23 11 18
2
3

SB
23

15
41

18
48

19
31

12
17

19
36

68
74

25
25

26
54

61
49

40
57

30
61

4 S3 40 40 29 27 19 51 42 23 49 48 42
Awareness 1 59 13 3 7 1.3 30 14 7 46 18 3
of physio 2 67 30 19 21 15 60 37 21 48 62 19 21
logical 3 78 62 24 20 12 56 43 37 68 67 69 20
processes 4 72 58 67 53 57 65 60 69 56 64 59 64

’Unaware”
ness’’
m istakes

1
2
3
4

57

40
48

57
43
53
47

38
42
30
48

50
47
26
40

67
55
63
54

59
36

35

20
43
36

58
55
66
48

34
40
23
38

29
37
53
45

56
54
56
45

63
48
4.5
48

1 . 47 59 61 57 29 33 26 59 55 ,27 43 42
Specific 2 25 49 32 24 33 28 37 29 20 22 36
critic ism s 3 83 5.2 52 58 42 30 33 57 48 27 40

4 48 47 46 49 43 43 41 48 52 34 46 51

Age : years 34 34 33 34 32 30 37 32 .29 32 39 31
Flying hours 
hundreds 24 16 23 26 18 32 13 28 25 35 21

The scores have a possible range from 0 to 100
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Table î (continued)

IVIeasurementB of liability for each factor by four judges

idge
Lightning Pilots Hunter Pilots

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 38 37 S3 73 64 73 63 62
2 22 32 29 47 42 39 30 40
3 35 29 68 06 60 46 64 50
4 47 46 49 53 48 54 46 47
1 22 7 15 36 12 13 12 14
2 39 . 43 23 63 16 18 16 35
3 71 54 64 89 SO 47 38 18
4 44 60 37 64 52 49 33 36
1 39 27 11 16 32 31 23 34
2 44 35 44 35 39 65 36 32
3 46 62 55 53 61 63 72 61
4 67 56 68 58 61 65 65 60
1 67 17 53 54 38 SO 46 41
2 57 35 52 84 80 36 48 34
3 60 28 65 62 24 57 29 51
4 47 42 45 44 42 43 39 46
1 54 38 70 45 53 68 83 65
2 38 29 30 26 31 48 57 44
3 48 45 65 55 56 89 47 61
4 45 44 41 36 48 52 54 54

25 24 29 22 25 23 25 27

18 10 12 8 16 7 13 18

Factor

Time
perception
distortion

Spatial
disorienta-

Awareness
of physio
logical 
processes

'Unaware-
ness’
m istakes

Specific
critic ism s

Age : years
Flying hours 
hundx’eds
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Table II

Kendall’s coefficients of concordance of the judges’ scores with
their levels of significance

Factor W P

Time pex'ception distortion
Spatial disorientation
Awareness of physiological processes
’Unawareness’ m istakes
Specific critic ism s

0.53 0.01 
0.61 0,001
0.56 0.001 
0.69 0.001 
0.69 0.001

Table IE

Spea.rman’s rank correlation coefficients between üie tim e 
perception distortion scores and these factors witli tlieir

levels of significance

I'^actor P

Spatial disorientation
Awareness of physiological processes
’Unawareness’ m istakes
Specific critic ism s
Age
Flying hours

"0.01 N. S.
-0 .05 N.S.
-0 .05 N.8,
•fO. 50 0.05
-0. 37 N.B.
"0.33 N. 8.
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lowest for time perception clistortioBs; tMa would suggest that 
it iB the most nebulous concept of fee factors mnkecl,

Spear man’8 raidt correlation  coefficient, (Siegel, 1056) was 
feo.n calculated on the agreed rank order of the subjects for a ll 
faetoiea, age, and flying h o u r s .  The correlation between 
liability to distortion in tim e perception and fee qüiot factors 
a re  shown in Table 111, page 44. It can be seen that r -  is  
negative fo:r correlation x v l t h  all factors except ’specific oritieiom s’ 
which is  also the only one that is  sigmfleant.

A  E ^ r u s k a M W a l M a  o n e ^ - w a y  r a n k  a n a l y s i s  o f  v a r i a n c e  ( l l e g e l ,  1 9 5 6 )  

w a s  c a r r i e d  o a t  o n  t h e  a g r e e d  ? ; a n k  o r c l e x "  o f  e a c h  f a c t o r  t o  

d e t e r m i n e  i f  t h e r e  w e r e  a n y  s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  f e e  

a e o r e e  f r o m  t h e  pilots o f  t h e  d i f f e r e n t  a i r c r a f t  t y p e s .  I t  w a s  

d e t e r m i n e d  t h a t  t h e  J a v e l i n  p i l o t s  w e r a  o l d e r  ( I i  -  1 1 , 6 ;  P  -  0 , 0 1 )  

a n d  h a d  f l o w n  m o r e  h o u r s  (H 1 %  1; P -  0 . 0 1 )  t h a n  f e e  I d g i i l n i i i g  

o r  H u n t e r  p i l o t a .

It was also  determ ined that the llm itm  pilota had higher scores 
on fee ’specific c ritie ism s’ scale t h a n  the Lightning or Javelin 
pilots (Ii ^ 0,6; P -  0, OB). The reason for this difference between 
fee pilots of tlie different a i r c r a f t  was not clearly  apparent. Tlie 
Hunter is  a popular a irc ra ft to  fly and the explanation may well 
He in fee type of ro le  these pilota were allotted a t the t i m e  of 
the investigation. In o rder to allow for th is, ^Spearman’s rank 
correlation coefficient w m  then repeated o n  fee 12 Jawolin pilots 
by feemsoives; tJie HaMHty to ’time perception d istortions' 
m o te s  s till positively eorrolato wife fee ’apaeliic c ritic ism s’
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scores (r^ -  *i-0.60; P™ 0.05), giving added weight to the 
original ofosexwations on all tlie pilots. No other differences 
were revealed.

C o m m e n t  Both Dearnaley (1960) and Gedye (1960) have
reported that distortion in tim e perception is  not 

uncommon in aircrew  flying at low alütude over a  fixed route 
in a hot climate. This Interview study has confirmed that 
a ircrew  in general a re  aware of alteration in apparent duration 
while flying and that tlie distortion may jeopardise the ir flight 
safety. Distortion seem s to be dependent on the effox't required 
for the type of flying and the amount of ii^relevant distraction 
such flying px^ovided.

It appears that the pilots whom the judges eonsidex'Gd esmressed 
most severe critic ism s were also tliose considex'ed most liable 
to distortion in time perception. As a  Mgh 'specific c ritic ism s’ 
score may reflect a c ritica l attitude, either due to particu lar 
personality ch arac teris tics  or due to features in tlie environment 
that demanded critic ism , this relationship confirm s that attitude 
towards the content of in tervals is  important in assessing  
apparent duration. It may well foe that the difference between 
the Hunter pilots and the oüiers was due to the particu lar type 
of flying in which they w ere engaged; but the confirmation of 
the relationship between liability to tim e perception distortion 
and ’specific c ritic ism s’ In fee Javelin pilots alone suggests tliat 
it may foe due also to üie individual personality of each pilot 
determining the e^giression of his views.



INVESTIGATION BY QUESTIONNAIRE

The px’evious interview study revealed that pilots a re  aware of 
factors that influence th e ir pi'^oficieacy at tlie flying task , many 
of which a re  divox'ced from the more tangible ox" acknowledged 
features,

A questionnaire study v/as undertaken to verify in a quantitative 
way some of the anecdotal evidence previously ascertained, 
and this account records the resu lts  obtained in relation to tim e 
perception.

M e t h o d  The questionnaire contaimng ^65 item s was entitled 
’ P i l o t  E r r o r  a n d  D i s o r i e n t a t i o n  - a 

Q u e s t i o n n a l r e  f o r  F i g h t e r  P i l o t s  on  s o m e  of  
t h e  H u m a n  F a c t o r s  i n  F l y i n g ’ . In addition to questions 
on tim e perception, it  covered the following topics, the resu lts  
of which ax’e not presented in this tliesis -

(i) Personal data; age; flying hours
(ii) Spatial disorientation
(iii) Flying perform ance; accidents; m istakes
(iv) Awaiceness of physiological prcocesses
(v) Attitudes towards flying, family and the Air Force

The questionnaire was distributed to 132 fighter pilots; 90 were 
completed within tlie subsequent six  weeks and w ere suitable 
for analysis.
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R e s u i t s

1. The question was asked : "Have yon ever disbelieved 
your watch when flying, afterwards realising that it 
had, in fact, been c o rre c t? "

Twenty-nine per cent, replied in the affirm ative,

2. A question was asked to determine what proportion of 
their x^eliance the pilots placed on the fuel contents 
gauge in contrast to tlieir watch in assessing the 
appropriate duration of a  sortie . They were asked to 
divide appropriately a 100 mm. line to indicate this.
The exact way to answer this type of question by 
apportioning quantity had been explained carefully in 
the introduction to tlie questionnaire.

The m arks were m easured to x'eveal the proportion of reliance 
that the pilots placed on their watch and fuel contents gauge; the 
distribution of. the percentage scores is given in Table !¥ .

Examination of the scores reveals a skew distribution such that, 
in fact, the median value denotes that 89 per cent, of reliance is  
placed on the fuel contents gauge and only 11 per cent, on the 
watch.

3. Questions were asked, to determine the longest and 
shox'test apparent durations of ten-miniite in tervals 
that pilots had ei^serienced during defined sorties 
which could be described as 'boring', 'routine' or 
'exciting '.



Table IV

Number of pilots showing proportion of reliance placed on 
their watch and fuel contents gauge

Percentage j 

Watch

reliance placed on : 

Fuel Contents Gauge
Number of Pilots

90 .  100 0 - 1 0 3
80 - 89 11 - 20 1

70 - 79 21 ~ 30 1

60 - 09 31 - 40 2
50 ~ 59 41 - 60 2

40 - 49 51 - 60 2
30 - 39 61 - 70 4
20 - 29 74 - 80 19
10 - 19 81 - 90 18
0 — 9 91 - 100 88
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The resu lts  a re  given in Table ¥  (a). It can be noted that 
26 per cent, o.f üie values are ten minutes, the requested 
duration, and tîmt 68 per cent, of all the values ended in the 
digits zero  or five. The mean estim ates from  the 88 pilots 
answering tills question a re  shown in Table V (b).

It can foe seen that the m ore e^KCitlng a so rtie  tiae shorter a  ten- 
minute interval appeared to foe<. It can also foe seen that the 
mean values for the longest apparent duration a re  approximately 
double those for the shortest; also that the mean range from 
4* 7 to 21.6 involves a scaling factor of Just over two from the 
requested duration of ten minutes. This la tte r reiationsM p is  
also apparent in tiie skewness of the distribution of the values, 
transform ation to logarltlims being required prio r to examina- 
tion of the data by analysis of variance. This axialysis 
(appendix E, 1) revealed that the differences between the types 
of sortie  a re  highly significant for footli tîie longest and shortest 
apparent durations (P = 0*001).

C o m m e  n t The aircrew  watch is  a very accurate instrum ent, 
alm ost never giving false information if read 

correctly . It is  therefore rem arkable Ünat, on at least one 
occasion, alm ost a  th ird  of Ibis group of pilots had had greater 
faitli in their own ability to  determine tSie duration of au interval 
than in an instrum ent wMch they know to foe accurate.

In assessing the duration of a  sortie , it is  natural that g reater 
reliance foe placed on the fuel contents gauge than on elapsed
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Table Y  (a)

Longest and shortest estimates of apparent duration 
of a ten-minute interval

T y p e  of S o r t i e
Pilot Longest Shortest

Escitii^' Routine Boring Exciting Routine Boring

1
2 20 10 10 5 5 10
3 5 10 2 8 10
4 10 14 15 5 8 9
5 10 IS 20 3 8 10
6 10 12 20 2 8 10
7 20 18 12 IS 8
8 20 25 30 3 10 15
9 20 12 12 10 8 8

10 9 15 3 8 10
11 10 IS 20 5 10 10
12 20 20 10 10 7 7
13 18 18 20 5 15
14 10 12 15 10 10 10
16 43 60 99 15 30 99
16 20 15 IS 10 5 5
17 10 IS 30 5 10 10
18 8 30 20 5 10 10
19 8 2 10 2 3 6
20 10 10 10 10 10 10
21 6 20 40 2 10 15

6 9 11 4 7 10
23 7 9 15 3 7 12
24 2 20 30 0 5 10

5 15 30 2 10 10
IS 10 10 3 10 10

27 3 5 6 2 2 2
28 20 15 20 15 7 10
29 10 15 25 4 8 20
30 10 15 30 4 5 10



Table V (a) (continued)

T y p e  o f S o r t i e
Pilot Longest Shortest

Escitii^' Routine Boring Exciting Routine Boring

31 8 15 5 10 12
32 10 15 20 5 7 10
33 « - -

34 10 15 20 2 10 10
38 6 13 20 4 8 10
36 6 10 30 3 8 10
37 " i s 13 12 8 8 9
38 lb 13 20 5 7 10
39 5 15 30 2 5 10
40 10 12 15 5 8 10
41 10 10 20 8 10 10

10 10 20 2 10 10
43 10 12 15 5 8 10
44 10 15 80 5 8 10
45 5 10 20 2 10 15
46 7 13 14 4 7 7
47 8 12 17 S 8 10
48 10 10 15 5 10 10
49 10 15 20 2 8 10
50 6 10 IS 2 8 10
51 8 20 30 2 S ^ if

52 8 20 30 3 10 IS
53 8 12 20 4 8 15
54 30 50 70 10 40 50
55 n. ™ MS

56 5 8 10 2 4 8
57 25 20 30 3 8 10
58 5 3 2 4 2 2
59 10 15 20 3 5 10
60 10 18 20 8 10 20
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Table V (a) (continued)

Pilot
T y p e  o.f S o r t i e

Longest

Exciting Routine Boring

Shortest

Exciting Routine Boring

61
68
63
64
65

67

71
73
73
74
75
76

79
80

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

30

5
8
7

4
5

7

8
5

12
10
20

20
15
12

5

12

*1!

15

10
9

12

30

Si
30
30
20

15

15

15

30

A

4

D
2
3
9
2

4

0
4

5

5
10

5
5
5
8

9
8
8

1
7

IS
20

15
7

10
10
10

15
10

12
IS
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Table V  (b)

Mean estim ates of apparent duration 
of a ten-m inute interval 

from 85 pilots

Type of Sortie Longest Shortest

Boring 12.0 21,6
Routine 8 .2 13.8
Exciting 4.7 11. 2
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üm e; fuel re se rv e , if communicated correctly , dictates endurance, 
as fuel is  used at a variable ra te . It is  of in terest, however, how 
little  reliance these pilots place on elapsed tim e as the difference 
between performing a task  a t the appropriate moment, such as 
landing, in short range a irc ra ft, and exceeding the endurance 
perm issible is  short, and may be even less tlian ten minutes.

The resu lts  of this investigation confirm that tine apparent duration 
of a ten™minute in terval is  lUcely to be modified by the degree ox 
esscitement, supporting tiie general im pression that boredom makes 
time seem to drag. As this investigation was a x^etrospective 
enquiry, valid in terpretation of possible mechanisms inducing the 
distortion cannot be made. The resu lts  may only x^eflect the pilo ts ' 
preconceived ideas of what might be e^jpected in sim ilar circum 
stances, they may have been produced, at least in part, by modi
fication due to inaccurate memory. These findings, howevex’, 
support the suggestion that the level of arousal might be a relevant 
factor in determining the apparent duration of an elapsed interval,

Cohen (1954) indicated tliat there  may be a logariüimie basis of tj.me 
perception. The data obtained on die apparent durations of ten- 
minute in tervals during the different types of sortie  tends to support 
tills; the distribution of tlie scores transform ed to logarithm s is  
nearly norm al and tlie differences between the logarithm s of tlie 
durations of the requested in terval and the mean majdmum and 
minimum ax’e approMmately tîie same.

As discussed la te r, underestimation of the duration of an in terval 
is  of more serious consequence tlian its  overestiniatj.on as the la tte r
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e rro r  can foe rectified subsequently. Exciting so rties  wouM üuis 
appear to be those on wliich dangerous e r ro rs  a re  most Jikely, 
Usually the degree of excitement in flying can be predicted and 
Bueh distortion can foe accommodated by careful application of 
pre-flight briefing. However, excitement may foe produced by 
an emergency, such as due to pilot e rro r  or mechanical failure; 
a knowledge by aircrew  of possible distortion in apparent duration 
in such situations may reduce the possibility of further danger by 
exceeding a tim e-lim it.
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SECTION IV

L A B O R A T O R Y  E 51P E R IM  E N T 3



A. THE APPARENT DURATION OF TEN-MINUTE 
INTER'VAJLS j&88()CIAlTEI) VfTFH C33AJKG%G8 IN
THE ENTOiON'MJJlNT

From the resu lts  of the Field Studies and other reports of the 
experience of aircx^ew (D earm ley, 1960; Gedye, I960), a  number 
of factor's appear to affect the ability of pilots to estim ate elapsed 
tim e acciu'ately. The distorting effect of some of these applicable 
in different contexts has been investigated by others, as mentioned 
in the H istorical Review, It was considered that tlie most 
important pertinent to tlie p resent investigation of distortion in 
.apparent dm^ation by aircrew  might be sum m arised -

(i) The demand imposed on the individual by his assigned 
task

(ii) The amount of ix^relevant physical stimulation to wMch 
an individual is  subjected by virtue of luidertaldng the 
task

These wex^e selected fox'* simulation in tlie laboratory.

As in an investigation of th is kind it is  desirable to simplify the 
variables under consideration, it  was necessary to replace üie 
in tricate control- system s operated by pilots in flight by a simple 
tx\ac2dng task in order to provide tlie means to investigate the f irs t  
factor. Sim ilarly as the environmental physical changes present 
in flight provide complex physiological stimulation, it was essential 
to select simple m odalities for reproduction in the laboratory.

4̂ Aitlsen and Gedye, 1963
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A b it was considered likely that un inclivlduaFs level oî arousal 
would bo modified by perform ing a task, o.r being exposed to 
irrelevant physical stim ulation, it  was essential to m easure tlits 
in order tliat ita relatlonsM p, if any, to apparent duration might 
be dete.rAiüm)d, SubJeotiTO aeaeasm ent of degree of a lertness and 
objective m easurem ent of an acknowledged physiological indicant 
of arousal, sMn resistance , were selected to prorM e the baola for 
tMa evalimtioB, A b arousal ia sensitive to a multiplicity of factors, 
it was essential to control those Induced exogenously by providing 
a  stable environment, only introducing alteration by design, A  
dark, soitndproof room with controlled communication and facilities 
to introduce light, noise and angular movement was available at the 
Institute of Aviation Medicine tor such an investigation; consequently 
these simple variables akin to  flying were selected for this experi
ment, It is  of iiitereat tliat Weber (1033), after reviewing tlie 
lite ra tu re , suggested that am investigation on tlxa estim ation of tlie 
duration of long intervals might be x'^ewardiag if carried  out in such 
an envii'onment.

It was hoped to  detect diiCereneaa not only a s  a  x^esult of the 
erndx'^onmentai changes introctueed, but also between individuels’̂"; 
tMs might provide evidence to support the observations that 
personality and attitude a re  of relevance in determining the 
appreciation of duration.

Tlio questionnaire study confirmed previous opinion that pilots 
esopeet distotiOB of a  ten-m inute interval, the amount being .related

* TMs part 0 Î tise ej^jerinient v/as imdsrtaken pxiamj-’ily by Gedye
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to the activity and m terest of their task. As ten minutes is  a 
convenient interval to study in tixe laboratory, and is  l&ely to be 
sufficient to detect changes in arousal, this duration was selected.

M e t h o d  Eight pilots in curren t flying practice, who volunteered 
to help in an experiment, wex^e each isolated under 

various conditions for four in tervals of ten minutes. The conditions 
were designed to sim ulate the im portant factors as sum m arised 
above.

The experiment was ca rried  out in a  sound-insulated building, 
divided into isolation and observation room s by a sound-insulated 
wall (Fig. 1). The isolation room was a four-m etre cube, lined 
wi'lh m att black acoustic tiling.

During an experim ental session the subject sa t in a  chair mounted 
near the centre of rotation of a  turntable placed centrally in the 
room. He was comfortably supported with.a lap -strap , shoulder- 
harness and head-rest. Once the arrangem ents for the session 
wex^e completed the subject and the experim enter could talk to each 
otiier at üie experim enter's  discretion by means of an in te r
communication system , but otherwi.se tSie subject had no access to 
events outside tlie room. The exjperimenter could also observe 
the subject irrespective of the lighting of tlie room, by means of 
an in fra-red  image converter. No automatic tem perature or 
humidity contx’ol for the room v/as available, but conditions 
i'emaiiied fairly constant during any one experimental session.

The experim ental factors, which will be re fe rred  to as 'ta sk ' and 
'd istrac tion ', were produced as follows ;



LIGHT

OBSERVATION
ROOM

ISOLATION
ROOM

R EC O R D > 

SUBJECTIVE

1. TIME ESTIMATE
2. ALERTNESS 
3 PREFERENCE

ROTATION

OBJECTIVE
1. PALMAR CONDUCTANCE
2. TASK PERFORM ANCE

TASK

BUZZER

TURNTABLE

F ig. 1 DUgram  at th» experim ental arrangem ents.

P reference sca r es  are not reported In detail in th is  
account.

Jcores w ere a lso  obtained at how w ell the subjects 
thought that they bad perform ed the task .
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Tas'ï
I * H» #  w W*# .■!>*

Moüateé on Sis SM’ntaMe in front of the subject was an 
iEnffltoated disjîfey and control panel for a  atejpîo two^elimmel 
compensatorjr tracMng ta.sfe; ü îis  vms stotîm* to  8iat used b j  
.Tadseon (19i8)* The dlapîay consisted of two csntTC^JSOro m too»  
altim eters moantecl sM© hÿ side. Beneath each was s  corresponding 
control Imob, boSi of wMeh Sis subject required to maMpulate 
wiSï Ms right hand. When performmice of 'dm task  was requested, 
the subject was required to co rrec t deviations o£ tiie pointers from  
the central position, and endeavour to keep the pointers as near 
central a s  possible for as much of the fclmo as  possible. The 
pointers followed a  sinuaoMal excursion of ,10® amplitude with a 
period of two minutes. The pointers were 180® out of phase.

Distraction

The turntable couM be accelerated and decelerated a t about
10“/s s c ^  to an angular* velocity of about 40®/s e c . Above and near
the centre of rotetion of the timihifole im s a 800 watt filament lamp
wMeh eoiiM bs used to illuminate the roam . Mounted on the turn»
table behind the subject was a  -vibrator ajnd aounding-board wMch
could act as a  noise source independent of the turntable motor.

$
A typical ejsimpl© of a psitfcex’n of stimulation is  shown in Fig, %.
It can be seen # a t  stimula.tiOH im s given in Sire© different ways : 
by havi%’ the room in light o r in cîarlaieea, by having the room 
quiet o r noisy, and by having the subject stextionary or rotating.
For each Mncî of stim ulation the atlmulus was OK t e  five minutes 
and OFF for five minutes; i t  was ON for four periods of

6 2



ROTATION

NOISE

LIGHT

4 5 6

TIME IN MINUTES

8 lO

F lg. 3 An exam ple of the pattern at dietraction:
Subject 1, taak absent.

The notched bars Indicate that the stim ulus to  which 
they refer  w as 'on'.
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0.5,  1 ,0 , 1. S and 2,0 minutées and OFF for four sim ilar periods. 
O rders of these eight pex'iods w ere allocated to subjects at random 
in a balanced design for each kind of stimulation independently.
TMs arrangem ent prmdded a background of unpredictable irre levan t 
events while preserving, on average, a  uniform amount of stim u
lation at any chosen moment during tlie ten-m inute interval.

Design

Each subject took p a rt in an eroerim ental session which 
began at either 10.00 or 15.00 hours; odd numbered subjects had 
morning aeasions, even numbered had afternoon sessions.

The experimental session for the f irs t four subjects, Group A, 
consisted of four in tervals of ten minutes* isolation; successive 
in tervals were separated by five minutes of contact witîi the 
expex^imenter, during which the subjective m easurem ents to be 
described la ter were obtained. The in tervals were clearly 
indicated by a red  light on the task display panel, which was ON 
during re s t periods and OFF during the isolation in tervals. The 
second four subjects, Group B, had an additional calibration 
interval preceding tlxe four eroerim enM l in tervals, as will be 
exgplained la te r.

A factorial design was used so that each subject exgperienced the 
four conditions detailed in Table VI. Each group of four subject's 
formed a  latin square, tlie subjects being allocated at random.
They w ere presented tlie conditions in the o rder given in Table TIL



Table VI

Esrperimental conditions

Factors
Conditions symbols

Distrp.ctl.on Task

Absent Absent D T A 0 0
Absent jpresent D^Ti B
P resent Absent DjTo C
P resen t P resent D

Table FII

Order of presentation to subjects of experimental conditions

Subject
Order

1 2 3 4

1 A B D C
2 D C B AG r o u p  A 3 c D A B
4 B A C D
1 B D c A
2 A C B DG r o u p  B 3 C A D B
4 D B A C
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Conduct

Each subject was told tliat the purpose of the exjperiment 
was to determ ine the most acceptable way of spending a short 
period of tim e in Isolation, The design of the experiment was 
outlined, the nature of the distraction explained, and the task 
dem onstrated. The m easurem ents and the score sheets were 
also explained.

Before each interval tlie subject was instructed xvhetlier or not 
he was to perform  tlie task. During the in tervals in which they 
were not doing the task , subjects xvere not required to behave in 
any particu lar v/ay towards changes in the environment, but were 
free to attend or not as tîiey chose.

Before starting the experim ent subjects were deprived of tlieir 
w rist watches, so that during the intervals of isolation they had 
no access to reference tim e. For subjects in Group A no further 
comment to tim e xvas made. However, subjects in Group B were 
asked to try  not to count anytMng whatsoever (such as pulse beats 
or subjective seconds), not to try  to maintain an estim ate of 
elapsed time as tliey went along, and not to modify their final 
estim ates in accordance witli any pro-conceived ideas about 
possible sources of e r ro r  in estimation. Group B subjects were 
also told tliat the four in tervals would be of different duration.
In order to avoid the ir necessarily  tlüîildng in conventional time 
units, the design of the experiment was modified; tiiey w ere given 
an initial calibration period of ten minutes* isolation during which 
no m easurem ents w ere made, there were no changes in the 
environment, the room was in complete darkness and silence, 
and the task was not perform ed. They were told to regard  tlie
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duration of this period as a  standard time in terval and to inalce 
their estim ates of the duration of the following Intervals in 
eompa.rison to it.

This modified technique with subjects in Group B was introduced 
after the resu lts  had been obtained on Group A, Initially it was 
decided not to tal^e any steps to influence the way in which subjects 
made their estim ates; however, as it became c lear tliat tlie 
subjects in Group A were going about the m atter in what appeared 
to be widely differing v/ays, it was decided to try  to produce 
g rea ter uniformity in tlie metJiods used by Group B by introducing 
the moclificationa described above,

M e a s  uz’e IB e n t s  

Subjective
Appaz^ent Duration Each subject was given a sheet 

of paper on which four 2S cm, horizontal lines were drawn, one 
above the other; he was instructed to regard each line as a linear 
representation of elapsed tim e, the extrem e left hand end x’opre- 
senting tlze beginning of tlie interval of isolation to v/Mch tlie line 
refez'z'ed. They were asked to  indicate where they felt the interval 
ended by rnazidng tîie line.

The four subjects in  Group A. were pz^esented xwlth lines marked 
every 25 mm, and labelled in minutes from 0 to 50, so that the 
scale was 0 ,2  m in ,/m m , (Fig, 3), The four subjects in Group B 
"were presented with similaz" lines marZsed only a t a  point 100 mm. 
from the left hand end (Fig. 4). They w ere told that this distance
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TIME ESTIMATE

INTERVAL
3

4

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 _________ 1 _________1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 . . .  1 ______ 1

1 1 • i 1 1 1 4 » -  •

D 5 l O I S 2 0 2 5 3 0 3 5 4 0  4 5  5 0

MINUTES

F ig. 3 jcore-ah M t for the estim ation  of apparent duration 
by subjects in  Group A.

(Not represented  to  sca le ).
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TIME ESTIMATE

INTERVAL

ONE TIME 
UNIT

F ig. 4 Jcore-ahM t for the estim ation  of apparent duration 
by subjects in Group B.

(Not represented  to  sca le ).
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represented tlîe standard tim e interval as dem onstrated to them 
by the period of isolation under basal conditions xvhich preceded 
tlie four exîperimental in tervals. This calibration interval lasted 
ten minutes, so that the scale for the second group of subjects 
was equivalent to 0 ,1  m in ./m m . At the end of the session each 
subject in Group B estim ated the duration of the standard in terval, 
ejgxressing the resu lt verbally to the nearest minute.

The ansxvers were scored by measuring the position of the maries 
to the nearest m illim etre and exgpressing tlie resu lt in minutes.

It can be appreciated that the method of spatial estim ation was 
used for subjects in Group A; and that tlie method of comparison, 
modified to provide information comparable to that obtained by the 
method of estim ation, was used for subjects in Group B.

Level of A lertness Each subject xvas given a sheet 
of paper with four 100 mm. horizontal lines drawn one above the 
other (Fig. 5). They were instructed to regaxxl each line as a 
representative of the various possible degrees of arousal, ranging 
from a state of sleep at the extrem e left, through a region 
signifying moderate walcefulness in the middle, to a  state of 
extrem e panic at the z’ight. A representation of a subject’s 
average level of a lertness during an interval of isolation was 
obtained by asking him to m ark the line so that the position of his 
mark gave the best possible Indication of how he had genez’ally felt 
during that tim e.



AROUSAL LEVEL

INTERVAL

SLEEP NORMAL
'AROUSAL

' p a n i c *

F ig . 5 dcore-«h#et for tho erttm ation of «objective 
a lertoeM .

(Not repreeeirted to  acale).
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The answ ers were scored by .measuring the position of tlie m arks 
to the nearest m illim etre and expressing the resu lt on a scale 
ranging from - 1, representing the extreme left, tlix-’ough 0, 
representing m oderate wakefulness, to -î-l, representing tiie 
extrem e right. This particu lar convention was chosen in order 
to emphasise tlie centre of the line as the most relevant anchor 
point in this pax'^ticular study, since tlie extrem es w ere not actually 
encountered.

Estimated Perform ance on Task ‘When appropriate 
the subject was presented with a pair of lines, one for each of the 
two channels of the task. He was instructed to regard  one end of 
tlie line as signifying perfect perform ance, and any point on the 
line away from this end a less ümn perfect perform ance, the 
distance of such a point being an indication of how far the perform ance 
fell short of peiTeetion. A m ark 100 mm, from the anchored end 
was labelled ’moderate perform ance’; tlie subject was instructed 
to choose a meaning for tliis which would allow him to indicate 
eiEpected variations between perform ances by using only the p art 
of the essentially infinite line that was represented on the paper.
The score sheet was ve.iy similar; to that used for the estim ation 
of apparent duration by subjects in Group B, as reproduced in 
Fig, 4.

Objective
SMn rtesistance The z^esistance between an electrode 

on the palm of the left hand and a reference electrode on the left 
leg was m easured evez’y half-minute tliroughout each interval;
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the apparatus used is  described in Appendix A and tlie eie-eirodes 
in Appendix B,

As tîie appropriate m en m m  for study appears to be conduetaaee 
(ainee paratte l conductances are additive), readings were tra n s 
formed to cîoucîuetaiiae in mioromhoe by talting the reciprocal of 
the resistance in megohms.

Actual Perform ance <m Taak The moclulos m isalign- 
meat of the pointer the control reference mark was integrated 
over the ten*-minute in terval of isolation for each channel 
eepairately, and the resu lt exipreassd in a rb itra ry  units.

G e n e r a l .  O b s e r v a t i o n s

When the standard questions had been completed, each 
subject in Group A was asked questions to ascerta in  how lie had 
carried  out the tim e estim ation, and each subject in Group B 
questioned to find out if he had obeyed the special instructions.
In addition, subjects w ere aakecl for any general comments on 
the experiment. They were thon toM the actual duration of the 
Intervals to which they Imcl been exqioaed, and tlieiz’* reactions 
vm:© noted.

He s u i t s

gubjeetiye Scores

Apparent Duration Initially the resu lts  from Groups 
A  m û  B were examined separately. BIbqo in Group A the scores 
were estpressecl directly in  minutes, no transform ation was
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required before analysis. The estim ates of the duration of the 
calibration interval from the subjects in Group B were 17, 10,
8 and 12 minutes respectively; 'tlie scores in standard units were 
transform ed to zninutes by using convez’sion factor's derived from 
these calibrations, and all the values shown in Table VHÎ (a).

Analysis of variance (Appendix E. 2) showed no difference between 
Groups A and B, so the resu lts  were pooled. There v/as no 
difference attributable to order of presentation. There was no 
signfflcant interaction between the two experim ental factors; both 
produced significant main effects v/Mcli a re  shown in Table VIïî (b).
It can be seen that the mean score with task is  lower tlian tlie mean 
score without task  (P = 0.01), while tlie mean score with distraction 
is  liighev than the mean score without distraction (P = 0,001).

A lertness The scores a re  given in Table DC (a).
Tlie analysis of variance .(Appendix E.3) showed no difference 
between Groupe A and B, so the resu lts  were pooled. There were 
no significant differences witli order of presentation (P -  0.01).
The mean score for tlie f irs t  two intervals was - 0,34 and the 
second two - 0.19, so that subjects appeared, in general, to  be more 
alez't in the la tte r half of tlie experiment.

There was no significant interaction between the two experim ental 
factors; both pz’oduced significant main effects which are  shown 
in Table ÏX (fo). It can he seen that the mean scores in the presence 
of task or distraction are  higher tlian the mean sco5/es wiüioiit 
task  or d istraction respectively. All the means a re  negative, so 
the alertness during the e:*iperiment is  generally below moderate 
walsefiiXness,
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Table
(a) Duration .scores

Subject
Conditions

V i D. Ti  0

1 9.4 10.0 10.4 10.4
2 18.0 10.0 18.6 12.2G r o u p  A 3 10.6 9.8 14; S 10.0
4 10.2 8.1 14. 8 12.2

5 12.4 10.0 11.2 IS. 2
6 10.0 7.3 11.9 10.0G r o u p  rî 7 T.8 6.4 7.9 7.4
8 13.9 12.0 17.0 14.3

M e a n 11.2 9.2 13.3 11. 5

Each value is  e^spressed in minutes

Effect of factors on duration scores

Factor Absent P resent Difference P

Task 12.2 10.3 -1 .9 0.01
D istraction 10.2 12.4 +3.2 0.001

Each average is  the mean of 16 values,
two from  each of eight subjects
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Table DC
(a) A lertness scores

Subject
Conditions

D T 0 o V i

1 "0,88 -0.10 -0 .12 +0.04
G r o u p  A 2 -0 ,14 +0.22 -0.28 'î'0.0.2

3 -0.76 “0. §4 -0,66 -0 .52
4 "0.68 “0.34 -'^0.18 -!"0# 34

5 "0.40 -!-0.12 "0.08 •1*0.08
6 “̂ 0.46 -I'O* 00 "0.34 •Î-0.48G r o u p  B 7 "0.72 -0.06 "0.56 "*0.04
8 -0 .88 “0.74 "0.70 "0.74

M e a n "0, 53 -0.17 "0.32 -0 .04

The scores have a possible -range from -1 to

(b) Effect of factors on alertness scores

]?aetor Absent Present Difference P

Task -0 .42 "0* 11 I'O. 31 0.001
D istraction "0.35 "0.18 +0.17 0.01

Each average is  tîie mean of 16 values,
two from each of eight subjects
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Estim ated Perform ance As there was no evidence 
of any significant difference in tlie estim ated level of performance 
between left and right channels of the task, the scores for the two 
channels were added to give an overall score, Ersmminatlon of these 
scores (Table X) shows that four subjects regarded their perform ance 
as worse in the presence of d istraction, one the sam e, and three 
regarded the ir perform ance as better. C learly, d istraction had 
no consistent effect on the estim ates.

It can also be seen that the mean scores for the addition of both 
channels rep resen t m arks only about 30 per cent, from perfection 
towards moderate perform ance (score 200), so that subjects w ere, 
on tlîe whole, confident in their ability to do the task.

Objective M easures

SMn Conductance The sidn conductance values 
oblained every half-m inute duzdng each interval were plotted against 
tim e for each subject sepai’ately, and the set of graphs eam in ed .
For any one subject, the conductance at the beginning of each 
interval appeared fairly  constant; but tlnere was considerable 
variation in tine level betwetn ind?.vMuals, as might be ejqaected. 
During each interval, depending on the conditions, the conductance 
appeared either to rem ain fairly  constant or to fall in a  roughly 
exponential manner. Overall increases in conductance were 
infrequent, tliough an in itial r is e  v/as obse^’ved. This has been 
previously reported as usual in such circum stances (Cattell, 1928).
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Talble

S c o r e s  o f  e s t i m a t e d  p e r f o r m a n c e  o n  t a s k

Condition
Subjects

Mean
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

D i s t r a c t i o n
Absent 40 26 17 82 126 98 9 59 57
Present 40 16 35 73 146 110 7 66 61

- D i f f e r e n c e 0 -11 +18 —0 +20 +12 -2 +7 "1-4

E a c h  s c o r e  i s  e x p r e s s e d  I n  m i l l i m e t e r s  f r o m  t h e  p e r f e c t i o n  p o i n t ,  

a n d  r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  t o t a l  f o r  both c h a n n e l s

Table x n
S c o r e s  o f  t a s k  e rro r

Condition
Subjects

Mean
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8

■ D i s t r a c t i o n
Absent 908 838 701 752 706 635 756 922 752
P resent 819 697 729 615 779 702 752 845 742

D i f f  e r  e n c e -89 +59 +28 -Î37 +73 ■t-87 -4 “77 -10

Each s c o r e  w a s  m e a s u r e d  i n  a r b i t r a r y  u n i t s ,  a n d  rep resen ts t h e  

t o t a l  f o r  b o t h  channels
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A fter til® prelta^iaary em W m U m  of tii© it  was dosMad
$W# !» Vim aS the differiag M tM  ImelB and tlia aa tere  of the 
changes o cean in g  durtog tiso àïteri?alsp a  feaiiiig iiaie terasloK na" 
Mon of the eoadasfeaea m lu o i would provide t to  m m t  appropriât® 
îBoaaur® for cpaatitellv® asM fsJs. Sines in to rest was Soeasecî 
mi the chaisge seeu rrlsg  during Iîîq ia te rv a ls , a  m easure denoting 
tlite wa® derived, llie  m ean log. eoHclaetaae© afte r 6, 0, S and 
Î ralmit©(j ami D, ô« B ami 10 mtatttes* Isolatloa wea-e saleaM ed  
fo r eaeh eohjeet and «aeli asaditio» oeparaloly., The diffsrencea 
betoeoa #@m w ere obtatoscl and the values a re  sàowa in Table XI (a).

A aalfais of vavimim  (Appgadfe: 1 .4 )  ahowed no slgntflcimt clffereoee 
fcetweea Groups A aad B, so the fosa lte  were f  cofeci. The variance 
betwo-stt sabjeets waa ama% saggestiag fimt fee msaawr® had 
rodaeod b@twQaa«^»b|s8l cilJSorences. There vm no
sigsdficftat Intsractioii b@twe©a fee tvm oaperimentnl facto rs, and 
feôfe produced slgnttisaat nmia oSectSy %vMeh a re  shown ia  
TaM© M  # ,  II e m  be &mni that both lao to rs dosyeased fee ra te  
of feiR of ecmiuetasee to  a te a t fee sam e ®»loat.

The ÏSTCÎS of signiîleanee a re  low, la% #%  because of fee Mg 
yeaM aaî varlanees IMa pohitSj psrtepSs to  fee neoossity Sor even 
m om  adequate m w im um m M i coatro l to recîuos ejifem souss but 
esHtroîïsM e so a rœ s  of variaiioa •  fo r cmmpW , tam M ity, wlitsli 
la  Isaswa to  affeet eoacfeelasoe ievel (Wmmblw, 1 0 # ), In 
‘F lgia'sa 6 #  and # ,  m esa mlum  lo r o a #  c o w w iso n  a re  shown 
pietteci against tim e. II w ill be seen feat fee approrim atioa to a  
linear decay -with tim e la  bso t for eem titieaa witlwut task  and
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Each point i s  the mean of 16 va lu es, two from
each of eight su b jects.
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distraetion, suggesting that one of tlie 
to delay the onset of tlie decay*

te of tîîe factors is

'ask Error The values for the integrated modulus 
misalignment for each subject on the right and left channels in 
tlie presence and absence of distraction were eamined* Under 
both conditions the performance on the two channels was similar ̂ 
so the values were added to give total scores* Examination of 
these scores (Table page 78) shows that four subjects 
improved in the presence of distraction and four deteriorated* 
This was not related to order of presentation.

Spearman^ s rank correlation coefficient, between change in 
task error witii distraction and change in estimated performance 
score was 4-0. 52 (P = 0,01), five of the subjects registering the 
effect of distraction cor

bservaaons

Subjects had little difficulty in accepting the techniques of 
assessment tliat were used; in particular the notion of 

arousal as a continuum from sleep to extreme wakefulness appeared 
to relate to a familiar aspect of their everyday esrperience. This 
is borne out by the e^dstenee in aircrew vocabulary of a number 
of words and phrases which specifically relate to various aspects 
of the concept of arousal*

An interesting distinction was made between arousal in the sense 
of alertness, ranging from ^sleep  ̂ to ^frantic' activity (not necessarily



implying fear), and arousal in the sense of anxiety, ranging from 
a 'relaxed* to a 'panic-stricken* state* As used here, the words 
appear to be part of normal aircrew vocabulary* It was clear that 
the continuum used in rating arousal in the present essperlment was 
the former, and that tlie answers did not imply any particular 
affective attitude* It is for this reason that the word 'alertness* 
is  used ill discussing the scores.

Subjects in Group A, who received no instructions about how they 
were to make their estimates of duration, adopted a number of 
methods. While not performing the task, subject 1 counted Ms 
respiratory cycles and subject 2 counted Ms pulse beats; subject 4 
made allowance for a pre-conceived notion that time would pass 
more slowly when unoccupied. In view of this the instructions to 
Group B subjects were modified to introduce more uniformity of 
approach. However, essentially the same results emerged from 
both groups of subjects, suggesting that differences introduced in 
this way did not modify the overall effect of the conditions.

It ie of interest that nearly every subject appeared genuinely 
surprised when told that each interval was of the same duration.

Discussion also suggested that, in general, subjects preferred the 
presence of a factor rather than its absence. Gedye in Aitken 
and Gedye (1963) made a special study of the effect of attitude 
towards the conditions on the apparent duration scores. He 
obtained evidence that in the intervals in which subjects were 
distracted, those who desired distraction tlie most gave the longest 
estimates. It appeared also that when subjects were being 
distracted, they preferred significantly the presence of the task,
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The general impression given by these results was that the 
arousing effect of a particular condition depended on the individual*s 
attitude towards it, the stronger the feeling, whether it be 
preference or aversion, the longer tlie apparent duration of the 
interval. Further evidence to support this conclusion is  presented 
in Experiment C.

R e l a t i o n s h i p s

Skin conductance as an indicant of arousal

The activity of the involuntary nervous system provides an 
objective, though non-specific measure of cerebral activation which 
may reflect the level of arousal (Hebb, 1958). There are many 
physiological indicants and one of the most convenient and sensitive 
is the sldn resistance (Lindsley, 1951). Mow accurately it reflects 
the level of alertness cam be assessed from the data obtained in 
this ezqperiment.

Examination of Tables IX and III shows tliat both task and 
distraction increased the alertness scores and produced less 
decrease in conductance during the intervals of isolation. In 
order to investigate this relationship more fully, the mean values 
for tlie four conditions were plotted against each other (Fig. 7).
The linear regression equation was calculated (Appendix E, 5) and 
was found to be significant (P = 0 .025); it la drawn in Fig. 7.

The alertness score is a measure of subjective appreciation of 
arousal; in so far as it can be predicted from observation of the 
change in skin conductance, the conclusions of Hebb and Lindsley 
are substantiated.
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Arousal and apparent duration

It appears^ tlierefore, that both task  and distraction ra ised  
the level of arousal of the subjects, but produced opposite effects 
on apparent duration - the presence of the task reduced the 
estim ates of the duration of üie ten»minute intervals, while the 
presence of distraction increased them. It follows that these 
effects on apparent duration cannot be accounted for completely by 
arousal changes, and it is  thus necessary  to decide to what extent, 
if any, the changes can be ascribed solely to changes in arousal.

An attempt to answer th is question was made by carrying out an 
analysis of covariance between the a lertness scores and tlie 
duration scores (Cochran and Cox, 1957). The analysis of variance 
of the duration scores adjusted for changes in alertness 
(Appendix E.6) revealed only an insignificant reduction in residual 
variance. However, as there was some reduction, it was 
considered that examination of the adjusted scores was wortliwMle 
and perm issible, though would not necessarily  be profitable. The 
adjusted duration scores w ere derived by using a correction factor 
derived from the analysis of covariance, and a re  shown in 
Table X in (a).

The analysis of variance of the adjusted duration scores revealed 
that there was no difference between Groups A and B, so the results 
were pooled as in the previous analysis. There was no difference
attributable to order of presentation. There was no significant 
interaction between the two experimental factors; both produced 
the same main effects, though distraction at a lower level of 
significance, and these a re  shown in Table XM (b).
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Table XIE
(a) Duration scores adjusted for a lertness

Subject
Conditions

D T 0 0 ^0^1

1 9.3 9.5 10.0 9.5
g 14.6 8.5 18.6 1.1.3G roup  A 3 12.1 10.6 15.7 10.8
4 11.5 8.3 13.2 10.4

0 12.8 8.8 10.6 14.2
0 10.0 6.3 12.1 7.7Group B ■? 9.2 5,8 8.8 6.7
8 15.6 13.4 18.3 15.7

M e a n 12.0 8.9 13.4 10.8

Each value is  eajpressed in minutes

(b) Effect of factors on adjusted duration scores

Each value is the mean of 16 values,
two from each of eight subjects

S'actor Absent Present Difference P

Task 12,7 9.8 “2.9 0.01
Distraction 10.4 12.1 +1.7 0.025
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It cam be aeea that the of dletortlom are the aame;
however, tlie dlatoxtion induced by the taaî̂  ie  greater and that 
by distraction le ss  than on the original eeorea (Table Vin), It 
is  disappointing that no definite oonelusion can be baeed on this 
finding as only an Insignificant part of (he varianO'ee of th(
scores can be aceouated for by the Govarianee of these eooree 
witlx the alertness sGOi'oe. In view of the relatloneMp between 
alertness and skin conductance, an amlyala of oovarlance betw 
the changes in al̂ in oondnetanoe ajiid the duration mcorea waa al( 
carried omt̂  However, aa might be expected, it provided no

on which to baee any oonelnelone.

C o m m e n t  % e lack of effect of different eoimting proeednrea 
adopted by subjeet^ in Group A to help in tlielr 

estimation of the duration of the interval, and of the different 
instructions to aubjeota in Group B la of interest, From tlie fact 
that in W e investigation e^erlm ental oondiüons bad sim ilar 
effeeta on both groupa of oubjeeta, it would aeem that each 
dlEereneea in teolmlque exerted little diatortloxi on the answers 
obtained, ^imlMr conolueiona about a slightly different altuatltni 
were ^reached by Gillilmid and %%rtln (1940) who found Ümt, while 
moat people epontaneoualy adopted some kind of counting procedure 
in experiments on tim e perception; when they were asked not to 
count Uielr eatimatea were almoet as accurate, Eowever, with 
practice and correction tliey were able to reduce the variability of 
their performance by counting, eo that it can provide a useful aid 
in certain circum stances, Fran%m#aune%' (19G9) conducted her 
ezqmrlmWe on tim e perception by Wti'Ui



From examination of the apparent duration scores, it can be seen 
that six  of the SB estim ates were correct. In addition to these 
there was one other whole minute value ending in the digits zero 
or five; that is  to say, only 22 per cent, of the values were 
grouped at these digits.

The observation that no change in skin conductance corresponds 
to an aw areness of moderate wakefulness is  of in terest; in Fig, 7 
it can be seen that the reg ression  line cuts the % and Y axes very 
close to the origin. This point seem s worthy of discussion.

The explanation may be that appreciation of change in a lertness 
during an interval is  associated with change in akin conductance. 
When subjects answered this question, they may have considered 
their level of a lertness in comparison with that at the beginning of 
the interval, signifying direction and magnitude of change by 
position and distance of the ir m arks from the mid-point. On a 
long term  view, aw areness of usual a lertness may foe midway 
between tlie extrem es of subjective im pression, and foe accustomed 
as moderate wakefulness; sim ilarly  on a long term  view, sldn 
conductance cannot foe drifting in only one direction - it must be 
fluctuating around a usual level, when a re tu rn  to it would signify 
the same cerebral activation state. An experiment to study tliis 
relationship in psychopathologieal affective illness would be of 
in terest.

There is  some e^qierimental evidence that change in skin 
conductance reflects the ra te  at which subjects fall asleep. It has 
been known for some tim e that palm ar conductance is  low during
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sleep (Farmer and Chambers, 1925). Richter (1936) found tlmt 
the level of palmar conductance while asleep closely fallowed the 
depth of sleep, the rate of change being related to the depth 
ultimately reached. He also noted that states of relaxation were 
accompanied by low conductance boüi in normals and in narcoleptics 
(Richter, 1928)., who had a rapid fall in conductance before tiiey 
fell asleep after being left undisturbed (Richter, 1929 a). However, 
his only published result which can be compared directly witîi 
this experiment is a single recording from a spider monkey trained 
to sleep in an infant’s cot (Richter, 1939 b). The rate of fall of 
conductance in this animal, assessed over the first 30 minutes 
while falling asleep, was 0 .018 log micromlios/min, This value 
is of the same order as üie one obtained by extrapolation from tlie 
results in this experiment; by calculation from the regression 
equation, the change in log conductance corresponding to a state 
of sleep (alertness score -  -1) is  -0.22 log micromhos, indicating 
a rate of fall of -0.022 log mieromhos/miniite.

As the values obtained were mainly iiifrafoasal, it may be tlmt what 
was being measured was the rate at which subjects were falling 
asleep. These findings support tlie suggestion that an individual 
spends most of his waking life at a certain basal level of arousal 
adapted to the requirements of moment-to-moment existence, 
depending on the energy mobilisation required (Duffy and Lacey, 
1948). This basal level might correspond to the centre of üie 
alertness scale and the level of conductance prior to the intervals 
of isolation. Thus conditions conducive to sleep will initiate a 
progressive, but slow fall in arousal below tliis basal level,
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whereas iivrigoraüng conditions will increase it above the basal 
level - perhaps suddenly, as lor instance producing the psycho
galvanic reflex, which is followed usually by a slower return to 
the basal level.

As will be apparent from the introduction, this experiment was 
undertalsen primarily to see whether changes in apparent duration 
of a ten-minute interval, similar to those observed in certain flying 
situations, could foe induced in the laboratory and whether these 
changes could foe related to the psychopliysiological concept of 
arousal. Though the findings in this experiment do not establish 
a definite relationship between arousal and apparent duration, they 
are not completely inconsistent with this hypotlaesis. As the task 
and distraction produced opposite and independent effects on the 
time estimates, and similar effects on arousal, it is concluded that 
a multifactorial theory of the psycliophyaiological mechanism of 
time perception is needed to account for the results* As the levels 
of arousal during the intervals of isolation were thought to foe below 
moderate wakefulness, perhaps it is not surprising that any effect 
of arousal level to induce distortion was insigmficant. What 
results would have been obtained if the arousal level of the subjects 
had foeen higher can only be speculative; however, if the direction 
of distortion had foeen tîie same, higher arousal would have accounted 
for more, if not all, of the distraction effect and accentuated the 
difference induced by the task independently. Thus arousal could 
still well be one of the mechanisms by which time perception is 
determined.

While there is really little evidence from this experiment to base 
a suggestion about the nature of the mechanisms which determined
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apparent duration, there is nothing incooeistent with a second 
factor being the way in which the subjects’ attention was organised 
by the conditions during the intervals of isolation. The ’degree 
of concentration of attention’ has often been put forward as an 
important factor modifying apparent duration. For example,
Sturt (1983) in discussing the role of the amount of mental content 
suggested that tlie more focused a person’s attention and the fewer 
the dianges of attention, tlie shorter a given interval would appear 
to foe. This would foe consistent witli the present results, providing 
tîiat it is accepted that attention is  less directed in the presence of 
distraction and more specifically organised in the presence of the 
task.

Thus it can foe postulated, but unfortunately no more tlian that, 
that the apparent duration of the intervals of isolation could have 
foeen determined by at least two mechanisms i

(i) Through a mechanism related to tlie level of arousal;
an increase in arousal being associated with an increase 
in apparent duration

(11) Through a mechanism related to tlie degree of
concentration of attention; an increase in concentration 
of attention being associated with a decrease in apparent 
duration.

Though it is lilcely that these mechanisms are related, the net result 
in any condition is  dependent on the relative extent to which the 
opposed mechanisms are implicated.

However, at least one other factor is required to explain completely 
the mechanisms behind the present results, because distraction



still increased the adjusted duration scores. Unfortunately 
there is no definite evidence with which to speculate on its 
nature, but in view of the results obtained by Gedye, (Aitken 
and Gedye, 1963) it may well foe associated with attitude.



TEE EFFECT OF NOI8E AND 
RESISTS 
REPRODUCTION OF TEN-8ECO:

ILTERATION IN TEF 
Î;

ND INTE3

In oxygen systems currently used in military flying, some reaiatance 
to respiration is inherent. The annoyance to aircrew from this 
varies, and the acceptability of a given system depends in part on 
the degree and quality of the pressiire-drop encountered, especially 
on inspiration. It is usually difficult to assess tlie degree of 
irritation as individual comments vary widely. As time perception 
ie simple to assess, even as part of complex experiments on other 
topics, it was postulated tlmt it might provide a useful method of 
assessing the acceptability of a given breathing system, or other 
environmental variable. This is the report of a preliminary study 
done primarily to determine if alteration in the resistance to 
respiration might distort time perception in any consistent way.
It was assumed that the less the resistance, the more the attitude 
of the subject would foe in favour of that system.

lew, there are available four 
basic methods for e^Eperiments on time perception. Of these 
Llewellyn-Thomas’ (1959) technique of serial reproduction is novel 
and seemed suitable for the present purpose; if a variable which 
modifies apparent duration is presented in either the standard or 
the Judgment intervals, a trend should foe clearly dlscermble.



Prior to conducting the experiment, no precedent was known to 
suggest ill which interval, standard or Judgment, it would be best 
to present the variable in order to obtain maximal distortion. A 
preliminary e^qieriment was thus required to decide this before 
embarking on the main experiment.

Noise is  known to increase error in a aerial reaction task 
(Broadbent, 1953) and to produce distortion in time perception; 
Jerison (1959) reported that the mean production of a requested 
ten-minute interval was seven minutes in noise of 110 db. above 
tlireshoM compared with nine minutes in that of 80 db. Oleron 
(1958) demonstrated that by increasing the intensity of a 1 ke/s 
tone from 40 to 90 db. above tlireshold, tlie estimations of intervals 
between 35 and 140 seconds were longer. Noise is a convenient 
environmental variable and was thus selected to determine the 
precedent. The frequency of 1 kc/s was chosen as Stevens, Davis 
and Lurie (1935) demonstrated tlmt the human auditory mechanism 
is most sensitive to a frequency of this order.

It was felt preferable that presented differences of alteration in 
the resistance to respiration should be subjectively equal. The 
technique of marking continuous finite scales which had proved 
to be successful in the previous experiments was applied in a 
second preliminary experiment to select equal subjective differences 
in resistance to respiration.
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(!) The e f f e c t  of no i s e  

Method

Apparatus, described in Appendix €, was constructed to 
reproduce standard intervals, the durations of which were identical 
with the preceding Judgment intervals.

The subject had before him a green light to indicate when a standard 
interval was being presented and a reel light, a Judgment intervaL 
He was provided with a mieroswitch to terminate the judgment
interval when he considered its duration equalled that of the 
preceding standard.

The subject wore earphones through which a 1 ke/s pure tone at a 
strength of 80 db. above threshold could be transmitted; tliis wae 
selected by relay contacts and a switch in a simple circuit utilising 
the contacts coincident wiüi the end of the standard and judgment 
intervals o A factorial design was used similar to that in Experi
ment A. Each of eight subjects experienced the four conditions 
detailed in Table IIV, and was presented them in tlie order given 
in Table XV.

The initial- standards were ten seconds and twelve judgments in 
sequence were made by each subject in each condition, there being 
a two-minute rest between each condition. All subjects were male 
members of tlie laboratory staff; they were given instructions 
that a random series of standard intervals would be presented which 
they were to reproduce as accurately as possible in the succeeding 
Judgment intervals. No instructions were given regarding method
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Table XIV

[experimental conditions

Factors Conditions
Standard Judgment symbol

Noise Noise A
Noise Silence B
Silence Noise C
Silence Silence D

Table XV
Order of presentation to subjects of 
exqperimental conditions to determine 

tlie effect of noise

Subject
Order

1 2 3 4

1 A B D C
3 B A C D
3 C D B A
4 D C A B
5 Æ D C B
6 D B A C
7 C A B D
8 B C D A
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of assessment and, if the subject enquired, lie was told that whatever 
method he used was up to liimself. It was ascertained afterwards 
that, in fact, all subjects counted at a supposed regular rate in 
order to reproduce the intervals.

Result

The durations of the standard intervals for the eight subjects 
in each sequence and condition ar e shown in Table XVI, The mean 
durations for the eight subjects are shown plotted separately for 
each condition and sequence in Fig. 8. It can be seen that there is  
only a consistent trend when tlie noise was presented in the judgment 
intervals, tlie duration increasing as the series progresses.

Analysis of variance of the differences between the durations of 
succeeding Judgments (Appendix E.7) showed that subjects differed 
widely between tliemselvea (P -  0. 001); there were significant 
interactions with tlie order in tlie sequence (P -  0 ,05) and with the 
conditions or order which were confounded (P = 0,01).

There was no significant interaction between the two experimental
factors - the presence of noise in the standard or the Judgment. 
Only noiae present during the judgment intervals produced any 
significant effect. From inspection of Fig. B and the average main 
effects which are shown in Table XVII, it can be seen that noise 
Increased the duration of the judgment Intervals, but only when it 
was present in that interval; it had no distorting effect when 
presented in the standard interval.
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Table XVI
Silence in both standard and judgment Intervals

Sequence
Subjects

1 2 S 4 S 6 7 8

0 10.38 10.18 10.14 10.13 10.00 10.05 10.18 10,04
I 11.07 10 .18 9.45 10.93 10,85 9.92 10.46 10.61
g 11.87 10.81 8.74 10.36 11.58 10.25 10.55 11.62
3 12.19 11.71 9.83 8.94 10.81 11.19 8.64 11.37
4 12.90 11.88 9.78 7.31 8.73 11.40 7.57 11.97
S 13.13 12.20 9.57 7. OS 8.35 10. 98 8.05 12.35
6 13.44 13.20 10.87 6.61 8.13 11.61 7.09 13.03
7 14 .92 13.51 10.58 5.85 7.19 12.07 6.53 12.89
8 15.97 13. 27 10.93 4.09 7.40 13.05 8.49 13.21
9 15.79 14.33 10.85 3.85 7.43 13.18 6.48 13.74

10 16.44 14.70 10.88 3.04 7.77 13.38 7.08 14.00
11 16.33 15.70 11.42 3.12 7.59 13.90 6.41 12.90
12 17.51 16.37 12.71 8.26 8.68 14.26 5.94 12.73

Durations of standard Intervals in seconds

Silence in judgment and noise In standard Interval

Sequence
Subjects

7 81 2 3 4 8 6

0 10.16 10.41 10.03 10.33 9.97 10.06 10.16 10.07
1 11.06 9,82 9.19 11.53 10.18 9.96 9.70 9.97
2 10.79 11.17 9.94 9.77 10.27 9.86 9.49 10.42
3 11.78 11.17 9.35 8.56 10.52 9.77 9.43 11 .51
4 12,36 11.51 8.91 9.11 10.89 10.47 9.86 12.00
§ 13.23 12.83 9.25 8.63 3.1,31 10.56 10.15 11. 53
6 14.49 13.48 9.03 8,63 11.64 11.21 9.98 10.36
7 14,66 13.97 9.31 6.85 11.70 11.68 9.71 7.66
8 14.99 14.86 9.37 6.86 12.10 11,66 8.76 7.47
9 14.06 16.63 9.18 6.24 12.37 11.86 9.00 7.20

10 14.00 16.68 9.61 4.94 12.99 11.51 7.70 7.20
11 15.18 16.97 9.88 4.50 13.50 12.14 7.11 5.94
12 15.49 17.93 9.30 4.16 13.66 12 .28 6.73 5.98
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Table XVI. (continued)

Noise in Judgment and silence in standard intervals

Sequence

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

10
11

Subject0

3 5 6 7 8

10.12
10.38
11.36 
12.27 
12.80

o

17.76 
18.89 
19.41 
20.37

10.11 
8.88 
0.81  

10.18 
9.95  
9.97 
9.90  

10.06 
10.35
10.97 
11 .29 
II. 22
11.98

10.11 
10.94 
11.16 
12,86 
10.71 
11.77 
13.25 
16.47 
15.90 
11.87 
12.11 
12.22 
12.16

s. 74 10,
10.01 10.04 
11.82 
10.75 11.14
11 .10 9.97
11.32 
11.63

9.91
33

10.26 
10.63
11.46

12.61

14.09 
14.16 
15.03 
14.97

10.20 
10.85 
10.50 
11.56 
11.94 
11.00

IJ.

10.08 
10.17 
11.98 
11.89 
12.88 
13.26 
13.40 
14.14 
13.28

. 15

10.22 
10.01 
10.41 
10. 26

Q

12.78 
13.30 
13.72
13.57 11.34 

11.79 14'. 50 11.06

Al. 6 : 
10. 22

12.25 10.31
10.92 
10.41

Noise in both standard and judgment interv?

Sequence
Subjects

4 5 6 7 81 2 3

0 10.22 10.31 10.22 10.08 10.01 9.95 10.13 10.07
1 10.31 9.33 11.07 10.81 10.44 7.93 9.98 10.16
2 9.99 9.56 10.31 10.72 10.92 8.09 9.47 11,10
3 10.29 0.89 9,52 11,81 10.31 8,31 9. 24 11.85
4 10.42 10.45 9.06 13.19 11.08 9.52 9.06 12.23
5 11.34 11.64 10.60 13.77 11.75 10.40 8.68 13.02
6 11.71 12.80 11.01 13.92 11.81 11.52 8.12 13.75
7 11.73 14.03 10.44 15. 20 12.48 11.18 6.72 14.43
8 11.80 14.79 10.21 15.51 11.94 12.13 8.89 14.62
9 11.91 15.18 10.91 15.86 13.32 13.63 8.25 14, 25

10 12.17 14. 54 10.10 15.67 13.00 13.62 8.01 15.60
11 12,29 15.70 10.49 15.62 13.21 13.85 7.61 15,88
12 11.83 15.71 10.68 16.60 14.15 14.00 7.71 16.02



TIME ESTIMATE 
IN SECONDS

KEY
X .  NOISE IN STANDARD 
0 - NO NOISE IN STANDARD 

—  -  NOISE IN JUDGEMENT 
NO NOISE IN JUDGEM ENT

•0

0 4  5  6
SEQUENCE

7 8
ORDER

10 II 12

F ig. 8 The effect of noise on the ser ia l reproduction of 
in terva ls.

Each value i s  the mean obtained from  eight subjects,
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Table 3CVH

E f f e c t  o f  f a c t o r s  o n  d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  d u r a t i o n s  o f  s t a n d a r d  intervals

S i l e n c eF a c t o i D i f f e r e n c e P

0.066J u d g m e n t

0.15?S t a n d a r d

E a c h  a v e r a g e  i s  t h e  m e a n  o f  1 9 2  values, t w o  f r o m  e a c h  o f  e i g h t  

subjects for the twelve s e q u e n c e s ,  and is  e x p r e s s e d  in seconds
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Comment

The presence of noise produced a c lear and definite alteration 
in the environment, with significant distortion in tim e perception» 
After the eEperiment was completed, a reference was found in the 
lite ra tu re  to a similar resu lt (Hirah, r B ilger and Deatlierage,
1956); using the method of reproduction of in tervals between 1 and 
16 seconds, they dem onstrated that when a pure tone (2S0 c /b  at 
80 db, above threshold) was presented in the standard, the duration 
of its  judgment was longer (approximately 30 per cent») when done 
in the presence of V h ite ’ noise than when the 'white* noise was 
present (as well as the tone) only in the standard intervals*

The conclusion was thus drawn that in order to create the greatest 
distortion In the se r ia l reproduction of tim e, it is  lilcely to be 
better to present a distracting stimulus in the Judgment interval,

(11) S u b j e c t i v e  a s s e s s m e n t  o f r e s i s t a n c e  to  
r e s p i r a t i o n

The Feehner law is  commonly aclmowledgeci to rep resen t in an 
im precise way that a subjective allocation to a  discriminai 
continuance will foe directly related  to the logarithm of the magnitude
of a sensory stimulus (Tliurstone, 1950), The e^Kperimental 
evidence in support of this law was obtained in sensory modalities 
other than resistance to resp iration , A prelim inary experiment 
was thus required to determine if it was applicable to this variable 
in order to select for the main experiment appropriate values with 
equal differences on a subjective scale.
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Method

A ra th e r crude, but sim ple apparatus was constructed to 
allow subjects to breathe through an oro-nasal mask (type )?), 
into the inspiratory side of which valves could be inserted. There 
were nine valves with known pressure/flow  characteristics with 
nominal values between 0.25 and 4 in, of water resistance; the 
p ressu re  drop of each valve was alm ost constant within the flow 
range 0 ,5  - 50 1,/niin, The apparatus itse lf had a pressu re  drop of 
approximately 1 in, at a flow ra te  of 20. L /m in, on both the 
inspiratory and ejipiratory side of the mask; it was less at lower 
and more at higher flow rates»

Five subjects participated, a ll medical officers with e ^ e r ie n e e  
of breathing through aviation oxygen system s. Each subject 
breathed through each of the nine valves, and through the apparatus 
only, for one minute on two occasions at the same session. There 
were thus ten conditions with five subjects participating twice.
The order of presentation was selected in a factorial design given 
in Table the conditions being confounded with order at
random in a latin square.

Between each presentation, there  was a 0» 5 minute interval during 
which the subject breathed only through the apparatus, the added 
valve having been excluded by turning a Y tap. (This situation s till 
had a p ressu re  drop of about 1 in, at a flow ra te  of 20 1 ,/min. as 
mentioned above).

4; The p ressu re  drop is  es^ressed  in B ritish  lineal m easure as 
the valves had nominal values on this scale
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Tïible

Order of presentation to subjects of experim ental conditions to 
determine the subjective estim ation of resistance to respiration

Subject liepbcate ■
Order

i 2 3 4 S 6 1 8 9 10

1 c A B B B I D F J Gj. 2 D I G B A F J C E E

1 ■ E J A D B H G î F C
2 A E J F B' D ï G C B

% 1 J G F B C B B :A .'0 ïÙ 2 G F H C J A E B ï D

A :i H € ï G F J B D A. E% 2 Ï D C A G E F H B J

1 B ‘ 'H ' D J I ' C A E G F0 2 F , B E I D... G C J E A

Symbols Ji; 33 (3 ]D (3 H

Value of
resistance added : 
in, of water

O.B %.0 1,6 g.O 2.5 3 .0  3 .5  4 ,0



The subject was inatructèd to convey on a continuous scale Ms 
assessm ent of the resistance to inspiration after each one-minute 
presentation* He was asked to m ark appropriately a 100 mm, line; 
the left end was defined as denoting that he could detect no resistance 
and the right end, the resistance he thought would correspond to 
asphyxia, the centre representing 'moderate^ resistance. Previous 
estimates could not be seen  on a subsequent marking.

The m arks on the lines were m easured to the nearest m illim etre 
and transform ed to scores on a scale from 0 representing tlie 
threshold to detect resistance to 1 representing asphyxia,

Results

The scores are given in Table XDC. It was ascertained that 
the mean values for each resistance valve a re  rela ted  linearly to 
the logarithm of the nominal value of the valves with 1 in. added to 
account for the approximate apparatus resistance. This relation
ship is  shown plotted in Fig. 9 with the calculated regression  
equation drawn. It can be seen that the ranln order of the mean 
subjective estim ates a re  a ll co rrect except for that corresponding 
to a resistance of 3 in. of w ater. It was la ter established that 
tills particu lar valve did, in fact, stick and have an abnormal 
pressure/flow  characteristic,

Extrapolation from the regression equation shows that the threshold 
to detect resistance to inspiration is  at a pressure drop of 
approximately 1 in, of water. It is  of interest that tills is  the
value when no valve was inserted into the system; it corresponds
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Table XDi

cMiJeQîivs esüfflats scores of respi,j.’atorj? resistance : 
preïim îm s’y e^qieriœent

yab- R-epli^

‘wi'iipn.iÉf Eu

ïi
IpjEiM m,ü>i g.,Pt> * li*jlii ei^jw i*n"^^ytyy»<e»i»V*W

'sspiratory resistance ralv© added : in. of
4j«!9nM«>KAME«H A.'tea

water
ject eate

4(WfVç‘rw.^>f»wv#%'r7v^ vNMBvwrr

0. 00 0.29 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.S 3. Q 3« s 4.0

1 1 ■ Ü . 01 0 ,02 d\on 0.15 0 ,12 0,51 0.64 0. 33 0. 41 0.70
. i S 0. 01 0,06 0.08 0.08 0 ,16 0.47 0,56 0. 41 0 , 48 0.68

1 G. 00 0.03 0.23 0,08 0.60 0. S8 0.60 0. 79 0. S3 0.86
8 g 0. 03 0.03 0.07 0.27 0.48 0.00 0.54 0. 78 0. 87 0.87

a
1 0. 03 0.04 0.12 0 .2'î 0 .32 0.91 0,52 0, 70 0 . 31 0,84
2 0. 13 0.08 0.38 0.31 Ô.38 0,74 0.61 0, 75 0. 88 0.60

A l 0. 00 0.00 0. rM 0,66 0.70 0.80 0.62 0. 74 ü. 83 0.814k 2 0. 00 o.so 0. fS 0.43 0.03 0.78 0.84 0. 92 0. 77' 0,94

R 1 Ci. 00 0.17 0,22 0 .  Ï Ü 0.S3 0,61 0.47 G, 83 0 . 53 0,65a 2 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.83 0.54 0.58 0.34 CI®57 0 . 79 0.75

M oan 0.
"" ■ «»L» ̂  w 1 i

03 0.04 0.18 0.28 G. 44. 0.00 0,57 0. S5 0. 63 0.78

Ti).e scores have a possible range from  0 to 1
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ASPHYXIA

SUBJECTIVE
ESTIMATE

107532THRESHOLD I
INSPIRATORY RESISTANCE. I+X  IN. OF WATER 

[ w h e r e  x « v a l u e  o f  r e s i s t a n c e  a d d e d ]

Fig. 9. The relationship between the respiratory resistance (x) 
and its subjective assessm ent (y).
The calculated regression equation which is  shown plotted 
is  : y = 1.13 log. (x + 1) - 0.02 (P * 0.001) where x = 
the nominal value ck the resistance valve added (Appendix £ .8 )
Each value is  the mean obtained on two occasions from 
five subjects.
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to Üie approximate resistance of the apparatus itse lf, both on 
expiration and inspiration, being breathed through between the 
experimental conditions, and thus acting in contrast.

Comment

The result,s are  in broad agreem ent with the Feehner law 
and confirm that it is applicable to the assessm ent of the resistance 
to respiration. The resu lts  clearly  suggest that, in order to 
choose values of resistance to respiration  that will be spaced 
equally on a subjective scale, it is  appropriate to choose differences 
tliat a re  a constant proportion of each value.

(ill) T h e  e f f e c t  o f a l t e r a t i o n  in  th e  r e s i s t a n c e
to  r e s p i r a t i o n

Method

A breathing system was constructed with known pressure/flow  
charac teristics. The inflow to an oro-nasal mask (type P) led 
directly from a wide-bore tube (I, D. 2,5 cm,) of 75 cm. length; 
this tube passed through an opaque screen from a Y junction, in 
the distal ends of which valves could be interposed. The system 
itse lf had a p ressu re  drop of less than 0,1 in, of water at an a i r 
flow of 50 L /m in, The pressure/flow  charac teristics of the valves 
used to provide the resistance to inspiration are  shown in Fig, 10, 
The mask expiratory valve was intact and its  p ressure/flow  
characteristic  is  also shown in Fig, 10,

Eight subjects, male m em bers of the professional laboratory staff, 
who had not participated previously in a preliminary exiperiment,
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PR E SSU R E DROP S 
(IN. OF WATER)

10

2"

0 5
025"
E X P I R A T O R Y

20 30 

A I R  FLOW ( L I T / M I N . )

—

40 SO

Fig. 10 The p ressu re/flow  ch aracteristics of the valves  
used to  provide resista n ce  to  resp iration .
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sat facing the opaq ue screen , breathing through the close-fitting 
mask. Four valves of 0. 5, 1, 2 and 4 in. of water nominal 
p ressu re  drop were used as conditions in the experiment. Each 
subject breathed through each valve only in the judgment intervals 
(for the reason determined by the preliminary experim eit with 
noise) for a sequence of 12 tr ia ls . These values with equal 
logarithmic increments were chosen as a resu lt of the evidence 
obtained in the second prelim inary experiment. In the standard 
intervals, and in the two minutes' delay between exiperimental 
conditions the subjects inspired through a valve of 0. 2S in. of 
water nominal p ressu re  drop which was placed in the other arm  
of the Y junction. The Y Junction tap was turned by the experi
menter at each changeover.

In order to determine whether the same relationship was present 
with these subjects between subjective appreciation of the resistance 
to respiration  and the value of tlie resistance interposed as found 
in the second, prelim inary experiment, subjects were asked to 
express their estim ates on sim ilar continuous scales.

For the se ria l reproduction of tim e, the instructions to the subjects 
were the same as in the prelim inary experiment with noise. The 
order of presentation of the four conditions, given in Table IOC, 
was selected in a sim ilar way.

Results

The durations of the standard intervals for the eight subjects 
in each sequence and condition are  shown in Table XXI. The mean 
durations for the eight subjects are  shown plotted separately for
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Table 3Œ

Ordex" of presentation to subjects of experim ental conditions 
to determ ine Hie effect of alteration  in resp ira to ry  reslatance

Subject
Order

1 2 3 4

1 A B C D
2 B A. D C
3 C D A B
4 D C B A

A T 'a*} M's, iJ
6 B D A c
7 “ C B D A
8 D A C B

Symbol A B C D

V a lu e  o f
x-’e s i s t a n c e  : 0 .5 1.0 2.0 4.0

in, of water
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Table

iiirations of standard intervals in seconds
0.5 in, valve

Sequence
Subjects

1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8

0 9.95 9.97 10.06 10.11 9.73 9.93 10.11 9.99
1 10.14 9.38 11.70 8.43 9.41 6.95 9.19 10.14
2 8.88 9.86 10.98 6.42 10.20 6.41 12.38 9.56
3 8.16 8,82 10.-85 3.14 8.35 5.87 13.47 10.13
4 7.20 8.-97 9.90 5.15 8,20 5.53 20.00 9.69
5 6.51, 7.94 8.66 4.94 7.88 5.07 25.69 7.90

,6 -6.09 7,-49 10.06 5.21 8.1-3 S. 29 17.76 8.46
? 6..21 6.60 9,-11 4.79 8.10 3.60 4 ry orjJ, 1 * 10. 55
8 5..6S 6.06 10.11 4.78 7.96 2.78 22. 27 10.80
9 5..70 0.31 8.77 4.69 7.96 2.55 28.05 10. 24

10 5.05 5.88 10.42 4.18 8.04 2.04 27. 94 11.01
11 4.27 6.36 10,-87 3.98 8.08 1.96 35,73 10.97
12 2.58 7 .32 10.16 3.65 7.83 1.86 40.19 11.91

1. 0 in. valve

Sequence
Subject3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 10.02 10.12 10.60 10.08 9.86 10.16 9.98 10.03
1 10.51 10.89 8.88 9.64 9.88 7.81 19.72 10.60
2 11.09 10.84 8.76 8.61 10.28 7.57 26.45 11.17
3 11,18 11.76 8.43 7.00 11.35 6.98 27.61 11.26
4 12.38 8.74 9.37 5.97 11.57 5.55 26.14 11.51
5 12.76 9.03 9.48 5.33 12.02 5.63 23.18 10.60
6 12.88 8.27 9.68 5,82 13.20 4.69 20.34 10.83
7 13.07 9.29 10.16 5.58 12.57 4.48 25.05 11.23
8 11.47 9.06 9,49 5.48 13.23 4.11 21.29 11.38
9 10 .30 10.25 8.94 5.41 12.59 3.11 24. 89 11.53

10 10.13 9.72 9.07 8. 22 12.41 2.15 26.90 11.76
11 9. 22 11.21 9.12 3.72 12.47 1.64 37.33 11.83
12 8.42 11.96 9.48 3.39 11.44 1.30 39.82 13.09



nn&ble 2CK1 (contnwæd) 

3 ,0  in. valve

Sequence
Subject

9. A

0 10. 07 10. 06 9. 93 10.07 9. 99 9. 89 3. 92 9. 94
1 1.0. 84 8. 99 IK51 10.08 9. 81 6. 72 9. 22 10, 38
2 10, 92 9. 85 10. 31 9.14 9. 83 5. 65 14. 81 10. 07
3 10. 14 9. 67 8. 11 8.76 10. 35 5. 24 19. 21 10. 35
4 11. 55 10. 68 8. 64 8.69 10. 54 5. 22 23. 04 10. 47
5 12. 38 11. 82 10. 06 8.84 10. 89 4. 81 20. 52 10. 62
6 10. 96 11. 36 10. 24 9.88 10. 77 5. 17 21. 73 11. 48
7 10. 93 10. 23 8. 33 8.79 10. 66 4, 91 24. 38 .11. 14
8 10. 87 9. 70 9. 03 8.93 11. 42 5. 32 31. 47 11. 43
9 10. S3 11. 23 11. 84 9.84 10. 91 5 *13 32. 90 11. 69

10 12. 67 12. 54 10. 52 10.07 10. 82 5. 15 30. 52 10. 96
13. 11. 52 15. 38 10. 10.34 10. 87 8. 10 38. 71 10. 45
12 13. 32 14. 11 11. 19 11.09 11. 30 4. 73 45. 81 11. 40

0 in. valve

Sequence
Subjects

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 10.01 9.98 10.00 10.06 10.11 10.16 9.98 9.98
1 9.99 10.07 9.32 11.42 10.27 7.13 12.45 8.34
2 8.60 11.17 9.02 12.39 11.74 7.37 20.52 6.85
S 8.39 11.51 10.13 10.79 11.a. .& # &Î 5 7.65 16.57 7.23
4 9.60 11.96 8.71 12.37 11.63 6,57 23.90 7.41
5 9.20 13.00 8.68 10.28 14.34 6.19 25.44 6.31
6 9.06 12.57 9.84 7.39 14.55 6.14 18.09 6.79
7 9.18 14.99 9.40 6.82 14.92 6.14 23.79 6.73
8 8.17 15.30 8.30 5.11 14.80 4.94 18.82 8.19
9 7,24 15.48 10.02 3.51 17. 27 4.38 17.85 6.95

10 5.97 15.55 9.87 3.82 15.69 3.55 20.41 6.82
11 6.10 18. IS 7.42 2.84 15.35 3.26 20.86 6.62
12 5.46 16,92 7.42 1.84 17.49 3.43 25.63 §.69
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each condition and sequence in Fig, 11. It can be seen tiiat there 
is  no meaningful consistent trend.

Analysis of variance of the differences between the durations of 
succeeding Judgments (Appendix E. 9) showed that the interaction 
between subjects and conditions or order (which was confounded) 
was highly significant (P = 0.001). Inspection of the data showed 
that in each of the conditions^ some subjects tended to Increase, 
some to decrease and others not to d istort the durations of the ir 
judgments. There were no main significant differences induced 
by the experimental conditions under tr ia l, though the effect of 
order of presentation of the conditions was highly significant 
(P -  0 .001). This effect was predominantly produced by two 
subjects (subjects 6 and 1) whose Judgments decreased on the f irs t 
and tiiird tr ia ls , but increased on the second and fourth.

Inspection of Fig. 11 and the average main effects which are  given 
in Table XFIII reveals that even if tiie differences had reached a 
level ox significance, it would have been difficult to postulate a
mechanism to explain the average distortions, in view of the fact 
that their direction did not appear to be in any way related to the 
level of resp ira to ry  resistance.

The subjective estim ate scores for the detection of respiratory 
resistance a re  given in Table ICKIïI. The linear relationship 
between the scores and the nominal values of the valves is  sim ilar 
to that found in the prelim inary experiment in that a logarithmic 
relationship best fits the resu lts . The mean scores for each value 
are  plotted in Fig, 12 with the calculated regression  drawn.
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2 INSPIRATORY 
,» RESISTANCE

i
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S E Q U E N C E  O R D ER

F ig. 11 The effect of alteration  in the reep ira torj resistan ce
during the Judgment in terva ls on the se r ia l reproduction  
of tim e.

Each value i s  the mean obtained from  eight su bjects.
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Table

Effect of conditions on differences in durations 
of standard Intervals

R e s p i r a t o r y  
r e s i s t a n c e  :

in, of water
0,5 1 2 4

M e a n  d u r a t i o n  
d i f f e r e n c e -^0.058 40.199 "”0t 446 -0*038

Each average is  the mean of 96 values^ one from 
each of eight subjects for the twelve sequences, 
and is  ei^ressed in seconds
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Table 3DfH[

Subjective estim ate sco res oî resp ira to ry  resistance

Subject
Inspiratory resistance valve : in. of w ater

0 .5 1.0 3.0 4.0

1 0.06 0.69 0.79 0.88
2 0.49 0.58 0.82 0.88
3 0,01 0.16 0,38 0.48
4 0.49 0.55 0.79 0.87
§ 0.00 0.07 0.11 0.36
6 0.01 0.81 0.57 0.78
7 0.07 0.25 0.37 0.67
8 0.11 0.00 0.43 0.61

M e a n 0.16 0.36 0,53 0.88

The scores bave a possible range from 0 to 1

.18



ASPHYXIA 1 0

SUBJECTIVE
ESTIMATE

THRESHOLD 0
0-1 02 0 5 2 10 204

INSPIRATORY RESISTANCE. IN. OF WATER

F ig. 12 The relattonahip between the resp iratory resistan ce  
used to  provide the four conditions (x) and its  
aubjective a ssessm en t (y).

The calculated regression  equation which i s  shown 
plotted i s  :
y = 0 .5 8  log X 4^0.34 (P  ■ 0 .01) (Appendix £• 10). 

Each value i s  the mean obtained from  eight subjects
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AmlytSis of variance (Appendix E. .11) confirms that the differences
between conditions are highly significant (P -  0.001) and also 
reveals tliat the subjects differed between themselves in their 
scores (P = 0,001).

Extrapolation from this regression equation shows that the threshold 
to detect resistance to inspiration is at a pressure drop of 
approximately 0.26 in. of water* This value is similar to the 
resistance to expiration all the time (0.1 - 0. .25 in. of water 
depending on the flow rate) and the comparison resistance on 
inspiration in the standard intervals and in the two minutes^ delay 
between the experime.ntal conditions (0.25 in. ),

Comment

The noticeable dissimilarity in threshold of detection of 
resistance to inspiration between the preliminary and the main 
experiment is of interest. In the preliminary experiment, the 
value of the threshold was approximately equal to the expiratory 
resistance - 1,0 in. of water; in the main experiment the same 
finding holds true, though the corresponding value is 0, 25 in. of 
water. It is  appreciated that the two experiments were done with 
different subjects and two breathing systems, but the suggestion 
of a relationship with a comparison as a reason decreeing the 
threshold of detection of this perceptual phenomenon begs 
substantiation; an experiment witli this aim in view is required.

The presence of noise produced a clear and definite alteration in 
the environment, with significant distortion in time perception.
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The modification of the environment by the alteration of the 
resistance to respiration was less effective. Though the differences 
were clearly appreciated by the subjects, they were less definite 
and it is imlilsely that they produced any great alteration in 
attitude, or indeed in arousal. Thus in the pattern of response, 
the differences between individuals and random inaccuracy were 
likely to have predominated and precluded the detection of 
differences due to the conditions which were introduced, if indeed 
they were even produced. As small alterations only in the 
environmental conditions are likely to be encountered in assessing 
the acceptability of aircrew life-support equipment, these differences 
between individuals are likely to exceed the magnitude of an induced 
distortion due to the conditions under review.

This conclusion refers to the present experiment where tlie 
assessment was done with the method of serial reproduction. Time 
perception studies may, however, indeed be of real benefit if clone 
with more subtle and yet simpler methods as discussed later; 
they may well provide information on the acceptability of an 
environmental condition by evaluating the differences between 
individuals as it is likely that tliese may be related to other factors, 
which are of paramount relevance to control-system operators.
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c. TEE COMPARISON OF TEE APPARENT DURATION 
OF ONE-MINUTE INTERVAL8* ASSOCIATED WITH 
THE FREQUENCY OF A FLASHING LIGHT

An aircraft flying at night carries two kinds of lights to give 
information to the pilots of other aircraft - lights to draw attention 
to tlie presence of the aircraft in a particular region of airspace, 
and lights to indicate its orientation. It is generally agreed that to 
carry out the first function, lights should be flashing (International 
Civil Aviation Organisation, 1901) as there is evidence that tiiey 
are more conspicuous than steady lights dissipating comparable 
mean power (Gerathewohl, 1953).'

The two requisites of a flashing light system are  tliat primarily it 
should provide the g rea test probability of being seen  from another 
a irc ra ft, and secondly, it should produce the least annoyance to 
the crew of the a irc ra ft carrying the lights, by the back-scatter 
into the cockpit, such as may happen when flying through cloud.
TMs laboratory investigation was concerned primarily with the 
practical problem to choose tlie frequency of flashing light that 
will be least distracting to aircrew flying at night.

To obtain this answer, subjects were to be asked to exqpress their 
attitude towards tlie experimental variables. Thus the opportunity 
was taken to design the experiment to permit examination of the

Aitken, Ferres and Gedye, 1963
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effect of their attitude to the experimental conditions on time 
perception and skin resistance, and so relate them all in one 
experiment.

M ethod The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 13,
The experiment was carried out in üie sound- Insulated

building, which was used in Experiment Â. A window in this
dividing wall allowed a translucent screen in tlie experimental
room to be illuminated from behind by a lamp (30 watt filament
energised by D. C. ) in the observation room; the subject sat
looking at tMs screen. A rotating shutter, placed close to the
light source, produced intermittent illumination of the screen with
equal on - off periods. For practical reasons, five frequencies
were selected for study : 1.00, 1,33, 1.67, 2.00, 2.33 c/s. The
luminance of the flash was 2.1 cd./m^ with a light - dark contrast
of 9,0 (contrast is given by the exqpression Lg - Lj , where L | is

_ _ _

the luminance of the dark period of the cycle and Lg the luminance 
of the bright period).

There were ten subjects ™ five pilots (subjects 1, 6, 7, 8 and 9) 
who were in current flying practice, and five who were the first 
available male members of the Institute staff. The subjects were 
divided at random into five pairs; each subject had each of the ten 
possible combinations of two (ignoring order) chosen from the five 
frequencies. Each pair of subjects had the twenty possible 
combinations taking order into account. For any pair of frequencies, 
one subject from each of the subject pairs had the higher frequency
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OBSERVATION ROOM EXPERIMENT ROOM

/ / /  \ \ \
OVERHEAD

LIGHTWHITE
LIGHTa©
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TRANSLUCENT

SCREEN
SCOREN

SHEETROTATING
DISC

Fig. 13 Ltegram  of tbm eiqw rim ental arraogonieisUi.
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first. Of the ten pairs given to each subject, In five tiie higher 
frequency was presented first. The design was in the form of 
a 10 X 10 latin square, v îth subjects ae rows and order of presenta
tion as columns, and is given in Table XXIV,

Each flash frequency was presented for one minute, the two 
frequencies of each'pair being separated by 15 seconds. There 
was a 45" second interval between each pair, during which the 
overhead light was on, so tliat the subject could record his judgments 
of tlie pair.

After explaining the purpose of Gie experiment, the subject was 
told to imagine what it would be lil̂ e to fly with the flashing light 
as background, and that he was required to answer two questions :
(i) "Which of the two frequencies would be the more acceptable if 
you were a pilot flying under tlie stipulated conditions?"
(11) "What was the relative duration of ei^osure to the two 
frequencies ?"

a s u r e m e n t s

Preference Each subject was provided with a score- 
sheet on which there was a set of ten horizontal lines, each 100 mm, 
long arranged one above the other, similar to those used in the 
previous e^iperiments.

The subject was told that he was to indicate his relative preference 
for the two frequencies Just presented by placing a mark on the 
line, according to the following rules -
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Table liaV

Order of presentation of frequencies

Pair order

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 1 0

I A:E B;A C:D E:B C:E C:B E:D B:D D:A A:C
2 C:A E:C B:E A:D B:C D:B Â^B E:A D:E D:C

3 D:B B:C C:A E:A A:D C:D E:B E:C D:E
4 C:B B:D B:A C:E E:D A:C D:A D:C A:E
5 E:D D:A B:C C:A C:D A:E C;E E::B D:B A:B
6 E:C B:D D:C B:A B:E ii / « A C:B A:C A:D

7 E:B E:A A:D D:E D:B A:B B:C C : A C:D i'C t c
8 D:C B:E E:D B : A A:C C:E B:D D:A C:B A : L

9 B:A A;C A:E C:B D:A C:D E:D C:E B:.ù
1 0 AiD D:C E:C D:B E:A C:A A:B B:E B:C

Symbols A B C D li 

1.0,0 1.33 i.6'7 2.00 2.33P 'r e q u e n c i e s
c /s
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(i) A mark at tlie centre of the line would mean that no 
preference towards either alternative could foe 
e ^ re sse d

(ii) A mark at the left end of Üie line would mean that 
hinder all possible circumstances’ tlie first alternative 
would foe chosen

(iii) A mark at the right end would mean tliat ’under all 
possible circumstances’ the second alternative would 
foe chosen

(iv) %<%arks placed between the centre and the ends would 
signify preference for the alternative represented at 
the nearest end, the strength of the preference being 
indicated by the distance of the mark from the centre

The answers were scored by measuring to the nearest millimetre 
tlie distance of the marks from the centre and multiplying the 
measurements in mm, by the factor 0,02 to give them a possible 
numerical range from -1 to The positive score was used to
denote preference for an alternative, and the negative score 
preference for the opposite alternative. 8o that for a given 
alternative, A, of a pair AB, a score of +1 would mean the greatest 
possible preference for A over B, 0 would mean no preference 
was expressed, and -1 would mean the greatest possible preference 
for B over A.

Relative Duration Each subject was asked to score
a similar set of lines according to Ms opinion of the relative 
duration of the two intervals of flashing light in a pair of frequencies. 
He was told that the line represented the sum of tlie two intervals, 
which was constant throughout tlie esiperlment, but that the ratios 
of the intervals varied from pair to pair. (In actual fact this 
ratio was unity).
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î'iie subject was instructed not to count anything nor to malce 
allowance for any pre-conceived ideas about possible distortions 
when maldng his judgments.

The answers were scored by measuring the distance from the 
centre and transforming as before, so that for a given pair of 
frequencies A B, a score of 4-1 would mean the longest possible 
apparent duration of A, 0 would mean that he considered they 
were presented for equal durations, and a score of «1 would mean 
the shortest possible apparent duration of A,

Objective

Skin resistance The apparatus used (Appendix D) 
was similar in principle to tliat devised for Experiment A, but 
it had the elaborations that the balancing was done automatically 
and the skin resistance was recorded continuously. The electrodes 
described in Appendix B were again used.

The resistance was measured at the beginning and the end of each 
presentation of each particular frequency. For reasons that will 
be discussed later in detail and due to the satisfactory results 
obtained in Eb^eriment A with this measurement, change in log. 
conductance was selected as the appropriate unit for evaluation.
The difference between the logarithm of the conductance in 
mieromhos (reciprocal of resistance in megohms) at the end of 
each one-minute interval and the logarithm of the conductance at 
tlie beginning was calculated.
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R e s u l t s  A preliminary analysis of tlm results did not reveal 
any significant difference between the five pilots and 

tlie five laboratory staff, so the two groups can be regarded as 
having been drawn from the same population and no distinction was 
made in subsequent analyses.

Preference

The scores are given in Table XXV. It can be seen that 
a score for one frequency in comparison witli another is the same 
magnitude but with different sign to that for the other frequency 
to which it is compared.

A special analysis of variance (Appendix E. 12) on the three- 
factor experiment was applied to the preference scores, the three 
factors being five subject pairs, ten frequency pairs and two 
orders. The mean scores for each light frequency were compared 
using a standard error derived from this analysis.

There are significant differences between the mean scores. A 
difference between the mean scores at each frequency greater than 
0.37 was significant at the 5 per cent, level and 0, BO at the 
1 per cent. level.

The highest preference scores were obtained for the two lowest 
frequencies. There is a negative linear relationship between

Tills had to be adapted by Miss H. M, Ferres from a method 
proposed by Scheffe (1962) as tliere was no simple subject 
variance, their total scores all being equal



Table 3ŒV
Preference scores

Frequency
e /s

Comparison
frequency 1 2

ubjects

3 4 5

1.33 4-0.20 "0. 24 "0.12 -0 .22 +0.44
1.00 1.0? 4 -0 .12 +0.28 -0 .62 +0.48 +0.54

3. 00 •1-0.14 +0.82 “0.44 -0.40 +0.44
2.33 +0.44 -0.88 —0.84 +0.68 -1-0.28

1.00 "0.20 +0.24 +0.12 +0.22 -0 .44
*■(! e Q 1.6? +0.12 +0.30 “0.18 -0.54 +0. 38X e OU 2.00 +0,54 -0.02 "0.62 +0.74 -0 .04

2.33 +0.28 +0.26 -0.88 -^0.52 -0. 22

1.00 “0.12 “0. 28 -Î-0.62 "0.48 -0.54
1.6? 1.33 -0 .12 "O'. 30 +0.18 +9. 54 “0.38

2.00 +0. ?2 - 0 .30 -0.34 -0.12 +0.42
2.38 +0.46 -0.38 -0 .42 +0.78 •■0.34

1.00 -0 .14 -0.52 -1-0.44 +0.40 —0.44
2.00 1.33 ”0.34 +0. OB +0.62 -0.74 -1-0. U4

1.6? -0 .72 +0.30 -1-0.34 +0.12 -0 ,42
2.33 +0.22 -1-0.36 "0.30 -0 .50 +0. 38

1.00 “0.44 +0. 38 -!'0.84 “0,68 "0. 28
9 qo 1.33 -0.28 "0.26 +0.88 —0.52 +0. 2.2(C5« Uu 1.6? •"0.40 +0.38 +0.42 “0.76 -1-0. 34

2.00 "0.22 -0.36 ‘1*0 • 30 +0.50 "0. 28

The scores have a possible range from -1 to 4<l
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Table IS Y  (continued)

Preference scores

Frequency
e /s

Comparison
frequency

Subjects

6 7 8 9 10

1.33 +0.02 +0.18 +0.16 -0 .32 +0.16
'a nn 1.67 +0.32 +0.32 +0.30 +-0.64 -0 .60J. A uu 2.00 +0.44 +0.12 “0.42 +0.46 "0.44

2.33 +0.38 -0.36 +0.66 +0.74 +0. 22

1.00 -0 .02 -0 .18 -0.16 +0.38 - 0 .16
% 1 iV7* V 1 +0.38 *M}. 18 -0 .10 +0.42 +0. .14J. , tjô 3.00 +0.48 +0.24 +}. 36 +0.88 +■0.14

2.33 +0.52 +0.36 +0.50 +0.48 +0.36

1.00 -0 .32 -0 .33 -0 .30 -0 .64 +0.60
1 1.33 -0 .38 -0.18 +0.10 -0 .42 “0.14
1, D ( g.OO +0.10 +0.14 +0.42 +0.26 -0 .42

2.33 +0.42 +0.32 +0.36 +0.32 -0 .33

1.00 “0.44 -0.12 +0.42 -0.46 +‘Cxo 44
9 OA 1.33 -0 .46 -0.24 -0.36 -0<@8 -0.14

Uv 1.67 -0 .10 --0.14 -0.42 ”0.26 +•0.42
2.33 +0.34 +0.04 -M), 44 +0.30 +0.42

1.00 -0.38 +0.36 -0.66 -0.74 -0 .23
g 1.33 -0 .52 “0.36 -0 .80 -0 .48 -0 .36
a* é â 1.67 -0 .42 -0.32 "0.36 -0 .32 +0.32

3.00 -0 .34 —0.04 -0.44 -0 .30 -0 .42

The scores have a  possible range from -1  to 4-1



frequency and mean preference score, and the calculated 
regression  is  drawn in Fig. 14 where the mean resu lts  a re  
plotted.

The effect of o rder was also  significant (F = 0 ,001), but 
examination of the scores did not reveal any meaningful in te r
pretation for this.

Relative duration

The scores a re  given in Table XXVI, Examination of the 
resu lts  showed üiat on no occasion did a subject compare the 
durations of the in tervals to be equal, so that there was always 
some distortion; tine most severe was of the order of 8 ; 1 ra tio  
between the durations of the two intervals of the pair presented. 
There was no grouping around selective values.

A special analysis of variance was completed similarly on the 
relative duration scores (Appendix E, 13). No significant 
differences were obtained; the mean values of relative duration 
at each flash frequency are  drawn in Fig IS.

Btein conductance

The changes in conductance for the minutes during which 
tlie subjects were exposed to any particular flash frequency are  
given in Table XXVII* Although 23 per cent, of the values were 
increases, the mean values for all the frequencies were negative; 
the in terpretation of this finding, in view of the resu lt found in 
Experiment A, is  that the a lertness of the subjects was less than 
moderate walcefulness.
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F ig . 14 H m  relationship  between flash  frequency W  and 
mean preference sco re  (y).
The calculated  reg ressio n  eq u aflw  which is  shown 
plotted is  :
y  ■ 0 .6 6  > 0 .3 d  z  (P  « 0 .0 5 ) (Appendix E. 15).

Each value i s  the m ean of 40 readings, four on 
each of ten su b jects, a s  i s  the ca se  a lso  in  
F ig s. 1 5 -1 9 .
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Table 30CVÏ

Frequency
c /s

1.00

1.67

00

g ,38

Relative duration scores

Subjects
squency 1 g

.. fw<iwft*:iin*i.i*iii

g 4 5

Î.33 ™0,18 -0.24 “0.18 -î-0.28 -0 .30
1.67 •i-0.10 -0.36 -1-0,24 —0.02 4-0.30
2.00 •fO. 18 ”0,28 -i-0.14 -0 .20 +0.12
2.33 '^0.32 -0.46 4-0.22 -0.06 -0 .30

1.00 ■^0.18 -i-0, 24 -HO.18 -G. 98 -1-0,30
1.67 -î'0.04 -0.16 -i-0.06 +0.09 +0.30
2.00 -1-0.06 +0.02 "0. .14 -1-0.30 4-0.04
9.33 -i-0.12 —0.04 -0, 20 -0.22 -0 .14

1.00 -0 .10 -m. 36 ~0. 24 4-0, Û2 -0 .30
1.33 -0 .04 -1-0.16 "0,06 -0.02 -0 .30
2.00 ■>0.02 •!-0.06 -i-0, 22 -0.08 +0.30
2,33 +0.02 -i-0,04 *-’0a 22 -0 ,19 -0 .30

1.00 -0.18 -i-0.28 "0,14 +0.90 -0.1.2
1.33 “0.06 -0.03 ■i-0,14 -0 .30 -0.04
1.67 -0 .02 -0.06 -0 .22 4-0.08 -0 .30
2.33 +0.22 -0.36 -t-0.16 +0.84 -0 .33

1:00 -0 .32 4-0,46 -0 .22 •î-0.06 -î-0.30
1.33 -0 .12 -.‘■0.04 4-0.20 4-0.22 4-0.14
1.07 -0 .02 -0.04 4-0. 22 -1-0.12 +0; 30
2.00 -0 .22 4-0,26 -0,16 -0.64 -1-0.39

The scores have a possible range from -1 to
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Table 7SKVI (continued)

Relative duration scores

.00

1.33

1.67

2.00

2.33

Comparison
frequency

Subjects

6 8 9

The scores have a possible range from -1 to +1

10

1.33 +0. 26 -0 ,14 -0 .24 -0 .30 -0 .04
1.67 -0 ,02 +0,12 +0.32 -0.10 +0.14
g.OO -0 .10 -0.08 -0.34 +0.16 *1*0,34
2.33 +0.02 +0.14 -0.28 +0.24 —0.04

1.00 “0.28 +0.14 +0.24 +0.30 +0.04
1,67 +0.14 "0, 24 *0.30 +0.10 -1-0. 20
2.00 "0.02 +0.06 +0.26 +0.14 *■0.14
2 .33 “0,24 -0 .10 - 0 .10 “0.02 -0.08

1.00 +0.02 - 0 .12 "0.22 +0.10 -0 .14
1,33 ”0,14 +0.24 +0.30 -0 .10 -0 .20
2.00 ”0.14 -0.10 -0.38 +0.20 +0.26
2,33 -0 .14 -0,20 “0.14 -0,28 +0,14

1.00 +0.10 +0.08 +0.34 -0.16 "0.34
1.33 +0,02 -O'. 06 •-0, 36 -O'. 14 +0.14
t .  67 +0.14 +0,10 +0.38 ”0.20 -Q. 36
2.33 -0. 20 - 0 .04 -O', 18 +0,18 -O'. 30

1.00 -0 .02 -0.14 +0.28 -0,24 +0.04
1.33 +0.24 +0.10 +0. i.0 ■i*0,. 02 +0.08
1'. 67 +0.14 +0.20 +0,14 +0. 28 -0.14
2,00 +0. 20 +0.04 +0.18 —0. IB *1*0.30
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F ig. 15 R elative duration and flash  frequency.

Fach block rep resen ts the mean rela tive duration  
score for each flash  frequency.
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arable
Changes in sidn conductance

Frequency Comparison Subjects
c /s frequency 1 2 3 4 5

1.00
1.33 
1.67 
3,00
2.33

-1-0.0038 
+0.0000 
-0.0091 
+0.0028

-0.0116 
-0.0046 
-0.0128 
-0.0060

-0,0119
-0.0089
-0.0076
-0.0075

+0.0042 
-0.0086 
+0.0036 
-0.0080

-0.0119 
-0.0071 

0
-0.0212

1.33
1.00
1.87
2.00
2.33

+0.0072 
+0.0026 
-0.0107 
+0.0100

-0,0105 
-0 ,0136 
-0.0053 
-0.0109

- 0 .009d 
-0.0208 
-0.0208 
-0.0119

+0.0018 
+0.0100 
+0.0059 
-0.0140

-0.0283 
—0,0044 
+0.0078 
-0.0237

1.67
1.00
1.33 
3.00
2.33

“0.0082 
~0.0.021 
+0.0036 
-0.0020

+0.0034 
-0.0099 
-0.0009 
-0.0009

-0.0086 
-0.0126
-0.0282 
-0.0138

-0.0077 
+0.0127 
-0.0087 
-0.0018

-0.0087 
+0*0042 
+0.0098 
- 0 .0160

2,00
1.00
1.33
1.67
a. 33

“0.0168
-0.0086
+0.0114 
-0.0065

-0.0061 
-0.0045 
- 0 ,0097
-0.0143

-0.0059
—0.0169 
-0.0132 
-0.0130

-0.0025 
+0.0033 
-0.0107 
-0.0060

+0.0089 
+0.0047 
-0.0199 
+0.0160

3.33
1.00
1.33
1.67
3.-00

+0.0083 
-0.0030 
—0.0005 
-0.0088

+0.0087
-0.0064 
-0.0027 
-0.0096

-0.0112 
-0.0145 
-0.0132 
-0.0093

-0.0086 
-0.0045 
+0.0017 
-0.00.36

-0.0116
+0.0152 
-1-0.0128 
+0.0227

The values changes in log mieromhos and are esipresaed in a 
cUmensionless unit
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Table 3ŒVE (continued)

Changes In skin conductance

Frequency 
c /a

Comparison
frequency

Subjects

9

00

at oi

0.0176 
0.0433 
0.0331 
0.0170

0.0433 
0.0170 
0.0299 

-0.0270

~0.0061 
-0.0424 
-0.0106 
0.0001

■0.0191 
■0.0120 
■0.0022 
■0.0085

■0.0181 
■0.0180 
■0.0292 
■0.002S

■0.0036 
■0.0115 
■0.0115 
■0.0084

■0.0046 
■0.0063
•0.0025 
■0.0146

0.0152
■0.0212  
•0,0223 
■0.0270

10

■0.0007 
■0,0030 
■0.0104

■0.0128 +0.0087 
■0.0198 +0.0073 
■0.0144 -{-0.0082 
■0.0153 +0,0063

•0.0112 +0.0114 
•0.0144 <-0.0085 
■0.0106 +0.01,23 
•0.0077 0

■0.0162 -0.0065 
■0.0261 +0.0027 
■0.0291 -0.0067 
■0.0178 0

0.0851 +0.0040 -0.0030 -0,0380 -fO.0045
0.0161 -0.0170 -0.0062 -0.0092 - 0 . 0 0 3 1
0.0323 -0.0262 -0.0193 -0.0136 +0.0033
0.0170 -0.0077 +0.0103 +0.0012 +0.0190

“0.0360 +0.0040 +0,0128 
-0.0191 +0.00Î8 0
+0.0114 -0.0353 0
-0.0142 -0.0095 -0,

■0.0S03 +0.0028 
■0.0161 -0.0034 
■O'. 0110 -0.0015 
■0.0122 -0.0090

The values a re  changes in log inicrmhos and a re  e^qjressed in a
dim ensioaless unit
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A special analysis of variance was completed sim ilarly  on the 
differences in changes in condiietanee values for each pair of 
presented frequencies (Appendix E. 14),

The effect of order was significant (P = 0, OS). Evaluation of 
the data showed that tlie mean ra te  of fail in log. conductance 
was 0 ,0059 in each minute of flashing light presentation in the 
f irs t half of the experiment and 0 .0104 in the second. In view 
of tlie resu lts  obtained in Experiment A, th is can be in terpreted  
to indicate tliat the e :^osu re  to tlie flashing light delayed the onset 
of decay in conductance level; or conversely, as the novelty of 
the experimental procedure lessened, so the level of alertness 
appropriate would be reduced and the conductance change 
habituated.

The analysis also revealed significant differences associated 
with the different frequencies; a  difference between the mean 
rallies at each frequency g rea te r tlian 0, OOÎ8 was significant at 
the 5 per cent, level and 0,0024 at the 1 per cent, level. The 
mean values for each frequency are  plotted in Fig, 16; it can be 
seen that the g rea te r decrease© occurred a t the lower frequencies. 
There is  a  positive linear relationship between frequency and 
mean conductance change and the calculated reg ression  is  drawn.

R e l a t i o n s h i p s  The relationships between frequency of
flashing light and the different m easurem ents 

have been discussed. Examination of the possible relationship© 
between these measurements is , however, of interest.
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CONDUCTANCE CHANGE 
a O G .  M IC R O M H O S )

- 0*010

- 0*012
1*67 2 0 01*00

F L A S H  FREQUENCY 
C Y C L E S / S E C

Fig. 16 The relationship  between flash  frequency (x) and 
the mean change in  skin conductance (y).
The calculated reg ression  equation which is  shown 
plotted is  :

y "  0 .0 0 3 2 X -  0 .0134 (P  » 0 .01) (Appendix £• 16).
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bisin conductance and preference score

The g rea te r decreases in  conductance occurred at the 
lower frequencies, as did the g rea ter preference scores* Fig. 17 
shows the points plotted to dem onstrate the relationship between 
the mean conductance change and the mean preference score a t 
each flash frequency*

There is  a  significant negative linear relationship between mean 
conductance change and mean preference score. This comple
mentary finding, certainly for these falling conductance levels, 
is  in agreement with commonsense interpretation that the le ss  a  
simple no2doua stim ulus is  preferred  the more arousing it is  
likely to be.

Relative duration and preference score

Inspection of Figs. 14 and IB showed that the shortest 
relative duration score occurred wl#% the lowest modulus preference 
score, and tîie longest re la tive duration score witli the g reatest 
modulus preference score. Thus the relationship between mean 
relative duration score and mean preference score at each flash 
frequency was plotted, and is  shown in Fig. 18. Inspection of this 
suggests that a parabolic relationship is  indeed present.

It is  difficult to te s t the sta tis tica l significance of th is observation. 
In an attempt, Fig. 19 shows the points plotted to dem onstrate the 
relationship between tlie mean relative duration score (y) and the 
square of the mean preference score (%); a significant positive 
linear relationship is  p resen t (Y = 1 .696(x^) - 0.069). Indeed the
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MEAN CONDUCTANCE 
CHANGE
(l o g . m i c r o m h o s )

FREQUENCY
C P S .

SYM BOL

l O O ▲

1 3 3

1 - 6 7 •
2 0 0 ♦
2 * 3 3 X

-04

- 0  0 0 6

O 0 0 8

- - O  O lO

-  0  3 - 0 2 O O I
PREFERENCE SCORE

0  2 0  3 0  4

Fig. 17 The relationship  between the mean preference score (z) 
and the mean change In skin conductance (y).

The calculated reg ressio n  equation which Is shown 
plotted Is :

y  -  -0 .0 0 7 2  X -  0 .0081 (P  -  0 .05) (Appendix E. 17).
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KEY
FREQUENCY

C .P S .
SYNBOL

1 - 0 0 ▲
1 - 3 3 ■

1 -6 7 •

2 - 0 0 ♦
2 - 3 3 X

- 0  4 - 0 - 3

0 * 10-

2  0  3  0 4
MEAN PREFERENCE SCORE

—O • lO

F ig. 18 The relationship  between th e  mean preference sco re  (x) 
and the mean rela tive duration sco re  (y).
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KEY

0 -I5 -

U J
a. O' lo-
O
U
( / )

U J O 05-
» -<
2

O
U J

U J
2
H — 0  05-
Z<
U l

FREOUENCY
C.PS.

SYMBOL

lO O ▲
1 33 ■
1 -67 •
2 0 0 ♦
2 33 X

2 -o lO-

002 •04 
SQUARE

0 0 6  
OF MEAN

0 0 8
PREFERENCE

0-10
SCORE

0-12

Fig. 19 The relatlonahip between the equare of the mean
preference score (x) and the mean rela tive duration 
score (y).

The calculated reg ressio n  equation which Is shown 
plotted Is :

7 -  1 .696(x V  0 .069  (P  > 0 .001) (Appendix £ .1 8 ).
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parabola plotted hi IB is  tlm eqaatioa Y = 1.696 x" - 0.069, 
and it can ba aoaa how well th is tlto the observed m em  seoreu.

There is doubt about &o validity of tMo statistical procedure in 
view of the fact that no significant dJlTereiiee, with flash iveqiiemf 
was obtained ora the relative duration scores « Thus no further 
definite conclusion can be drawn beyond the observation that the 
shortest duration score occurred with tlm lowest modulus preference 
scorop and the longest duration score with the greatest modulus 
preference score,

C 0 m m e a t  This eimeriment was unclertaisen prim arily  to answer
a pracWcEil problem - to choose tlm frequency of 

îlaaMng light that will be least distracting to M rcrow flying a t night. 
The choice seem s to Me within the range 1,00 to 1,87 c /a , as 
within th is the g rea test preference was mmressed and the sMn 
conductance fell the most; the la tte r suggests that this atirnulation 
had the least alerting Influence, TMs frequency waveband also  ■ 
satisfies the regalrenmnt for conaplculty; Gerathewohl (1954) 
demonstrated that at low contrast (bslow 1,00) the response time/ 
to detect a  se r ie s  of light flashes were shorter at I c /a , than a t 
§ or 4 e /s .

îiV>

These findings ra ise  the question of the most agreeable frequency 
for interm ittent stirnateticm in any modality, Jam es (1800) 
rem arked in Ms discussion of the problem : "There is  a  certain  
emotional feeling accompanying the in tervals of tflne, a s  is  well 
known in music. The sense of haste goes with one m easure of
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rapidity, that of delay with another; and these two feelings 
harm onise with different mental moods. " TMs suggests that 
for any mood it should be possible to discover an agreeable ra te  
of stimulation. In an e^^erim ent with auditory stimulation in 
which he listened to metronome strokes at different ra te s  and 
Judged them on a seven-point aestlietio scale, Vierordt (1868) 
found a  frequency providing an interval of 0.82 seconds to be 
neutral, suggesting the most agreeable frequency to listen to a 
metronome to be 1,61 e /a . It is  of in terest that in this e.iiperi- 
ment at about th is frequency, subjects expressed their most 
indifferent attitude to the flasMng light and considered its  duration 
of presentation to be least. Allowing for differences in  technique, 
these resu lts  would appear to be sufficiently in agreem ent to 
suggest that the m ost p re fe rred  ra te  of stimulation for any 
situation may be independent of modality.

Other physiological processes that take place within the frequency
waveband 1,00 to 1 .87 e /s .  a re  also of in terest. Campbell and 
Whiteside (1950) showed that the mean frequency of induced 
pupillary oscillations by a  slit-lamp is  1.2 e /s .  Stark (1959) 
confirmed that there is  an alteration in the servomechanism of the 
pupil a t about 1.5 c /s ; tl%e amplitude of the frequency response 
decreases and a  low phase shift a lte rs  to a  large phase shift above 
this frequency, The mean heart ra te  in the resting subject is  
1.2 e /s .

H irah, Bilger and Beatherage (1956) recorded the observation 
that patients who become deaf in adulthood complain that tim e seem s 
to standstill; th is provides evidence to suggest that the auditory
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perception of events is  of m ore relevance in the appreciation of 
duration than visual aw areness. No e’vldence of this comparison 
is  presented here, but both auditory and visual modalities appear 
to be relevant.

This m ore detailed examination has shown that tim e perception is  
not purely related  to tlie frequency of stimulation as  dictated by 
the number of events in a  given interval. Another factor must be 
im plicated, and this once again may well be the attitude of the 
individual towards the situation. The relationship between 
preference and relative duration is  tentative evidence to postulate 
that the stronger tlie views tliat a re  e5q>ressed concerning the 
content of an in terval, be they preference in its  favour or aversion 
against it, the longer the apparent duration of tliat interval. This 
proposal - and it can only be a hypothesis, because it has not 
yet been proved - cmrries with it the assumption that time will 
appear to pass fastest during an interval in which tiie individual 
is  indifferent to its  content and is  consistent with that discovered 
by Gedye in E^^erim ent A (Aitken and Gedye, 1963).
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DISCUSSION
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C o n c e p t  of  The word arousal is  derived from the verb 
A r o u s a l  T'ouse^ which was in use in the 15th century

as a technical te rm  in falconry; by the 19th century, the noun
' arousal  ̂ re fe rred  to the action of stirring  or rising  up from 
sleep or inactivity (Murray, 1888 and 1910). Hence, if the word 
is  used in its  original meaning, the extent to which someone is  
aroused can be Judged by him self by how a le rt he feels, and by 
others by how a le rt he appears.

Thus m easurem ent of arousal level, or degree of wakefulness, 
can be obtained by devising a method to quantify semantic phrases 
used to communicate personal assessm ent of a lertness on the one 
hand, or objective appearance on the other. lienee the a lertness 
score used in Experiment A is , by definition, a m easurem ent of 
arousal level, as  it was obtained by using a special language in 
order to quantify accepted sem antic te rm s.

In 1932 a, Duffy introduced into psychophysiology the word ^arousal* 
as  a conceptual te rm  to d iscuss a  sim ilar alteration  in generalised 
m uscular activity in two dissim ilar situations. More recently, 
following tlio discovery tliat tîie re ticu lar formation in the brain 
stem  is  responsible for alterations in the state of wakefulness 
(Moru^^i and Magoun, 1949), it has become custom ary to use the 
word ^arouaaF to re fe r to the reaction a.a a re su lt of activity in 
these s tructu res. In other words, neurophysiologists have 
applied the term  to the level of activation of the arousal mechanism,
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the cortical e lectrical activity being ciesynclrronised by upward 
discharge from iowex' cen tres. It should be noted that tlieir te rm  
includes tîie level of sleep as well as v/alsefulness.

W idespread connections with the reticu lar formation have now 
been dem onstrated in animals* As well as to the eereb?;al cortex, 
there ax̂ e diffuse projections to mid-bx’ain sti’uctures (Starg;!,
Taylor and Magoun, 1951) and pathways from the cerebral cortex 
to tiie brain™stem (Jasper, Ajmone-M arsan and Stoil, 1952).
Magoun in 1952 drew attention to the observation that the re ticu lar 
activating system  exerts pronounced facilitato.ry influence upon 
lower motor neurone outflows; it thus ^%abserves behavioux^al 
facility and central a lertness that characterise  the walcing state

Hebb in 1955 formulated the psychological im plications of the 
previous work when he described arousal as a te rm  synonymous 
whh the general drive state; he related üiis to the earliex" concept 
of motivation, or tlie energising of behaviour* He emphasised tixe 
immediate drive value of cogniüve p rocesses, relating th is to tlie 
neurophysiological evidence of corticofugal px'ojactions to the 
re ticu lar form aüon, and this has been emphasised by others 
(Linn, 1953; Benson and Gedye, 1962). This has been demonstrated 
in Experiment A by the arousing effect of the presence of the task.

It is  of intex^est that the aircrew  participating in ExspeiTinent A 
were awax’e of a differentiation within the term  ’arousaF , as they 
were fam iliar with it in dialect. Some understood it to mean a 
continuum from sleep to a frantic state - a scale of a lertness, 
while others understood it as  an affective term  indicating the degree
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of aim ety  between extrem e reîara tion  and panic* This conceptual 
coïifusion has been previously acknowledged (Duffy, 1941 and 1951), 
but Malmo (195*0 has emphasised 33affy's plea that no distJaietion 
between motivation and emotion is  necessarily  required in 
discussing energy mobilisation.

In 1959 'Malmo p referred  the term  ’activation^ to re fe r to the 
psychological concept, thus leaving the term  ’arousal’ to the neuro
physiologist. In ’activation* he included emotion as well as 
motivation, and 'the term  was thus associated with other mechanisms 
as well as the re ticu lar activating system* Lindsley (1958) did 
not agree m th  tliis terminology. In an authoritative and logical 
review he e^dnorted that the general term  ’arousal* should be used 
prim arily  in a behavioural sense, leaving the term  ’activation’, 
which he had proposed in 1951, to re fe r to the neurophysiologicai 
mechanism*

Camion in 1929 drew attention to the relevance of adrenal secretion 
in 'tlie prepax'ation of tlie body for ’fight or flight’ and Oelye (1950) 
was much concerned with the endocrine system  when he formulated 
Ms theory of s tre s s  and the ’general adaption syndrome’* Jam es 
(1890) considered that change in the environment induced instinctive 
foelmvloux'’ patterns with concomitant physiological responses; he 
attributed tlie conscious e^gperience of emodon to the sensation of 
the peripheral responses, though Cannon (1929) attributed it to the 
cortical discharges from subeortical centres* MaeLean (1955) 
has deduced fx’om his nourophyaiological studies üiat the neuro- 
anatomical limbic system  is  the common pathway in a variety of 
viscerosom atic reactions; he presents evidence to conclude tliat
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it IB intimately concerned with the esg^erience and elaboration of 
emotion, as suggested by Fape^ (103?),

In considering the concept of arousal it i& im plicit to consider the 
degree of readiness to respond to  change in the environment or 
conscious thought - the level of vigilance* ’When vigilance is  
high, the foody is  more prepared to respond to an effective stim ulus 
with a more or less appropriate action” (Mead, 1983). Vigilance 
tlms involves the ability to perform  an adaptive response, and the 
term  is  not synonymous with behavioural arousal, neurophysio- 
logical activation, subjective alertness or emotional attitude*

Arousal is  closely related to emotional attitude and the appropriate 
level of vigilance, and is  experienced as degree of alertness or
anxiety* As affect did not really apply in Experiment A, it is  
worth reflecting on the effect of alteration in arousal on tlie level 
of vigilance* Unfortunately, however, no difference, subjectively 
or objectively, could be demonstrated between the accuracy of
task perform ance in the presence and absence of distraction, when 
the arousal level was shown to differ*

Stenett (195? b) has rela ted  previously ability at a task (auditory 
tracking) to tlie level of arousal as determined by m easurem ent of 
skin conductance and integrated electromyography. He showed 
that tlie level of performance was less efficient at high and low 
arousal and beat at an intermediate level, Sim ilarly Freem an 
(1940) demonstrated that reaction tim es were lowest a t higher than 
minimal conductance levels, but that if arousal were higher the 
reaction times were slower; he suggested that the change in
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conductance was m ore determ ined by the subjective effort 
required to produce maximum perform ance than by tlie level 
achieved, Duffy, the f ir s t  to re la te  muscle tension to behaviour 
exelWbllity (1930), showed timt children who a re  tense and 
excitable, made m ore e r ro rs  at higher tension a t a  discriminative 
task  (1038b), Hebb (1985) generalised from data such as these 
to consider that the re  la an optimal level of arousal for a  task  
at which the level of cue function will be highest.

Estim ation of duration is  a  task  in itse lf and sim ilarly optimal 
perform ance may be associated with a specific arousal level.
This is  more likely to  be im portant for short in tervals, such as 
ten seconds ra th e r than ten  minutes where the necessities of the 
decision are  not really ever p resen t - indeed the objective may 
be forgotten until the answer is  requested.

The lack of alteration in task  perform ance with arousal in 
Es^erirnent A is  no doubt because either the measurement was 
relatively insensitive or the task demanded insufficient attention, 
and could foe perform ed adequately at less  than optimal vigilance. 
This inability to detect alteration  in e r ro r  in circum stances 
where it might be expected is  a  difficulty often present in the 
selection of appropriate equipment for control-system  operators. 
It could well foe that an assessm ent of the required  arousal level 
for adequate perform ance might provide information on which 
the selection could be made more effectively.

In secondary system s requiring control in flying (e, g, altitude 
by altim eter reading) while a  prim e attention-demanding task is
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being underWsen (e .g . constant ra te  turn), ease of perform ance 
is  essentiaL The best display of this information could perhaps 
be ascertained by observing the arousal level necessary  for 
recording the information adequately from the alternative system s 
(e.g . different types of a ltim eter display). Assuming there  is  
no difference in perform ance, the system in which the arousal 
level is  least would presumably be tlie moat appropriate.

As arousal is  in close association with emotional attitude, it  is  
likely that the activity in the limbic and endocrine system s as 
well as the re ticu la r form ation is  involved. The levels of activity 
in neural and other s tru c tu res  which a re  believed to subserve this 
state a re  regarded as indicants ox the indivMiiaFs level of arousal 
in  so far as they can be shown to be capable of providing a 
reliable basis for predicting the level of arousal. In the present 
context this means, by definition,that the skin conductance m easure 
used in Experiment A is  an indicant of arousal, because it could be 
predicted from the a lertness score.

As in Duffy’s original use of the term ’arousal’ in psychophysiology 
(1932a), the sim ilarity  between the assessm ents in tlie two 
situations in E^qperiment A (presence of task or distraction) is  
noticeable. It can be deduced that the activity in the neural and 
other structures subserving this state was sim ilar, despite the 
widely differing nature of the environmental changes and the 
conscious processes involved in perform ing the task.

In sim ilar context in Experiment G, the relationship between 
attitude and frequency of visual stim ulation with arousal, as
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assessed  by skin conductance change is  of in terest. Which the 
conductance change reflected cannot be ascertained, but it  is  
likely that both w ere responsible in some degree for the resultant 
level. However, the evidence is  not inconsistent, taken in 
association with the findings quoted in tine Comment on otiier 
tem poral and visual phenomena, that the conductance changes 
could have resulted  predominantly from the perception of the 
environmental change, through e:ctra-lem niseal pathways. The 
preference score, and hence the appreciation of duration, could 
have been a reflection of the level of activity in structures 
influencing the arousal level.

S k in  Pavlov (1928) system atically studied physiological
R e s i s t a n c e  , . . ,, , , , ,,responses to changes in the environment and the
’orienting reflex’ has been extensively investigated recently
especially in the Soviet Union (Rasran, 1961). ¥iany of Üiese
physiological responses a re  in common use as indicants 10 reflect
the level of arousal - voluntary and involuntary muscle activity,
exocrine and endocrine secreto ry  activity and frequency analysis
of the electroencephalogram.

The choice of which to use for a particular purpose is  often difficult. 

The decision can lead to controversial interpretation of resu lts  
due to tîie compleMty of response between and within individuals.
Ax (1953) believes that there  is  evidence to support tlie view that 
tliere is  marked uniqueness within individuals in the physiological 
expression of different emotions. In contrast Lacey (1956) 
considers that an individual responds vdtli the same hierarchy of
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autonomic activity, whatever the emotion or s tre s s . Despite 
this each indicant has its  own advantage for a particu lar purpose 
and one of the moat convenient and sensitive is  the skin resistance 
(Lindsley, 1951).

Much of the past research  on this m easurem ent has been concerned 
with rapid alterations since F ere  reported in 1888 that an 
emotional reaction is  accompanied by a change in skin resistance - 
a finding corroborated by Veraguth (1906), when he named this 
the psychogalvanic reflex  (P* G. E ). F^re attributed these alterations 
to change in tlie tone of the skin blood vessels. .Earlier Vigorous 
(1879) had reported  that different a reas of skin a re  at different 
potential and Tarchanoff (1890) dem onstrated ümt natural alterations 
occur with different lands of nervous activity; it is  of in te rest 
that even then he attributed, what is  now accepted as co rrec t, that 
the physiological mechanism is  through the secreto ry  activity of 
tlie sweat glands.

The interdependence of the skin potential and resistance has been 
emphasised by many w rite rs  (e.g . Landis and De Wick, 1929;
Davis, 1930) and much work has been done on tlie nature of the 
m easurem ents and the P .G .E . phenomenon (e.g. Montagu, 1958; 
Maulsby and Edelberg, 1960; Edelberg, 1961). Lader and 
Montagu (1962) have dem onstrated conclusively that rapid alterations 
a re  solely dependent on cholinergic mechanisms; the ir resu lts  
confirm the theory that tlie P.G*E. is  the resu lt of p re -secre to ry  
activity in sweat glands, repeating the observation of Carm ichael, 
lioneyman, Kolb and Stewart (1941) that the IK G .E . is  indication 
of activity in the sympathetic nervous system .
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WMte (1930) observed that the skin resistance is  higher in  states 
of relaxation compared witîi induced localised or generalised 
m uscular tenseness and th is has been confirmed by others 
(Wenger and Irwin, 1036; Freeman and Simpson, 1938).

Davis (1934) dem onstrated that the resistance fall during a mental 
:1c) was g reater as Its complexity increased. In 

,, 8tennett showed that the amount of alpha component in  tiie 
electroencephalogram is  less  a t high and low skin resistance levels 
and maximal between the extremes; the level has thus been related 
to another criterion  of the degree of wakefulness*

In Experiment A skin resistance was related accurately to the 
subjective appreciation of a lertness - a relationship exq)ectecl in 
theory by Golla (1921). In Experiment C, it was related  clearly 
to the frequency of a flashing light - the slower the frequency 
(and consequently the less  tlie environmental change) the g rea ter 
the fall in conductance; tlie g rea ter the preference, the g reater 
tlie fall. The m easurem ent of skin resistance clearly provided 
rational information capable of logical interpretation.

The problem of choosing an appropriate m easure for the quantitative 
analysis of skin resistance has recently been discussed fluently 
and logically by Lader (1963), who argues that such a m easure 
must be based on an understanding of the physiological mechanism 
responsible for the resistance and its  fluctuations. It has been 
dem onstrated that the amount of palm ar sweat produced (Darrow, 
1934 a and. 1934 b) and m ore recently the number of sweat glands 
in a unit a rea  (Thomas and ICorr, 1957) have a rectilinear



z'elatlormWp W the of resistance, eonduetance* AH
the available ovManee points to the raalstance being deasncJent 
on the mmiber of active awoat gfenda; as the resistance of each 
af # e e e  be in p a ra lM , # e  only vMM m m eure Is eoWitetanoe, 
since parallel conduetauoes a re  additive {Fi’ceman and ISat^oif, 
1M2).

The lite ra tu re  on altm rea istaaea reveals that a multiplicity of 
mathem atical transform a have been m eâ  in  the aeeenomeat of 
thi63 variable* Moat of theae unËa wox̂ e olitained so that data 
became suitable to r certain  sta tistical proeodaroB with little 
thought applied to tW  to^idameaW mechanism behind the measiu-e- 
m eats. It is  of intoi'est tlmt Haggard (1949) drew attention to the 
fact that tho concluaiona that could be n:>a.cio from one m t  of 
experim enW  data could bo alWrod liy the use of différent tra%iyforme 
p rio r to s ta tis tica l aimlyoie*

la peychophyMology it ia imual to measure the sMn reaistanoo aa 
a  meter tox" auch a  purpose to easie r to construct ümn one
regietaring conductance directly* For reasons given above, It 
ie  easeaüal to  tranatorm  the reelatance readi^igo often mea^^ured 
In megohms to ilioir reciprocal, condnctrmeo in mieromhoa, ao 
in Experim ent A m û  C. This transform ation gives a  m easure
which m flects the mmbor of uwoat glm de tonieaUy active at any
given moment, and any increase will be related to the proportion 
of sweat glands activated toy tlie Indt'dclng stim ulus. Ac it to usually 
Wdo alteration that to m dar atudy, such as la  %î:;j^erlm0nt8 A 
ami C, a better appreciation of the data was obtained by examining 
the chai3ge to torm ^ of the o rlg im i level by using tortoox*



logarithmic transforms. Indeed Gadduxn (1946) pointed out that 
the scope and accuracy of the conclusions drawn from  biological 
observations a re  usually increased when the logarithmic tra n s 
form s a re  analysed. This procedure reduces wide variability in 
level between different subjects*

Thus change in log conductance in unit tim e is  logically tlie most 
appropriate metliod for assessm ent of the skin resistance. The 
prim e transform ation to conductance is  for fundamental reasons 
but any modification thereafter is  only to obtain the most suitable 
unit for statistical analysis and interpretation. Much of this 
argument was elicited by Lader (1963) but it is  salutary  to reflect 
that it is  not novel. Over 30 years ago, Darrow (1934 a and 1934 b) 
presented firm  evidence to suggest that conductance and change in 
conductance were the most meaningful units, l a t e r  he (193?) 
and Haggard (1945) advocated change in log conductance as tlie 
most appropriate m easure from resu lts  obtained by m easurem ent 
of tlie P. G*R.

It is  worth drawing attention, a s  did Lader (1963), to a  sm all 
problem in terminology of units* It will be c lear that the 
reciprocal of resistance m easured in megohms is  known as 
conductance in micromhos; clearly a logarithm ic transform  of 
conductance is  known in log micromhos. A change in conductance 
can be ascribed also the unit micromho. However, as the 
difference in the logarithm s of two values is  the logarithm of a  
ratio , it Is clear th a t change in  log conductance is  in a  diriieiisionless 
unit. However, this point need not be laboured as, for ease of



discuBSion, change in log conductance is often, though not 
correctly, referred to in log micromhos.

It is  hoped that the above discussion has presented a rational 
approach to the use of skin resistance as a m easurem ent in 
PfSychophysiological studies. From  tiie present experimental 
evidence and its  widespread successful use, it is  clear that it is  
a  m easurem ent of g reat sensitivity » indeed tills is  its  main 
drawback, which precludes its  use in less  controlled circum stances. 
It is  essential to ensure that fluctuation occurs either by design 
or at random. For tliis reason, latin-square designs were used 
in the experim ents as se ria l order was not under d irect investi
gation; the effects, for example, of P. G .E. habituation and 
electrode polarisation were thus eliminated from hmsing  the 
resu lts . All irre levan t sensory stim uli, such as xioise and light, 
were excluded except as the factor under investigation. The 
experiments were also ca rried  out at the same tim e each day to 
avoid diurnal variation (W aller, 1919).

With these controls, skin resistance provided an objective m easure 
on which the other c r ite r ia , apparent duration, a lertness and 
attitude could be assessed . It has the advantage over the 
m easurem ent of muscle activity, for essample, that it is  
uninfluenced by voluntary control and in its  evaluation im poses 
no discom fort on tlxe subject. Without hesitation, it is  
recommended for use as an idea! indicant of tiie level of arousal 
in situations where careful environmental control, and experim ental 
design a re  readily available.
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T e m p 0 r  a I In clock system s, the principle on which
d i s c i  i m i n a t i  ve  m easurem ent of the duration of an
p r o c e s s

elapsed interval is based is the production, 
detection, counting and display of repetitive events. C learly for 
any form of biological tem poral discrim ination or rhythm, there  
roust toe the production of psyehophyBiological events, which can 
toe detected, counted and stored; the accumulated total since 
some reference moment may then toe recalled  on request or used 
to initiate farther biological activity. Though there is  no 
experim ental evidence available at the present tim e on the origin 
of the psychopliysiological events, examination of the fundamental 
parts  of the tem poral discrim inative process perm its discussion 
on where distortion of apparent duration might be induced.

The ra te  of production of events from a hypothetical source will 
influence tlie size of the accumulated total in a given interval.
In 1880, Munstertoerg suggested that aw areness of psychophysio- 
logical p rocesses, such as the amount of peripheral or respix’atory 
m uscular activity, could toe the basis of the ability to a sse ss  the 
duration of an elapsed interval with some degree of accuracy. The 
source of psychophysiological events need not be unique between 
individuals (as stated in Experiment Â toy the subjects in Group A) 
or indeed in the same individual when different types and durations 
of interval a re  to toe estimated. Whatever it  is , be it consciously 
perceived as toy some subjects in Group Â in Experiment A, or 
unconsciously by subjects in Group B, one would expect a fas te r 
ra te  of production in the in tervals in which subjects w ere more 
aroused, and in the more aroused individuals. There was some 
evidence in E^cperiment A to favour this, tout no sta tis tical 
significance to support it conclusively.



A second part of tlie tem poral discrim inative p rocess where 
distortion could be induced is  tho threshold of detection of events
emanating from tlie hypothetic^ source. From the pre'vlous
discussion of the concept of optimal cue utilisation at a  specific
arousal level, it can be appreciated how this might apply sim ilarly
to tlie detection of events for assessm ent of duration. Increased
arousal may not only lead to fas te r production of events from
the hypothetical source, but may also either increase or decrease
the threshold of ability to detect üiem, depending on the relative
position of the optimal level of arousal. This im paired ability to
detect events may be the e3q>lanation of the relevance of degree of
concentration of attention to extxaneous events as suggested in
Ebqîeriment A, as one must attend leas to an appropriate source
in the presence of competing in terests . Indeed people often say
üiat if the ir mind wanders, when it re tu rns they have no idea how
long has elapsed since they lost the track  of environmental events.

Though an indicant of arousal was not .measured in Experiment B, 
it is  highly probable that during the presence of noise the subjects 
were more aroused; and tImt the differences in resp ira to ry  
resistance were unlikely to have produced .markedly contrasting 
levels. The arousal levels of the subjects, and tixeir degrees of 
concentration of attention, in the Judgment in tervals (where they 
had to make an ultimate decision and were thus required to 
participate actively) may have been higher than tliat in the standard 
inte37vals (when tixey were in a passive role). This compleMty 
excludes rational undex’standing of the role of arousal on the 
assessm ent of duration in this e.xperiment, even if it had been 
measured.
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Thirdly, distortion will foe induced by inaccurate memory of tlie 
in tervals under review. Awareness of repetitive events, toe their 
source exogenous or endogenous, can foe appreciated by Man in 
clock-tim e units only toy com parison with previous temporal 
experience. James (1890) wrote : ’’Internal perception is  the 
perception of time, and of events as occupying a date therein , 
especially when the date is  a  past one, in which ease the perception 
in question goes toy the name of memory. " This observation draws 
attention to the integrity between the aw areness of tim e and 
memory, and fam es continued : ”în general, a tim e filled with 
varied and interesting experiences seem s short in passing, but 
long as  we look back. On the other hand a tra c t of tim e empty of 
eisperienees seem s long in passing, tout in re trospect short. ”

This apparent contradiction of experience, alluded to in Field 
Study A, emphasises the need for care and the difficulty in in te r
pretation of observations. The comparison between the resu lts  
obtained in the Field Studies and the Laboratory Experiments must 
take into account the influence of long-term  memory on the 
distortions reported. In the interviews and the questionnaire it 
was reported that time seem s to drag wiüi boredom, and yet in 
Experiment A there was a suggestion that apparent duration was 
longer when individuals were more a le rt - this toeing a d issim ilar 
experience to that quoted from Jam es above.

Intact memory processes a re  clearly  required for adequate 
orientation in tim e and ability to discriminate accurately between 
durations of intervals. In the neurological amnesic syndrome, 
Korsakow (1890) in his original description em phasised the d isorder 
in tim e perception; he attributed th is to the severe defect of 

retention without deterioration in intellect or conscious level.
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The necessity of intact thought processes for correct tem poral 
orientation has already been commented upon.

The observations of Jam es (1890) a re  salutary; he drew attention 
to the analogy between visual after-im ages and the variable decay 
of memory sto res  as a basis of distortion in tim e perception :
"The phenomenon of ’summation of stim uli’ in the nervous system  
proves that each stim ulus leaves some latent activity behind it 
which only gradually passes away” ; and la te r : "There is  at every 
moment a cumulation of b rain  processes overlapping each other, 
of which the fainter ones a re  the dying phases of processes which 
but shortly previous were active in a  maximal degree. The amount 
of the overlapping determ ines the feeling of tlie duration occupied. 
What events shall appear to occupy the duration depend on Just what 
processes the overlapping processes are. "

The effect of attitude towards the content of an in terval lias been 
known to foe relevant to tim e perception for many years (Woodrow, 
1930), though tlie irrelevancy of the direction of attitude (preference 
or aversion) postulated by the resu lts  in Experiments A and C is  
novel. Attitude is  determ ined by' complex mental p rocesses, 
involving heredity, ■ m aturity of personality, motivation and previous 
experience. It can foe appreciated how tlieae might influence the 
detection and reca ll of the accumulated total of events emanating 
at a  variable ra te  from the hypothetical psyeiiopliyslological 
source. Though little  evidence from these experim ents is  presented 
on the individual aspects of attitude, their specific contribution 
must not foe overlooked if examination of differences between 
individuals is  required.
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Woodrow (1051) drew attention to the great variation between 
individuals, and indeed within individuals on different occasions 
in the perception of time. The degree of inaccuracy is  often 
sÈrÜçing. One need look no fu rther for examples than the resu lts  
of the m em ories of ten-m inute intervals while flying as determined 
In Field Study A : the overall mean was 12. 5 mimitee - an e r ro r  
of 25 per cent, or indeed also  the resu lts  in Experiment A, where 
the overall mean was 11*3 minutes - an e rro r  of 13 per cent.
This, of course, accounts why Man m m t  rely  on chronometers, 
by which to Judge and co rrec t the accuracy of his frequent a s se s s 
ments for everyday fellowship and. punctuality.

In contrast, the tem poral rhythm s of many biological system s are  
highly efficient (Richter, 1980); circadian cycles of such a 
variable as temperature, or a monthly one, m enstrual, a re  two 
physiological em m ples of usual great regularity . Time may foe 
very stric tly  adhered to by anim als both in physiological and 
behavioural phenomena. For instance Cohen (1954) mentioned 
that bees can be conditioned to return  to a fixed place for sugar 
every three to six  hours with only a few m inutes’ e r ro r . The 
ability of an individual to be aware of clock-tim e while asleep has 
been studied (Brush, 1930); Omwake and Loranz (1933) reported 
that half of their subjects awoke within 30 minutes of an unfam iliar 
stated tim e on half the requested occasions, one subject indeed 
often awakening right a t the requested time.

And yet laboratory experiments on tim e perception, such as the
present ones, show wide differences between individuals. Though 
th is subject variability  is  the principle behind the c ritica l evaluation
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of the re su lts , it does not provide a basis for conclusions 
about these differences between and within individuals; it does, 
however, draw attention to the uniqueness of a  perceptual 

phenomenon.

The establishm ent by laboratory experim ents of possible 
relationships, albeit not the only ones, between apparent duration, 
and arousal and attitude, talten in conjunction with resu lts  
obtained with psychiatric patients by Orme (1962), perm its 
emphasis on the role of personality tra its  in tim e perception; 
a further inditement of the association is  the suggestion from 
the interview study that tlie more c ritica l an individual the more 
liable he may toe to experience distortion in apparent duration. 
These observations a re  encouragement for further experim ental 
enquiry to explore some aspects of differences in personality, 
such as those reported in the H istorical Review*

There is  tentative evidence from the excperiments here recorded ■ 
that increase in the level of arousal, tlie degree of attention and 
the attitude of the individual toward the content of the interval 
(be it preference or aversion) all lead to increase in apparent 
duration. A lteration in which mechanism must remain entirely  
speculative, tout th is approach perm its the following generalisa
tions to toe submitted, for which further elucidation is  demanded 
in the future :

(1) A person will rep o rt an interval in which lie is  more 
aroused to appear longer than another of equal 
duration
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(il) A person will report an interval in which lie detects 
more events to  appear longer than another of equal 
duration

(ill) A person will report an interval in which hia attention 
is  more Bpecifically directed and less  diffusely 
organised to be shorter than another of equal duration

(iv) A person will report an interval in which he
experiences a  stronger attitude, be it preference or 
aversion, to be longer than another of equal duration

One of the values of this m ultifactorial hypothesis is  that it provides 
a  standpoint from  which to  integrate into a consistent picture many 
observations. It perm its a valid explanation of apparently contra
dictory findings as the mechanisms may work in opposition; the 
direction of distortion of apparent duration must depend on the net 
degree each is implicated, and thus this explanation allows examina
tion of previous inconsistencies and accommodates the diversity  of 
opinions of previous w orkers.

It can be appreciated that the comprehension of the combination of 
each of these knowndiatorting. variables on the elucidation of tim e 
perception is  complex. Full understanding of the mechanisms 
behind tem poral discrim ination is  of necessity still speculative, but, 
for reasons discussed in regard  to arousal, they may include 
function in the lim bic, re ticu lar activating and endocrine system s. 
Jam es (1890) recorded : "This feature of the brain  p rocess, 
whatever it be, must be the cause of our per^eeiving the fact of tim e 
at all. ” It 1b c lear that any future composite theory on tlie 
mechanisms behind assessm ent of duration must include an under
standing of much of the cereb ra l functioning of Man,
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Methodology in â b  the evidence demands the conclusion
t i m e  p e 1 e e p t ion tlie cerebral processes underlying
e x p e r i m e n t s  ^

accurate aaaesament of duration are 
complex, it is essential to simplify techniques in experiments done 
to extend understanding of the phenomenon and the psychophysio- 
logical mechanisms underlying Its accuracy. In Experiment B, it 
was shown that an environmental stimulus - noise - distorted 
apparent duration, but only in the judgment or production part of 
the reproduction of the intervals under consideration; evidence to 
help to understand tlie underlying mechanisms was thus difficult to 
appreciate as why the experimental factor should only be so acting 
could not be assessed  fully. By similar reasoning to wish for 
simplicity, unfortunately only with hindsight, the method of serial 
reproduction fails to introduce any advantage. Amplification of 
distortion is not required, if the reference system used to assess 
the apparent duration has sufficient resolution.

These remarks apply to an experiment by Frankerfiauser (1959). 
With the method of reproduction of ten-second, intervals, she showed 
that the administration of the drug pentobarbitone increased the 
duration of the judgment interval, while metampiiatamine decreased 
it. She suggested that this difference was due to alteration in 
alertness, but further explanation seems to be required. If the 
drugs had been acting uniformly in both the standard and judgment 
intervals, any distortion induced on time perception should have 
been undetectable due to tiie fundamental difference between tlie 
estimation and production parts of tlie metliod. Use of the method 
of reproduction, in any of its forms, prohibits detailed examination
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of the iiieehamams behind induced distortion as drugs must act 
during both parts. Any distortion must be due to ,selective action 
and FrankeiAauser’s deduction must be incomplete. The same 
comment applies to an experiment by Costello (1961) who used the 
method of serial reproduction without success when trying to 
detect distortion in apparent duration by the drug meprobamate *

In a review, Wallace and Rabin (1960) report that previous studies 
suggest that verbal estimation is  le ss  accurate than other metliods
in assessing apparent duration. However, from the evidence of 
lack of differences between Groups A and B in Experiment A, and 
from examination of the literature, the author concludes that there 
is  no convincing evidence that the avoidance of the language of clock
time achieves any advantage - as long as adequate precautions 
are taken in tlie collection of the information.

With the method of estimation, tlie selection of experimental design 
and programming of factors under consideration is simpler than 
with a method involving production; the duration of the interval 
under investigation la always under tlie control of the experimenter.
It would, for example, have been impossible to produce the balanced, 
and yet unpredictable pattern of distraction in Experiment A if the 
methods of production or reproduction had been used.

In measurement in time perception, the visual analogue of space 
is hallowed by everyday usage, such as the ’length’ of an interval. 
This spatial representation is probably the reflection of the nature 
of the display on most time-measuring devices - the position of 
the hands on a clock, tlie shadow on a sundial or indeed the position 
of heavenly bodies.
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TMb equating of distance witli time has been used successfully 
in a previous experimental study (Cohen, Hansel and Sylvester, 
1963), The practical advantage of spatial estimation is  that the 
tendency, inherent in verbal methods for estimates to end in the 
digits zero or five (Yerkes and Urban, 1906) is reduced. The 
information obtained in Field Study B, on the apparent duration 
of defined ten-minute intervals, as a result of a corollary of the 
method of verbal estimation provided 65 per cent, of the answers 
ending in these selected digits. This was reduced to 22 per cent, 
with the method used in Experiment A and in Experiment C there 
was no grouping around selective values.

Thus the methods of spatial estimation and quantitative comparison 
have an inherent appeal. However, a criticism of the latter 
meUiod as used in Exqperiment C has become apparent. The 
statistical analysis required for the assessment of the significance 
of any observed differences is complex and not readily available.
In the plan of the experiment, it had been hoped to assess the 
effect of arousal, as measured by skin conductance change, on 
distortion in apparent duration. An analysis of covariance to 
remove this effect, if any, might have revealed significant 
differences in apparent duration induced by the frequency of die 
flashing light, and a more conclusive relationship to attitude. 
Unfortunately this compilation was not statistically possible. This 
could have been avoided if subjects had indicated at the end of the 
experiment, with the method of spatial estimation, Üie duration 
of exposure to each of the ten pairs of frequencies which they had 
been told was always constant.
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In conclusion of considération of methodology in time perception 
studies, it is resolved that a method using spatial estimation is 
nicely to be the most satisfactory for future eiqierimental studies* 
Whether the best method for the collection of the information is 
a modification of quantitative comparison is still an open question.

In a treatise on the logic of symbolic language, Crailc (1943) stated 
that tlie ultimate test of the usefulness of a procedure is  the extent 
to which consistent and meaningful results emerge from its use.
In the research constituting this tliesis, spatial representation of 
opinions in terms of graphic rating has been used throughout. 
Consistent measurements have been obtained which have been 
suitable for valid and meaningful interpretation. The degree of 
success of this objective can only be Judged after assessment of 
the results by the unbiased reader*

P r a, c t i c a 1 This thesis is not concerned with the philosophy
i m p l i c a t i o n s  time in relation to fee other physical
dimensions; it is  the report of work done to answer essentially 
practical problems, and so achieve a better understanding of how 
Man relates with Ms environment* This discussion will now close 
with consideration of the implications of the conclusions from these 
experiments to operational situations*

In certain flying procedures, the pilot may ESTIMATE the duration 
of an interval feat has elapsed since some reference event, though 
he is not necessarily required to do so* These could be intervals 
in which a pilot is waiting for instructions before proceeding to the
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stage of a flight, for example, waiting at the runway for 
permission to take-off. The tasis load during these intervals may 
toe relatively small, but the pilot may toe exposed to environmental 
stresses, such as flashing lights or excessive heat. The net 
effect of the circumstances causing tJie delay may then be over- 
estimation of its duration, the degree of this toeing dependent on 
the attitude of the pilot towards the distracting features. In 
consequence there may toe an alteration in concomitant affective 
behaviour, such as a feeling of boredom, frustration or anxiety; 
this may lead to a further tendency to over-estimate the duration 
of the delay* Due to this, the pilot may become more prone to 
mistakes during an important phase of the flight, jeopardising Ms 
safety and that of others.

Concentration of attention on an absorbing task during a delay, may 
also distort apparent duration. For example, compilation of a 
navigational flight plan may lead to under - e stimation of the duration 
of the interval; in this false belief that more time is available, less 
of the task than required may be completed during the delay.

Certain otiier situations in flying require the PRODUCTION of the 
duration ox a predetermined interval, with performance of some 
operation after it has elapsed. Usually a member of aircrew lias 
a watch to assist him, but as this is often not displayed in a way 
tliat allows it to be easily inspected during the routine scanning of 
Ms instruments, it may only toe looked at when he estimates that 
the time elapsed is  approaching the time at wMch tlie operation is  
required. It may even toe disbelieved, in view of the fact that
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nearly a third of the pilots In the questionnaire study stated that 
they had done so on at least one oecasion.

Under-production of a given interval will result in the Individual 
expecting the event before it is due. Gedye (I960) has recorded 
an essample of this in a low level flight task when, at constant 
speed over a fixed route in excessive heat, a land mark was 
expected to appear at a certain time a:h:er leaving a previous land 
mark; when it did not appear, the navi.gator checked his watch and 
found that a shorter time had elapsed than he thought; tliis resulted 
in doubt about tlie accuracy of the ŵ atch, and created uncertainty 
in his mind about the reliability of his navigational computations. 
Errors such as this are most lüœly to be induced by environmental 
distraction, and thus modifying applicable features such as heat 
stress, flashing lights, resistance to breathing, excessive noise, 
and angular or linear accelerations are of importance.

Circumstances leading to over-production of a given interval are 
particularly important as once a mistalse has been made it is too 
late for it to be rectified- Tasks which are absorbing and 
situations to which the individual feels little attitude are particularly 
lilœly to be prone to tins irremediable error, such as during 
standard exciting sorties. For example, if a pilot believes himself 
to have been airborne for a shorter time than he in fact has, he 
may not notice a low fuel state because to him it is unlikely in view 
of the time he believes has elapsed. As the majority of pilots 
place most of their reliance on the fuel gauge to Judge tlie appropriate 
duration of a sortie, and the gauge is notoriously inaccurate when 
there is little reserve, the disastrous mistakes recounted in the
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Introduction might have been avoided if the crew had been aware 
of the possibility of this type of distortion*

Education of aircrew in the relevance of time perception may 
reduce the incidence of distortion in apparent duration. It is clear 
they must be advised to rely implicitly on a readily accessible 
display of time, especially for critical decisions of a production 
nature. It may well foe thought prudent to provide some periodic 
reminder of the amount of time elapsed on a sortie, but the wisdom 
of this depends on the assimilation of ail features contributing to 
the complexity of the flying task.
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SECTION VI

C O N C L U S I O N S
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1. Aircrew are aware of factors affecting the apparent duration 
of an elapsed interval. The most important of these seem 
to be :

(i) the demand imposed on the individual by Ms 
assigned task

(11) the amount of irrelevant physical stimulation to 
which he is exposed by virtue of undertaking the

3, There is tentative evidence from an interview study of 20 
pilots to suggest that the more critical the pilot was of 
features related to flying, the more liable he was to 
experience episodes of distortion in apparent duration.

8. Most pilots could remember having made mistakes in the
assessment of the duration of an interval. Twenty-nine 
per cent, of 90 pilots reported tliat at some time while 
flying they had disbelieved their watches, though on 
subsequent verification found them to he correct.

4. To assess the appropriate duration of a sortie, aircrew 
rely more on the information obtained from the fuel 
contents gauge than on the duration of an elapsed interval 
obtained from observation of clock-time.

6. Pilots* memories of the assessment of apparent duration of
ten-minute intervals in flight were dependent upon the type
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of sortie flown - the more exciting, the less the apparent 
duration. The average maximum distortion is about twice 
the minimum; the average ma:dmum distortion is more 
and the minimum leas from the requested interval by a 
factor of two, suggesting that the relationship between 
subjective and objective time may be logarithmic.

6. The effects of two relevant factors on distortion of apparent 
duration were investigated in the laboratory on eight subjects, 
It was found that the time estimates of a presented ten™ 
minute interval were increased by the presence of irrelevant 
physical distraction and decreased by the performance of a 
tracking task.

7. During the ten-minute intervals fall in sldn conductance was 
reduced and tlie quantitative subjective assessment of 
alertness was increased by the presence of the two factors 
under investigation. For üiis group of subjects in this 
experiment it was possible to predict an alertness score 
from measurement of the rate of change of sldn conductance. 
The measurements indicated that the arousal level of the 
subjects was mainly below moderate walcefulness during the 
ten™minute intervals,

8. The presence of irrelevant physical distraction did not alter 
significantly the performance at a tracking task. Change 
ill performance was predicted by the subjects sufficiently 
accurately to be significant.
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9. A l  kü/s, tono increased tlie mean apparent duration of a 
ten-second interval as determined by eight subjects with 
the method of serial reproduction, but only when it was 
present during the Judgment Interval. No consistent 
distortion was obtained when the resistance to respiration 
was increased.

10. The subjective assessment of the resistance to respiration 
is related to the logarithm of the pressure-drop interposed 
in the breathing system, thus obeying the Fechner law.
There is  tentative evidence to suggest that tlie threshold to 
detect resistance to respiration may be dependent on a 
comparison resistance available during the assessment.

11. Within Hie range 1 .00 to 2.33 e/a. there is a relationship 
between tlie on : off frequencies and the attitude of ten 
subjects towards them - the lower tlie frequency, the more 
it Is preferred in comparison to tlie higher frequencies.

12. The on : off frequency at which there was least distraction 
from a flashing light was within the range that is also most 
conspicuous and at which certain visual physiological 
phenomena occur.

13. Within tlie same frequency range, the rate of change of sldn 
conductance was related to the on : off flash frequency - the 
lower the frequency, tlie greater the fail from the initial 
level. The rate of change of akin conductance could be 
predicted from the attitude of the individual towards tlie
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content of the interval - tlie greater the preference, the 
greater the fall indicating less arousal.

14. The estimates by quantitative comparison of the relative 
duration of presentation of the flashing light were not related 
to the different frequencies. The frequency to which subjects 
were most indifferent was, however, tlie frequency that had 
the shortest apparent duration; and the frequencies to which 
subjects expressed the strongest views, be it preference for 
or aversion against, were the frequencies that had the 
longest apparent duration.

15. There is tentative evidence to support the suggestion that 
apparent duration may be determined in part by tb,e attitude 
expressed towards the content of the interval ™ the stronger 
the #ew expressed, be it a preference in its favour or 
aversion against it, the longer the apparent duration,

16. In order to reduce the incidence of pilot error accidents, the 
following practical recommendations are made, baaed on 
evidence obtained in this research :

(a) Aircrew should have access to accurate chronometers, 
which are visible at all times

(b) Aircrew should be reminded of the duration of an 
elapsed interval, when critical, either by a pre-set 
automatic visual or auditory device or by Air Traffic 
Control

(c) Aircrew should be educated to be aware of tlie possibility 
of distortion in apparent duration, especially during an 
emergency; they should be advised to rely always on 
temporal as well as spatial instrumentation in order to 
remain correctly orientated in flight
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An ohmeter circu it, designed after the principle described by 
Withers (1956), was constructed as  shown in Fig, 30. A potential 
(85 ¥) was applied ac ro ss  a 18 M ohm resistance in aeries with 
the subject to ensure a relatively  constant curren t of about 7 pA.
The difference between the potential across  the electrodes on the 
sldn and a variable potential derived from a 10-turn helical 
potentiom eter was amplified and displayed on a voltmetez" across  
the cathode follower (12 AU 7).

The apparatus was, balanced by hand every half-m inute by turning 
the helical potentiom eter; when there was no difference in 
potential displayed on the voltm eter, the skin resistance could 
readily be calculated from  the potentiom eter reading. With this 
circu it it was possible to m easure sldn resistance within the 
range 0 - 300 K ohms. This was derived from  choosing appropriate 
resistances in the two balancing parts of the circu it :

bMn resistance . 18 ¥1 ohms
Potentiom eter : max 25 K ohms " 1 M ohms

The apparatus was balanced before use by inserting known fixed 
resistances in place of the skin electrodes, thus checking its  
calibration.
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Full scale deflection of the voltmeter was set a t d: 2, § ÏC ohms; 
reading the potentiometer to the nearest th ird  of a division (0. 5 mm*) 
of the 100 on its  dial, it was possible to record  skin resistance to 
the nearest 100 ohms* One complete turn of the potentiometer 
was equivalent to a change of .30 K ohms in sldn resistance.

The voltages required for the circu it were derived from a  standard 
power pack with three neon stabilisers as shown in Fig* 80.



P a l m  A dome of copper gm ze^  68 mm. in diam eter and 20mm* 
high at the centre, was fasMoned with a b rass  plate 

acro ss  its  base* Hie plate was perforated so that there was free 
circulation of a ir; a  bolt projected from it to which the e lec trica l 
lead and retaining strap  could be attached* The complete unit 
was electroplated with silver. The dry electrode fitted snugly 
into tlie palm of the left hand, contact with which was maintained 
by p ressu re  from  a rubber strap  round the dorsum of the hand. 
The siclii was not prepared  in any way. Approximately 3.5 
of electrode was in contact with the akin.

L eg  A simple s ilver plate of 20em^ was attached to the left 
leg; the skin was scratched and saline-m oistened 

electrode Jelly interposed to reduce the resistance as much as 
possible. This electrode was a t earth  potential.

As the a rea  of contact on the leg was approximately six  tim es that 
on the palm, and every endeavour was made to reduce tlie 
resistance through the contact and skin of the leg, it was hoped 
that fluctuations in the sldn resistance measurements were due 
mainly to changes in the palm.
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It was also  hoped that polarisation would be a t a minimum as 
the cu rren t passing through the palm contact was only approx
imately 2 iiA / t h e  electrodes were silverpiated and free  
evaporation of sweat from  the palm was possible. Blank and 
Finesinger (1046) dem onstrated that witli dry electrodes, tlie 
accumulation of sweat increases the effective a rea  of electrode 
contact, then apparently reducing the sldn resistance; however, 
tills critic ism  does not apply if free evaporation of sweat is  
possible* A cu rren t of 2 also minimised drift due to
injury to membrane properties of the skin found at curren ts 
g rea ter than lljuA /crn^ (Edelberg, Greiner and Burch, 1960).
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TVo accurate 0* 5 rev*/min. synchronous e lectric  m otors (Smith: 
Type 200) were attached to the plates of two electrom agnetic 
clutches (Croft; Type 2/IN), the other plates of which were 
connected by a shaft through a potentiometer as shown in Fig, 21, 
The direction of rotation of the shaft could be altered  by engaging 
one or other of the clutches as both m otors rotated in a clockwise 
direction and intervals could foe denoted by the specific angular 
displacem ent of the shaft and potentiom eter by each motor. H ence, 
the duration of the in terval, from the moment a  direction of rotation 
was established by a rad ia l arm  breaking contacts until the 
direction was reversed , was the same as the succeeding interval, 
while the arm  re traced  its  path to re -b reak  the contacts. The 
maximum interval obtainable was 119 seconds, and th is was due 
to the bar mailing anotlier se t of contacts which reversed  the 
direction of rotation as  a  safety facility to avoid the shaft over
running a M l c irc le .

The e lec trica l circuit was constructed as shown in Fig, 28, When 
energised, clutch X was engaged, the shaft thus rotating in one 
direction; green lights indicated to the experimenter and the
subject that this in terval was a standard. When the rad ia l arm  
on the shaft reached the contacts to break tîiem, relay A was 
released  and clutch Y engaged, thus reversing  the direction of
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rotation of tlie shaft, red  lights indicated that this interval was 
a judgment. The duration of the standard was thus determined 
by the in itial position of the shaft. It was the s u b j e c t t a s k  to 
depress a microewitch which re-energ ised  relay A  when he thought 
that the elapsed tim e of a  Judgment equalled tlie duration of the 
preceding standard. In se ria l reproduction the subsequent 
standard was thus of tlie same duration as the previous Judgment.

The potentiom eter gave a signal linearly rela ted  to shaft position 
and this was displayed to tlie experim enter on a m eter witli half- 
scale deflection representing 10 or 100 seconds. Contacts were 
available to reco rd  the duration of either the standard or the 
Judgment and these were coupled to a  Dekatron counter (Ericsson: 
Type 101 A) which measured eitlier interval to the nearest 0.01 
second. The apparatus was tested  and found to reproduce a 
standard to within 2.5 per cent, accuracy. The apparatus was 
noiseless except for the relay  clicks at tlie changeover. The 
subject was situated out of sight of the apparatus and had before 
him a red  and a green light and a microswitch. The esrperirnenter 
had available on the apparatus suitable switches and lights to 
control tlie shaft in any position and direction of rotation.

Incorporated in the apparatus was a c ircu it which could provide a 
delay of up to ten seconds afte r either the Judgment, the standard, 
or both; this was not used in the experim ents here reported.
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The sîdn ohm eter Mark 1 was efficient in obtaining the desired  
information in Eroerim ent A. It suffered from the inconvenience 
that it required to be operated continuously by hand, and that it  
could not produce a continuous record  of the monitored variable.
The apparatus was thus elaborated to overcome these two 
difficulties, and yet re ta in  its  inherent sim plicity.

The basic c ircu it (Fig, 23) is  sim ilar to that described in Appendix A. 
The principle of tlie modification is  that any imbalance voltage 
reg iste rd  ac ro ss  the output of the cathode follower (12 A,IT 7) is  
used to control a velodyne motor which tu rns tlie helical 
potentiom eter in the direction to co rrec t the voltage imbalance; 
it uses the principle of negative feedback.

The transisto rised  control circu it of the velodyne motor (Type 88%) 
is  shown in Fig, 24 (B arber, I960), The output from  üie 
am plifier c ircu it is  used to a lte r the m ark-space ra tio  of the 
curren t to the field windings of the motor. When no voltage 
difference acro ss  the output from the am plifier circuit is  p resent, 
the motor is  stationary,

At power pack, whose c ircu it diagram is  given in Fig. 25, was 
conBtrueted to provide tlie various required voltages.
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F ig. 33 C ircuit diagram  of the am plifier part of the
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F ig. 24 C ircuit diagram  of the velodyne m otor control part 
of the akin Ohmeter, Mark 2.
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Ill

F ig. 35 C ircuit diagram  of the power pack part of the 
akin Ohm eter, Mark 2.
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The mechanical IMsages between the shafts of Ü10 ten™turn helical 
potentiom eter and tlie velodyne motor were constructed with 
precision gears. Witîxin tliese linkages were placed a two-way 
cam -sw itch and an ausdliary continuous-turn potentiom eter. For 
each revolution of tîie main ten-turn  helical potentiometer^ the 
motor turned 25 and the aiudliary potentiom eter 10 revolutions. 
Thus the ra tio  of turning of the aira.liary to the main potentiom eter 
was 2 . 5 :1 .

As described in Appendix A, the sldn resistance could be m easured 
from 0 “ BOO IC ohms by reading tlie position of the tapping arm  on 
the ton-turn helical potentiom eter. Thus one revolution of it 
indicates a  change of 30 K ohms and hence one revolution of Uie 
ausdliary potentiom eter 12 K ohms.

The two-way cam -sw itch changed over at 0° and 180° on each 
revolution of tixe au^dliary potentiom eter. Through it either ± 2Y  
from earth  were applied acro ss  the potentiom eter (Fig, 25), thus 
giving an output from - to -i- 2¥ proportional to the position of tlie 
wiper arm  during each revolution. The voltage swing was 
tran sfe rred  to a  pen reco rd er, calibrated at a skin resistance of 
2.00 ohm s/m m , on paper. The actual level of skin resistance 
within tlie 12 K ohms range was m easured; outside th is range it 
v/as calculated by counting tlie number of changes of tlie cam- 
switch since a reference reading was noted during calibration.

Safety switches were incorporated in the velodyne motor control 
p art of the circu it to stop the motor if tlie imbalance voltage
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rem ained and tlie motor threatened to turn  the main potentio
m eter beyond its  capacity - in otlier words, if the skin 
resistance was g rea te r than 300 K ohms such as if the contacts 
open-circuited.

The appropriate p arts  of the circu it could foe balanced and 
checked witli calibration resistances. The voltm eter was s till 
incorporated in tlie c ircu it to keep a check that the output to the 
velodyne was balanced. The voltm eter could be read a t variable 
gains as  on IWark 1; it was in fact read a t eiüier 2.5 K ohms or 
250 K ohms representing fu ll-scale  deflection.
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E.  STATISTICAL ANALYSES

•r- Analyses 5, 11, 15, 16, 1*? and 18 were compiled by 
üîe author
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1 ANAIiYeîS OF VARIANCE

E s t i m a t e s  of  a p p a r e n t  d u r a t i o n  of  t e n - m i n u t e
I n t e r v a i s  ( T a b l e  V)

The analysis of variance of yJ was completed after the trans ' 
formation -  log x, where x = estim ate in minutes

Source df ss M3 F F

Pilots (P) 84 13.321657 0,160972 11.8 0,001

Sox’ties (3) 2 12.386412 6.193206 116.5 0.001

Longest v, 
Shortest (L) I 11.453110 11.453110 0.001

P % 8 168 8.934163 0.053130 3.9 0.001

P X L 84 3.456906 0.041154 3 .0 0.001

B K li 2 0.720304 0.360152 28.5 0.001

Residual 168 0.013891

Total 509 52.755942
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D u r a t i o n  s eox^es  ( T a b l e

The analysis of variance was completed on the d irec t scores

Source df SS MS F Î?

G r o up 1 3.93 3. 92 0.17

S u f o j e c t / G î ’ oup 6 140.28 23.38

O r d e r 3 9.71 3.24 1.35

F a c t o r s  ■»
Distraction (D) 1 37,85 37.85 15,76 0,001
Task (T) 1 28.13 28.13 11.71 0.01
D % T 1 0.06 0.06

R e s i d u a l 18 43.22 2.40

T o t a l 31 263.17
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A i e . r t n e a s  s c o r e s  ( T a b l e  IX)

The analysis of variance of x’ was completed after tiie trans-
formation x' = 50 (x ■!• 1) 
possible range -1 to +i

, where x = alertness scores on

Source df ss MS F P

Gr oup 1 144.50 144.50 0.16

S u b j e c t / G r o u p 6 5,264. 50 877.42 ••

O r d e r 3 1,161.%5 387.25 6,05 0.01

F a c t o r s  "
Distraction (D) 1 861.13 561.13 8.77 0.01

Task (T) 1 1,984. 50 1,984.50 31.02 0.001
D X. T I 28,13 28.13

R e s i d u a l 18 1,151.50 63.97

T o t a l 31 10,296.01



4 B' VARIANCE

C h a n g i â s  i n  s k i n  c o n d u c t a n c e  { T a b l e  XI)

The analysis of variance of x* was completed after the tra n s 
formation of x' 
as specially derived

000 where x  -  change in log micromhos

Source df SS MS F P

G r o u p 1 108,462 108,462 0.28

S u b j e c t /  G r o u p 6 2,358,295 333,049

O r d e r 3 2,224,716 748,239 3.35

F a c t o r s
D istraction (D) 1 1,412,460 .1,412,460 4.44 0.05
Task (T) 1 2,549,847 2,549,847 8.02 0.05
D X T 1 257,583 257,383

R e s i d u a l 18 5,723,053 317,947

T o t a l 31 14,@$4,416



IViean c h. a n g e i n  s k i n  c o n d u c t a n c 0 a n d  
m e a n  a l e r t n e s s  s c o r e  ( F i g * 7)

The analysis was completed on tlie transform ed figures 
u = - 100 X and v = » 100 y, and yielded the regression: 
V = 4.8271 u f  0.278. Eenee y -  4 . 83x  - 0*08

Conditions D I”*
V  JL

D.; 3.' D.j

Mean change in 
conductance 
(log micromhos)

X 0,1064 - 0*0380 - 0.0464 " 0.0070

Mean alertness 
score (possible 
range - 1 to 4 1)

y “ Oo 53 - 0* 17 0*32 - 0 , 0 4

Source df SS MB F P

Due to reg ression 1 1,829.33 1,289.33 45. 20 0. 025
Residual 2 54.40 27. 20

Total 3 1,883.73
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D u r a t i o n  s c o r e s  a d j u s t e d  f o r  a l e r t n e s s  ( T a b l e  XI I I )

The analysis of covariance was completed after the transform ation 
x' = 50 (x 4- 1) where z  = a lertness score, possible range from -1 to 
'hi (Table DC). The original duration scores, in minutes, y,
(Table YlTi) were analysed antransform ed

Source ÛÏ 88 df S3 MS F .P

G r o up 1 23.80 1 8.75 5.75 0.22

S u b j e c t / G r o u p 6 “197.63 5 132.87 28.37

O r d e r 3 -33.26 3 13.38 4.45 1.94

F a c t o r s  -
D istraction (.£>) 1 145.73 1 14. 96 14,96 6.52 0.025
Task (T) 1 -236,25 1 23.52 10. 25 0.01
D X T 1 “1.31 1 0.3,2 0.32

R e s i d u a l 3.8 69.78 17 38.99 .2.29

T o t a l 31 -229.14 229.77

D ue to  
R e g r e s s i o n

R e s i d u a l

T o t a l

47

4. 23 

38.99

43* 2̂

The adjusted duration sco res , y% were obtained by substitution 
the following form ula, where b -  0* OB for the transform ed data

y " 0.06 x’ f  2. 2>



7 ANALYSIS OF YAFaANCE

D i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  d u r a t i o n s  of  s u c c e e d i n g  
j u d g m e n t s ;  p r e l i m i s i a r y  e x p e r i m e n t  on  t h e  e f f e c t  
of  n o i s e  ( f r o m  T a b l e  XVI )

The analysis of variance of x’ was completed after the transform a
tion 3d = 100 X, where ,x -  the differences between the durations 
of the succeeding Judgments in seconds

Source df S3 MS F P

C o n d i t i o n s  ( C) ~
Standard (T) 1 656 856
Judgment (J) 1 40,837 40,837 8.53 0.01
T X J 1 256 256

O r d e r 3 20,070 6,690 1.40

S u b j e c t s  (S) 7 186,192 26, S98 5.56 0.001

S e q u e n c e s  ( Q ) 11 43,568 3,960

S X C
(Confounded with 

order)
81 227,678 10,842 2.27 0.01

S X Q 77 467,774 6,075 1.27 0.05

R e s i d u a l 201 1,249,313 4,786

T o t a l 383 2,236,338



8 CALCULATION OF REGRESSION

M e a n  s u b j e e t l v e  e s t i m a t e  s c o r e  a n d  t h e  
l o g a r i t h m  of  t h e  r e s p i r a t o r y  r e s i s t a n c e ;  
p r e l i m i n a r y  e x p e r i m e n t  ( F i g *  9)

The analysis was completed on the transform ed figures,
V “ 100 y and u -  log (x 1), .and yielded the regression
V = 112* SO 11 “ 2* 03. Hence y = 1. IS log (x  -f- 1) - 0.02

Inspiratory 
resistance 
added :
In, of w ater

X 0 .0 0.25 0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3 .0 3.5 4 .0

Mean sub
jective 
estim ate 
score : 
(range 0 -1 )

y 0.02 0.04 0.18 0.28 0.44 0.60 0.57 0.65 0.69 0.78

.Source df SS MS F P

D u e  to  
r e g r e s s i o n

Re  s i d u a l

1

8

9

6,776.47 

126.35

6,776.47 

IS. 79

429.05 0.001

T o t a l 8,902.82



9 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

D i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  d u r a t i o n s  of  s u c c e e d i n g  j u d g 
m e n t s ;  m a i n  e x p e r i m e n t  on t h e  e f f e c t  of  a l t e r a t i o n  
i n  t h e  r e s i s t a n c e  t o  r e s p i r a t i o n  ( T a b l e  XXI )

The analysis of variance was completed on the direct scores, the 
differences between the durations of the succeeding judgments in 
seconds

Source df SS 0:8 F P

C o n d i t i o n s  (C) 3 22. IV 7.39 1.96

O r d e r 3 50.64 16.88 5.94 0,001

S u b j e c t s  (B) 1 8.63 1.23

S e q u e n c e s  ( Q ) 11 12.65 1.15

B K C
(Confounded wiüi 

order)
21 295.97 14.09 3.75 0.001

C 3K Q 33 131.11 3. 97 1.06

S X Q Tl 8.95 1.41

R e a l  d u a 1 228 858.00 3.76

T o t a l 383 1,386.12
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CALCULATION

D/lean s u b j e c t i v e  e s t i m a t e  s c o r e  a n d  t h e  l o g a r i t h m  
of  t h e  i n s p i i ’̂ a t o r y  r e s i s t a n c e  ; m a i n  e x p e r i m e n t  
( F i g , 12)

The analysis was completed on the transform ed figures, v = 100 y 
1 and u ™ log- and yielded the regression; v -  57,B8a IT* 11, 

Hence y = 0.58 logx -i- 0.34

Inspiratory resistance  : 
In. of water X 0.5 1.0 2*0 4 .0

Mean subjective 
estim ate score : 
(range 0 - 1)

y 0,16 0.36 0. 58 0.68

Source df 88 MS F P

D ue to  
r  e g r  e s s i 0 n 1 1,518.16 1,518.16 328*40 0,01

R e s i d u a l 2 9.25

Total 3 1,527,41
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11

S u b j e c t i v e  e s t i m a t e  s c o r e s  of  r e s i s t a n c e  t o  
r e s p i r a t i o n ;  m a i n  e x p e r i m e n t  ( T a b l e  XXÎ I I )

The analysis of 2d was completed, after the transform ation id = 100 
v/hex'e x  -  subjective estim ate score of resistance to resp iration  
within possible range 0 to 1

Source ÛÎ SB MB ¥ p

S u b j e c t s 7 18,701 1,814 10,67 0,001

C o n d i t i o n s 3 18,819 4,073 83,96 0, 001

O r d e r 3 106 35

Fie s i d u a l 18 3,068 170

T o t a l 31 28,094
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13 SPEClàl, îNALYm OF VARIANTBE

P r e f e ;r e XI e e s c o r e s (T ab le  2cxv )

The analysis of 2d was CiDepleted after the transformation
2.d -  50 (k 'f 1), where 3: preference score po.~js!Me
range -1 to -i-l

Source df aS IV.» ;i F P

Fregueaclea 4 4 g 090fl "Èh l,Oi2L5t 4.83 O.Oi
Deviations from 
suMractivlty 0 382.54 63,75

»jnTO*^*A

Average
preferences 10 4,472.80 447.28 8,12

10 11,188.80 1, .113.88 6.26 0. OOi

Means
4 « * —hWWK*?fi*^**l. 

80
»T>.n^>jywt wi TfJw jjçtg» w^*'wtiuc={ nijfw

15,811.00
»4,M4@49fP»'« .« .W W W A -f

780.58
'#"4 w  1

3.72
Error; subjects 
aud order 1 0 10,702.80 Ij, 070, §8 8.07 *•*

liesMual 70 M, 833,60 211.00

Total 100 41,148.00
pwfl Jw rvw ui^tM -^w ra*.» ■r*w.*ram>i a  ,w—k.̂ m
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13

AVe l a t i v e  d u r a t i o n  s c o r e s  ( T a b l e  XXVI)

The analysis of was completed after tlie transform ation 
X* “ 50 (x "h l)j where x  » relative duration score within poss: 
range -1 to -hi

Source df SS MS F P

Frequencies 4 511.48 127.87 1.13
Deviations from 
subtractiv itf 6 025.82 104.33

Average
durations 10 1,137.30 11.73 1.01

Order 10 991.70 39.17

Means 20 2,129.00 106.45
E rro r; subjects 
and order 10 1,107.90 110.79

Residual 70 7,882.10 112.60

Total 100 11,119.00
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SPECIAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

C h a n g e a  i n  s Iï I e c o n d u c t a n e e  ( T a b l e  3C.S.VÏÏ)

The analysis of variance of was completed after the trans- 
iowmatlQu of -  10, ClOO Xp whore x 
aa specially derived

ciiange in log miicroimos

B o i i r c e d f

1 *.1#*! M p̂gii \̂ip 1.

O k> M O ¥ P

F r e q u e a e i e s

D e v i a t i o n s  f r o m

s u b t r a e t i v i t y

4

6

5 6 , 1 9 0

1 3 8 , 3 0 6

1 4 , 0 4 7  

2 0 , 5 3 4

3 .  9 3  

S .  7 5

0 . 0 1

A v e r a g e  s c o r e s  

O r d e r

M e a n s

E r r o r ;  s u b j e c t s  . 

a n d  o r d e r

10
10

2 0

1 0

1 7 9 , 8 9 6  

9 6 , 7 6 5

2 7 6 , 1 6 1  

1 , 0 8 7 , 8 3 2

1 7 , 9 4 0  

3 ,  ( 5 7 7

1 3 , 8 0 8

1 0 , 8 7 8

8 . 0 1

2 . 7 1

3 . 8 7

0 . 0 5

R e s i d u a l 7 0 2 4 3 , 3 0 0 3 , 5 7 0

T o t a l 1 0 0 I g 5 9 3 ÿ

FjVMfK*,V*l»M̂V fsfrrtd

9 0 . 8

r*-" * W*f » M wo# N > fc
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CALCULATION OF REGRESSION

M e a n  p r e f e r e n c e  s c o r e  a n d  t h e  f r e q u e n c y  of  
f l a s h i n g  l i g h t  ( F i g . 14)

The analysis was completed on the transform ed 
V » 1,000 y and yielded tlie regression  : v = 656 
Hence y -  0.66 - 0.39x

agures,
*47-394 * Lf

Frequency of 
flashing light : 
c /s .

X 1.00 1.33 1.G7 8.00 2.33

Mean preference 
score :
(range "1 to 4-1)

y 0.16 0* 24 0* 01 -0.07 -0 .34

Source df

D ue to
r e g r e s s i o n 1

R e s i d u a l 3

T o t a l 4

172,133

302,494



18 CALCULATION OF REGRESSION

M e a n  c h a n g e  i n  s k i n  c o n d u c t a n c e  a n d  f r e q u e n c y  
of  f l a s h i n g  l i g h t  ( F i g *  16)

The analysis was completed, on the transform ed figures,
V -  1 ,000y and yielded the regression  : v -  3. 20 x  - 13.39% 
Hence y = 0.0032x - 0.0134

B’reqiiency o.f 
flashing Hgiit : 
c /s .

Mean conductance 
change y

1.00 1.33 1.67 2*00 2*33

-.00765 -.00772 -.00558

Source df 88 MS F i?

D ue to  
r  e g r  e s s i 0 n

R e 3 i d u a I

1

3

11.3855

0*8102

11.3855 

0* 2727

41*75 0*01

T o t a l 4 12* 2037
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Vï CALCUI^TÏON Og' REGRESSION

M e a n  c h a n g e  In  s k l n  c o n d u c t a n c e  a n d  m e a n  
p r e f e r e n c e  s c o r e  ( F i g .  I®!)

The analysis was completed on the transform ed figures, 
u -  1,000 % and v -  10,000 y, and yielded the reg ression  
V = -80,54 - Hence y = -0.0081 - 0.0072 %

Mean
preference 
score :
(range - I to -f l)

0,164 0, 236

yiean conductance
change : y -,01023 -,00909
log micromhos

0.070 -0,339

Source df 88 BIS F s.*

D ue to  
r e g r e s s i o n 1 1,032,37 1 ,053. 37 18.85 0.025

R e s i d u a l 3 168.00 58.00

T o t a l 4 1 <̂@9 A

'14



18 CALCULATION OF REGEE88ION

M e a n  r e l a t i v e  d u r a t i o n  s c o r e  a n d  s q u a r e  of  t h e  
m e a n  p r e f e r e n c e  s c o r e  ( F i g , 1 9 )

The analysis^was 
u = 10,000 and v -  
V = 0,1095811 - 68,68,

Square of 
mean
preference
score
(range Otol)

on the transform ed figures,
, 000 y, and yielded the regression  : 
Hence y 1,896 (x^) - 0,069

Relative
duration
score
(z’ang'e - I  to-}-!)

y

0.036896 0,055696 0.000081 0,004900 0,114021

,034 h0,030 -0.071 -0,051 0,126

Source df , MS r'. P

D ue to  
r e g r e s s i o n I 35,404,88 ^5,404,88 452 0. 001

E e s i d 11 a 1 3 169,12 66.37

T o t a l 4 25 ,574 ,00
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